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ABSTRACT 

A PLAN FOR DON MILLS: 

DESIGN A N D  THE CREATION OF THE CANADIAN CORPORATE SUBURB 

Valerio Rymimen 
University of Guelph, 1997 

Advisor: 
Professor G. A. Stelter 

This thesis is an investigation of Don Mills. the new town built outside the City of 
- 
i oronto in 1953. Don Mills became thc cornprehensive mode1 for the next three decades 
for resolving conflicting issues in the Toronto region; issues such as building 
rnetropolitan infrastructures protection, and ensuring the availability, quality. and 
affordability of housing. The new town's success in 1954 lay in the unlikely resolution. 
through its design, of conflicting purposes; the business goals of Argus Corporation, and 
the ideals and policies of academe and governrnent. Persona1 relations between Don 
Mills' protagonists, and the evolution of a practical trust between the business and design. 
allowed those differences to be overcome. Macklin Hancock, who was interviewed for 
this thesis, was a student at Harvard's Graduate School of Design in 1950 and emerged. 
with his family connections to Karl Fraser. as the figure best suited to design the new 
town. 
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I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Business Builds a City 

Nestled between the two forks of the Don RiverJhe new town of Don Mills is a planners 
dream coming tnie. In minimizing the risks of an investment that may eventually total $200 
million, its industrialist-developers aim at a healthier balance of industry, housing and 
commerce than any US. or Canadian planned community has achieved so far. 

Article in house + home magazine. July 1954' 



A picture in the July 1954 issue of house + home magazine, at the head of an article 

describing a new t o m  about to be built in the outskirts of Toronto, showed a group of 

three men attentively watching a fourth one.(Plate l )  Arthur Weinstock was signing ont0 

what was described as a "plamer's drearn coming truc."' Weinstock was the first of 

seventeen house builders to buy land in the new town of Don Mills. The suburban 

community, planned on farmland north-east of the city, was proudly described in its 

publicity as "the first town of its kind in North America". Leaning across Wienstock's 

right. Karl Fraser, the chief executive assistant to hancier  Edward Plunkett (E.P.) 

Taylor, was holding the contract out to Weinstock. Fraser was smiling wanly, but with 

some satisfaction. As the man Taylor had put in charge of charge of Don Mills 

Developments Limited, the Company created to build Don Mills. Fraser was at the end of 

the long and cornplex business venture which was only at that moment coming into its 

first h i t ion.  

Behind Weinstock and standing at Fraser's left, James Harris was smiling broadly. 

He was only thirty-four years of age. and a former industnal analyst for the Canadian 

National Railways. Industnal expansion and land development had been Taylor's first 

idea for the Don Mills site in 1947 at the begiming of his land assembly. At the moment 

of Weinstock's signing, however, industry's role in the new town had been combined with 

the full range of the land uses found in any modem Ontario town. It was still hoped. 

however, that the future residents of Don Mills would work at iocally based jobs. By 

building a solid business community in their new t o m ,  the developers also anticipated 

lowering the property tax burden on the future residents. In 1954 Canadian companies 

were lining up to buy land in the new town.3 

Macklin Hancock was standing and smiling at Weinsrock's left. At twenty-eight 

years of age the landscape architect was the youngest man in the picture. With one year 

to go in his graduate education Hancock, who was also Fraser's son-in law, was pulled 

away from his studies at Harvard University's elite Graduate School of Design (the GSD) 

2.  



by Fraser's entreaties. With Taylor's decision, in the middle of 1952, to go ahead on the 

new community, Fraser needed Hancock to bring the latest ideas in t o m  planning into 

the design of Don Mill's concept. Fraser's protege was continuing on the detailed 

development of the different phases new tom ' s  master plan and the appreciation of his 

work was already widespread.4 

Hancock had begun working on Don Mills' design as a surnmer job two yean earlier. 

He was tnisted by Fraser and given as  free a rein as possible in his work on the overall 

concept for the new town. Under Fraser's behest, as his Director of Planning. Hancock 

also brought a new generation of young design professionals, land developers and 

builders into the work of the detailed design and realization of his and his employer's 

vision for Don Mills. Hancock, though inexperienced as a town planner, had a close 

understanding of the Toronto region he had grown up in. He had also gained access to 

the most contemporary Modemist design ideas and practices in North Amenca during his 

abbreviated education at the GSD. From the begiming of his participation in the 

development of Don Mills, Hancock slowly introduced Fraser into a Modemist design 

culture Full of speculative. avant-garde, ideas on building for modem times. Tragically. 

however after the photo was taken. Fraser passed away in Septernber of 1954. a victim of 

a heart attack at a board meeting.' By that time, though, the new town whose 

development he had been shepherding for eight years was well on the way in its first and 

second phases of construction. 

house + home 

Owning or renting a home is probably the most important means of consumption, and 
certainly the most important expenditure in people's lives. But home ownership is surrounded 
by a contradictory aura of both autonomy and dependence. On one hand, owning the roof over 
one's head, and a Iittle plot of land around it, means liberation from the landlord or 
landlady .... On the other hand. eviction is just as likely at the hands of the bank or mortgage- 
holder, whose payment at regular intervals compels job stability. savings. and, rnost important, 
staying in place. 

Sharon Zu kin. Landscapes of ~ o w e r  



Don Mills' street pattern and organization of land uses was a radical departue from 

the traditional urban forms of the City of Toronto. From the founding of Toronto in 

1837, urban growth in the city had usually occurred as an extension of Toronto's 

conventional gridiron street pattern. This was usually accomp!ished by subdividing the 

large agricultural grid of the surrounding countryside into the smaller one of the city's 

local streets. Almost al1 of the Toronto region's post-WorId War Two subdivisions were 

no different in their relationship to the city and in following the urban grid form. Smaller 

towns and villages in Toronto's region had historically been incorporated by the city as its 

expansion reached them, their village and town grids easily fitting into the extensive gnd 

of the city. Like those early separate settlements. some of Toronto's new subdivisions 

were also initially separate from the urban grid. This was only a temporary state for them 

since their builders were expecting that the city's growth would eventually reach their 

remote locations, and their grid plans would be swallowed into the general pattern.' 

Like them. Don Mills' location in the township of North York was also not 

contiguous with the city's built-up urban fabric. The new town's streets, however, were 

not laid out in a grid pattern. and the plan's area was clearly much bigger than any other 

subdivision in the Toronto area In the urban master plan accompanying the article with 

the picture of its first land sale to Weinstock. Don Mills looked very different.(P1ak ') To a 

build his new town E.P. Taylor had purchased approximately three thousand acres of 

rolling countryside and river valley only a half of an hour's drive to Toronto's city centre.8 

Don Mills' size and anticipated population of thirty fi ve thousand people were too large to 

make it an exclusive suburban home for the wealthy like the one hundred acres of 

Thomcrest Village set in Etobicoke West of Toronto. Designed in 1950 by Toronto's 

most innovative town planner, George Faludi. Thomcrest Village was one of many small- 

scale urban design experiments in and around Toronto that had restricted good suburban 

design to an upper middle class audience. Faludi created an enclave of curved streets and 



greenery which offered some alternative to the relentless grid of the City of Toronto's 

streets for those who could f i o r d  its controlled development environment? 

E.P. Taylor's new t o m  was meant fiom the start to be both easily accessible to the 

City of Toronto, and affordable to a Young, middle class population. In contrast to the 

incrementai Street grids of Toronto's speculative housing, and the exclusivity of small 

well-planned neighbourhoods like Thomcrest Village, Don Mills was planned by 

Macklin Hancock as a complete cornrnunity.(Pl"~ 3 )  With the economies inherent in its 

large scale, and with Hancock's comprehensive approach to organizing the land uses and 

the building process, its corporate developers felt that it was possible to "offer house and 

cornrnunity in one attractive package"1° Modest houses for the emerging pst-war 

Canadian middle-class. in their view. could be built efficiently and pnced to target the 

desires for home ownership arnong the post-World War Two generation of Young 

families that was flocking out of the City of Toronto in search of a home they could 

afford. Macklin Hancock's design concept for Don Mills was meant to make the new 

neighbourhoods, with gently curving, safe streets. schools set in greenbelts. modem 

shopping centres and clean factories compensate for the urban life of the city lefi 

behind. 

design + history 

Don Milis is the most influential development in Canada during the twentieth century. The 
style it established has become so penrasive that many people assume it is the only way 
residential communities can be built. Moreover, the economic arrangements underpinning Don 
Mills have been widely used by developers who hope to repeat its staggering economic 
success. 

John Sewell. Shape of the cityl * 
Not al1 agree, with hindsight, that the approach used in planning Don Mills was the 

solution to the Toronto region's post-war urban development. John Sewell, a former 

mayor of Toronto and a writer on urban issues, has presented the problems created by the 

use of Don Mills as the exemplar of good community planning in the 1950s and 1960s. 



In his 1993 book. The S a p e  of the City, Sewell's histoncal evaiuation of Taylor's new 

town argues that Don Mills was an aberration in the evolution of planning ideas in 

suburban areas of Toronto; the wrong road taken in fomulating the ideal mode1 for 

planning Toronto's periphery. Sewell points out that Macklin Hancock's design for Don 

Mills completely altered the conventions of suburban planning in Toronto. Histoncdly 

new lands for factories and houes was created by incremental subdivision. Small scale 

speculative development of new urban areas was the n o m  in the Toronto region before 

the advent of Don Mills. Hancock. by contrast, proposed the creation of entire, 

comprehensively planned, urban neighbourhoods. His new neighbourhoods were centred 

on elementary schools. and had their urban structure predetemined at the planning 

stages." Extensive parks, more than in the city, were also included by Hancock as an 

essential part of his master plan. Woodlands and river valleys were given over to the 

community's inhabitants as recreationd areas in a cornmunity "suffised with green 

space" . '4 

Sewell argues that Don Mills' was successfül both as an innovative design for 

organizing daily life, and as a speculative business venture. Its new urban forms were 

influenced by ideas from Europe. England and the United States. and reflected a growing 

intemationalisrn, in the 1950's in modem town planning. For Sewell, most suburban 

developments designed afier 1954, imitated Don Mills' successful form and urban 

development process. and eventually becarne the way to build any suburbs in the next 

three decades. l 

Macklin Hancock's ideas were not new, but their incorporation into one large 

comprehensive town plan meant rethinking entirely the expectations that post-war 

Torontonians had for how modem community design and architecture supported farnily 

life and workplaces. For Sewell, Hancock's designs were not necessarily based on bad or 

wrong ideas. ï h e  problematic characteristic of Don Mills, in Sewell's writing, and one 

that was probably, for him, its most subversive aspect in relation to the historical form of 



Toronto's urban development, was Hancock's acceptance of modem land-use zoning. 

The young designer's urban planning, while including al1 aspects of daily life, chose to 

separate land uses from each other. giving each activity a distinct area in the plan. 

Toronto's traditional urban fabric. according to Sewell, was more complex and evolved: 

... traditional c i ~  design had shown a mix of uses, arterial streets 
often being Iined with retail outlets above which were apartments. 
Ofice and some time industrial uses intermingled with retail, and 
planning decisions were often involved in a sorting of these different 
and sometimes conflicting uses. Hancock's community ensured there 
was no possibility of conflict: the uses were clearly separated from 
eac h other. 

To Sewell, the fundamental qualities which formed traditional urban comunities, the 

"possibility of conflict" inherent in the "inter-relatedness" of varied land uses in 

traditional urban settings, were eliminated in Don Mills' design. 

In his writing and political career, Sewell has been the promoter of the need to re- 

evaluate the way in which Toronto's metropolitan area has been developed, and the vision 

for its future developrnent. Sewell's writings on Toronto's suburbs, and Don Mills in 

particular, remain the only historical survey of Taylor's project and the period of its 

design and building. The optimism exuded by the men in the 1954 photograph could be 

easily dismissed. though, by one of his readers as naive, gnevously mistaken, hubris. 

Like Jane Jacobs in her book, Death and Lfe of Great Arnerican Cities, Sewell favours 

traditional urban city centres with their open-ended and often chaotic diversity. The 

complex historical circumstances surrounding Don Mills' foundation, however. have been 

oversimplified to fit Sewell's argument against a suburban mode1 of development 

represented by Don Mills. The question as to whether a new approach to town planning 

was needed to solve the problems created by suburban expansion before 1953 is still open 

to historical judgements and scrutiny. 



design + power : a thesis statement 

The way one shapes their reply to the questions you might ask is difficult because there are so 
many nuances. How you distill certain things into a reply is extremely difficult. You miss things, you 
add things. I mean it is always the tnith of course. But the point is, it's pitched this way or that way 
in ternis of ernphasis. and the result is that ... l don? know. You would have to be a historian to be 
reaily direct and then you'd have to harmonize what a person said. 

Macklin Hancock, reflecting on his view of past events l8 

The art of making urban places is usually not elaborated in historical work and is 

usually left to art and architectural history, or to the realm of cultural criticism. This shift 

of historiographic responsibility rnakes it di ficult to understand the reciprocal 

relationship between design and institutional and economic power. Awareness of such 

reciprocity is especially important in a situation like the founding of a whole or a part of a 

city, a moment where political and economic power is a crucial factor 

History as investigated in the normal histoncal outlooks, is often predicated on the 

evidence of social change, political or economic transitions. or in the maneuvenng of 

great personalities. As crucial as the latter studies are in creating a historical picture, they 

remain very limited in forming a useful historical picture of the physical evolution of a 

city. An understanding of how the design of the physical city operates in relation to 

structures of power, policy, and not lem. economic goals. is essential to an understanding 

of how new urban forms aise in cities. Design cornes to the fore in moments of great 

social, political, and econornic change in a city as its citizens seek to cope with new 

situations. A city history based on design ideas is also essential in understanding the 

normative effect that the physical city has in shaping the social habits and expectations of 

its inhabitants during the course of their daily lives.19 

The broad contention in this thesis is that design is a central historical issue, and is 

not only one of the peripheral effluvia of a historical process that is driven by the 

ostensibly more central forces of money, society and politics. Design, in the following 

pages, will be understood as the means by which those forces take their final shape and 

not, as is usually assumed, the result of those forces. Without a design paradigni to create 



a visualization of what modem society could be. the buildrrs of Don Mills would have 

been encouraged to chum out more conventional suburban tract housing, as they indeed 

were tempted to do several times.20 

In the case of Don Mills, the new design of the cornrnunity became the 

comprehensive mode1 for resolving conflicting issues that were as disparate as biiilding 

metropolitan infrastructures for transportation, water and sewage. managing the physical 

environment of a booming economy and population, and ensuring the availability. 

quality. and affordability of housing in the city of Toronto and its region. Hancock's 

design for Don Mills gave boundary, f o m  and quality to a vision of the "good life" for 

Toronto. The new tom's  design was a response to the modem forces that were already 

distorting the political and social assmptions that had given shape to the pre-war city. 

and creating crises for its institutions and overburdened bureaucraties." 

A more precise thesis for this work focuses the role that Macklin Hancock and his 

design had in defining the ambitions of the financiers of Don Mills. The key question 

which needs to be answered is how some of the most seasoned and conservative 

businessmen in Canada came to have confidence in a young landscape architect not even 

graduated from the design school at Harvard University, and to give him control of a 

project involving millions of dollars of their investments." A corollary question is how 

the same hardened capitalists accepted the advice and judgments of the son of an English 

progressive thinker, and the student of avant-garde socialist architects from Europe. 

Unlike John Sewell, this author does not see Don Mills as an error in planning 

judgment. This thesis contends that the reason for Don Mills' inevitable success in 1954 

lay in its unlikely combination of two worlds; of the financial and organizational 

expertise of Canadian corporations, and of an idealistic one of academe and government 

that compelled the re-thinking of what the future qualities of Canadian communities 

could be. Underlying the coming together of two bodies of ideas, were the more 

contingent, but nonetheless important, persona1 relations between Don Mills protagonists. 

9. 



At the heart of those relationships was the evolution of trust needed to overcome 

differences of belief and practical outlook between business and design cultures. Macklin 

Hancock emerged, with the accident of family connections to Karl Fraser, as the figure 

best suited to unite al1 of the loose strands in Don MiIlsf situation.23 

Hancock was a good designer Full of new ideas. He also had the persona1 ambition 

and cornmitment to punue them passionately. The young landscape architect was able to 

communicate the value of the ideas to his employers, and he had the energy to seize the 

occasion to promote them. With the full approval of his corporate employers, he hired 

the best young designers for Don Mills, and encouraged the rnost ambitious and 

innovative new builders. The key to Hancock's success was in the ability to straddle the 

two worlds of finance and design. and to maintain a good faith in the cornmon project 

they were undertaking. E.P. Taylor and Karl Fraser realized that a well designed new 

comrnunity offenng the latest in planning ideas was a good business opportunity. Karl 

Fraser did extensive research in good American examples of innovative housing and 

community design. and with Hancock's informal prodding grew to understand that 

modem design ideals offered the clearest and most comprehensive approach to a 

successful investment? 

Outside of Fraser and Hancock's direct efforts, however. the creation of Metropolitan 

Toronto out of the City of Toronto and its surrounding suburban municipalities was the 

larger context that established Don Mills as the mode1 for the Toronto region's suburban 

planning. The simultaneous creation, almost in the same half decade. of the two planning 

initiatives, the metropolis and the new town, set both up as the most contemporary 

epitomes of design and planning. One cannot assume, as John Sewell does in Shape of 

the City, that the metropolitanism that came to characterize Toronto's growth afier 1950 

could have been accommodated in the histoncal pattern of the city's growth prier to 1945. 

Toronto could have grown by extending its histonc gnd of local streets, but by 1950 it 

was clear to politicians and municipal engineers that the results were not working out 

1 o. 



well. The consequent crisis atmosphere, of chaotic urban deveioprnent without any 

viable municipal control, and lack of coordinated large scale infrastructure planning, was 

felt by al1 the protagonists involved in the founding of Don Mills. Such large scale 

problems of municipal development were experienced at the personal level by the people 

who simply wanted an affordable, well-built home in a well-planned neighbourhood? 

What was needed in 1950 to solve the seemingly intractable problems created by the out- 

of-control urban expansion on Toronto's periphery was a radical ovemirning of the 

conventional approaches to urban development that were hstrat ing the goals of al1 

involved parties. In Hancock's master plan for Don Mills, al1 of those parties, designers, 

developen and politicians, who were responsible for building new urban areas, and who 

were affected by that crisis, found a new system of town planning so modem and 

comprehensive that it seemed to solve al1 their problems at once. The new system. the 

"Don Mills system". was readily accepted, and as John Sewell has noted, became so 

"pervasive that many people assume it is the only way that residential comrnunities can 

be built."26 

sources + precedents 

No, (Don Mills was not) an autonomous new town. No ... l wasn't that far off base. 1 saw it 
as a community designed around new town lines. In other words. designed totally with its 
employment and al1 those things. 1 didn't see it as a sort of faithful reproduction of downtown 
Toronto, or Cabbagetown or whatever. No, I did see it in modem tens; that is to Say what 
does one do today to design a city. It's different from what it was in times past. So 1 tried to 
work with everything that I could recall about design of cities or had seen in terrns of design of 
cities. 

Macklin Hancock. describing his precedents for Don Mills 27 

Much more has been written on Amencan suburbanization than on Canadian. The 

outlook in those works, however, has intluenced the general themes for the study of 

Canadian suburbs. Some Amencan authors, like socioeconomic historian Sharon Zukin 

in Landscapes of Power,'s have focused on the Amencan post-war years, the same period 

as Don Mills' design. Her case study analyses of design and power in the evolution of 



contemporary urban and suburban landscapes in the United States have been central to 

framing the broad focus of this work, and in particular to understanding the connections 

between the politics, the financing, and the design of Don MilIs. Zukin's definition of the 

t e m  "landscape" describes the physical results emerging fiom the interplay between 

existing places, their institutions and societies, and new ideas of urban form. A landscape 

for Zukin is the place created by the interaction between financial ambition, power in all 

forms, and the ability and will to create that new place. In the case of Don Mills, Macklin 

Hancock cannot be understood without relation to Karl Fraser, and Fraser rnust be seen in 

his relation to E.P. Taylor. Al1 those figures, however, also represent the outlook of 

institutions such as the Harvard Graduate School of Design and the post-war Canadian 

corporation. In the 1950s, Don Mills' designers and builders were faced with entirely 

new urban development issues pushing at the Toronto region's broad landscape. 

In contrat to Zukin's case studies, other historians of Amencan suburban expansion, 

like John Stilgoe and Kenneth Jackson, have taken a more synoptic view of the last one 

hundred and fifty years of North Arnencan migration to suburban communities. Stilgoe's 

account traces the evolution of the "borderlands". places charactenzed by the Romantic 

ambition for a civilized life in the country. The evolution of the original modest ambition 

from the uncontrolled subdivisions on the periphenes of American cities into the staged 

exclusive charm of the planned rssidential communities is one of the main themes of his 

book Borderlands.29 The distinction between the two types of "borderland" is also very 

important in understanding where Don Mills fits into Toronto's history of suburban 

expansion. Key in Stilgoe's work are his accounts of the ever present pastoral 

Rornanticism that he suggests is the common ground of the migration to al1 types of 

" borderlands" subdivisions. 

Kenneth Jackson's book, Crubgrass Frontier.30 is more direct about the suburbs and 

his imagery less poetic than Stilgoe's. Jackson's work implicitly accepts Stilgoe's ideas, 

but broadens the base of examples and extends the chronology to the twentieth century. 
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Three themes are reiterated by Jackson in each historicai period of suburban development 

between the mid-nineteenth century to today. Like Stilgoe, Jackson stresses the attraction 

of natutal settings for suburban dwellers, and the pnvacy that their new homes offered the 

migrants fiom the cities. He undencores those Romantic themes, however, with practical 

ones. Two further influences, according to Jackson. were central in determining the 

success of fledgling suburban communities: ease of transportation to workplaces still in 

the city centres. and the ability by aspinng suburban families to effectively finance the 

building and purchase of their homes in those new suburbs. 

While Stilgoe and Jackson have articulated the main themes in Arnerican suburban 

history, the amount of writing on American suburban history is still small. Work on 

specific communities. like Sharon Zukin's in the case studies in Landscilpes of Power. 

needs to be undertaken both in Canada and the United States. For Toronto, Don Mills is 

the place to start such a case study. As John Sewell correctly argues. it forms a watershed 

in suburban planning for Toronto as the fint mature design of a planned community for 

the mass society of modem post-war Toronto. The origins of E.P. Taylor's new town, 

however. remain scattered in documents which range across sociological field studies. 

popular journalism and govemrnent reports. Probably the best source for understanding 

the social situation in the suburban Toronto region in the post-war years is sociologist 

S.D. Clark's The Suburban Society,3l published in the 1960's after an e-xhaustive study of 

a broad range of new subdivisions. Don Mills is one of the case studies in The Subzrrban 

Sociev. as are the wealthy enclave of Thomcrest Village. Distant low income 

subdivisions like Riverside Park set on the edge of Toronto's region near Lake Simcoe are 

also included. Clark's study, cornmissioned by the Central Mortgage and Housing 

Corporation. was supported in its findings by stories in national magazines like 

hfucleans, and in local newspapers. There was great interest in the pint  media of the 

1950's about the move to the suburbs by Toronto's middle classes The stones in the 

newspapers and magazines of the penod range from the anecdotal to the general, and the 
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investigative to the humorous. Each account seeks in its way to understand the new 

phenornenon of suburban migration. 

Beyond scientific and popular narratives of suburban life, the basic facts of the story 

of Don Mills, and other Toronto region subdivisions, rest in the archives of the 

Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto. Planning reports for a range of commissions and 

cornmittees--some permanent, some ad hoc-al1 recorded the debates, procedures and 

actions undertaken by municipal governments and officiais to control the runaway 

expansion of the Toronto urban periphery afier 1946, and they also record the mixed 

success of those efforts. Similar sources are also found where Don Mills was built in the 

City of North York's Corporate Records. Of great value are the North York township 

council minutes which outlined the desperation in the municipality's efforts to provide 

adequate urban services for its new suburban inhabitants. Equally desperate at times 

were the project presentations and deals proposed and re-proposed by land developers 

trying to get municipal approval and urban services committed for their new subdivisions. 

Unfortunately the survival of the minutes of the various planning cornmittees and 

commissions deciding the approval of Taylor and Fraser's project has been patchy. 

Unlike the municipal archives, collections of architectural and urban planning 

joumals are more complete. These are a valuable source of design and planning concepts 

by the protagonists of Don Mills and their colleagues in the design professions. Unlike 

refereed academic journals, the articles found in the professional joumals are a discussion 

of issues, the latter usually commissioned by the editors. mixed in with presentations of 

projects. More than academic journals, the professional joumals reflect a state of mind of 

a period and should be considered as primary historical material. Like articles of the 

popular press, the articles on design and planning should form a basis for research and 

discussion in themselves. 

The important Canadian journals of the early 1950s were the Jozirnal of the Royal 

Architectzu-al Institute of Canada, and the Community Planning Review. The 
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Architectural Journal and the Architectural Forum were the non-Canadian journals 

publishing articles about Don Mills in the 1950s. After the middle of that decade, the 

group of architects gathered around the new town's creation were joined by other 

colleagues to found a new journal, Canadian Architect. James Murray, one of the first 

architects approached by Hancock to design housing in Don Mills, was the new 

magazine's dnving force. Murray, the architect of homes. institutions and commercial 

projects in the new town, created a journal for Canadian architects that was the exemplar 

of a new generation's Modemist design attitude. The designs of many of Don Mills first 

buildings were published in the pages of the magazine, and those articles are an extensive 

source of images of the architecture and planning of the new town. 

The richest, but potentially most problematic, source of primary information on the 

founding of Don Mills has been a series of interviews undertaken by this author with 

Macklin Hancock32 and James Murray." Hancock's interviews have in particular been 

the propelling force behind much of the narrative of this thesis, and have guided a large 

part the research into other primary sources and secondary materials. Interviews, while 

offenng history from the participants themselves. are a seductive source that the historian 

must use carefully. This becomes more dificult if the chief character is still engaged in a 

private design practice, as is the case with Hancock. Eric Hobspawn. writing in the 

introduction to his book, The Age of Empire, comments on the difficu!ty of interpretation 

of eyewitness materials: 

Where historians try to corne to grips with a period which has left 
surviving eyewitnesses. two quite different concepts of history clash, 
or, in the best of cases, supplement each other: the scholarly and the 
existential, archive and persona1 memory .... Scholars who interview old 
soldiers or politicians will have already acquired more, and more 
reliable, information about what happened from print and paper, than 
their source has in his or her memory, but may nevertheless 
misunderstand it .... both the versions of history which thus confiont 
one another are, in different senses, coherent constructions of the past, 



consciously held as  such and at least potentially capable of 
de finition? 

Hancock. in particular, is an erudite and self-aware commentator on the period of his 

greatest influence in planning and design. As an ongoing practitioner-a landscape 

architect and urban planner--more than four and a half decades afier his success with Don 

Mills, he has had much time to reflect on the impact of his first major town planning 

work. Despite the veil of self-critical awareness about Don Mills itself that rnust 

inevitably colour his recollections, Hancock, in the interviews, is remarkably open and 

candid about the personal interactions that led to his involvement in the project. Only in 

some places is Hancock cautious, as in the discussion of the firing by Fraser of John 

Layng. Taylor's first choice as the planner of the new town. 

In dealing with such rich recollections, the practice in this work has been to subject 

them where possible to the scrutiny of archival documents from other sources. When the 

recollections are persona!. as in the conversations between Hancock and Fraser. or 

Hancock and his father. they must to a degree be taken on faith as a representation of the 

events. Where the recol!ection invoives a relationship with the world at large. there is 

usually some documentary evidence available to corroborate Hancock's recounting ar.3 to 

enrich them with a context that goes beyond his mernories. The best example is the case 

in the third chapter describing Hancock's involvement in the ongins of the Don Valley 

Parkway. There is no direct evidence available in road commission minutes. if they exist. 

to confim his recollections, but there is extensive background material in the form of 

planning reports that indicates that something significant happened, in the period that 

Hancock is remembering, that quickly changed the priorities of the Toronto region's road 

planners. The mixing of Hancock's penonal narrative with the broader reading of the 

transportation policy of the time enriches the potential of both sources in the overall 

history. 



Chapter One begins with a review of the many suburban precedents that Hancock and 

Fraser were aware of and that influenced their work on Don Mills plan. The attraction of 

the Romantic pastcral ideal of the suburbs is examined From its origins in the English 

estates to its North American transplanting. The works of John Stilgoe and Kenneth 

Jackson, in particular, are seen as essential in establishing a North American historical 

context for Don Mills. Planned suburban communities in Toronto and in Arnencan cities 

are also reviewed since these were the exarnples studied by Karl Fraser in his early 

research for Taylor's original industrial subdivision. Comrnunities like Rosedale and 

Levittown are studied to later see how Don Mills fits into their tradition, and more 

importantly, how Don Mills was designed to avoid their limitations. 

Jackson, in particular, focuses on how American suburbanization was greatly assisted 

by the evolution of transportation modes like streetcars and the automobile. Also of great 

importance in Jackson's work is the support by the American federal govemment of 

pnvate financing institutions in order to assist middle-class citizens buying suburban 

homes. The next section in the chapter reviews the Canadian version of that financial 

assistance and discusses the creation of CMHC. the Central Mortgage and Housing 

Corporation (which evolved in 1954 into the Canadian Mortgage and Housing 

Corporation). The federal crown corporation was key in providing financiai security for 

novice community developers like E.P. Taylor and Karl Fraser as well as their builders. 

CMHC under Humphrey Carver also had a crucial educational role in the 1950s. creating 

an atrnosphere of encouraging innovation to ease the path for a young designer like 

Macklin Hancock. 

The other town planning tradition strongly influencing Macklin Hancock was that of 

the Anglo-American garden city. His Progressive father's lessons on the growth of cities 

led to his interest in the garden city ideals. 'The garden city movement's emphasis on a 

practical working out of the goal of social equity in a new urban form is reviewed as an 

alternative for Hancock to the speculative building which characterized the Amencan 
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Levittowns in the 1950s. Both the British garden city of Letchworth, and the work of 

Arnerican planner Clarence Stein in Radbuni, c m  be seen as direct precedents for 

Hancock's in his design work for Don Mills. and were logical extensions of his father's 

earlier influence. 

Shifting to a narrative tone, Chapter Two is more biographical in its focus. It traces 

the coming together of disparate individuals-in particula. Hancock. Taylor and Fraser--to 

form the unlikely group that came up with an original way of building a new comrnunity. 

Focusing altemately on Hancock and on E.P. Taylor and Fraser, the chapter builds the 

relationship between the designers of Don Miils and the financiers who put up the 

speculative capital. Also reviewed is the role of Argus Corporation, chaired by Taylor. 

one of post-war Canada's larges1 capital concentrations, which financed Don Mills 

Developments Lirnited. 

In Chapter Three, the respective roles of Macklin Hancock and Karl Fraser in the 

shaping of Don Mill's success are highlighted against the background of Toronto's 

metropolitan expansion. The chapter follows the negotiations that went into ensuring 

approval of the new community by the Township of North York. and Taylor and Fraser's 

innovations in development financing that matched those in Don Mills' design. Next, the 

urban and institutional context of the Don Mills designs is reviewed. Designs. like that of 

Don Mills. were backed in the early 1950s by an even broader initiative by Canadian 

federal government policy in promoting creative town planning for Canadian 

cornmunities. How those ideas were communicated to design professionals, builders and 

land developers by CMHC's head of research and education. Hurnphrey Carver, is 

discussed. Carver's suggestions for creating social equity in Canadian housing were 

supported in the two innovative aspects of Don Mills: its master plan and its financing. 

The design of Don Mills is outlined to emphasize what made it so innovative and 

different from previous Toronto subdivisions, and why it was so attractive to 

governments, developers and joumalists. 
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The impact of the Toronto regions metropolitanization is illustrated in relation to Don 

Mills in one specific case; n the planning of the route of the Don Valley Parkway, which 

linked Don Mills to Toronto's downtown by the early 1960s. Macklin Hancock and Karl 

Fraser had to ensure that the new auto route would not compromise their project. As in 

Don Mills design, Hancock's new ideas about urban parkways. combined with the deal- 

making of Fraser and far-sighted politicians like Fredenck Gardiner, not only resolved a 

potential conflict, but expanded the possibilities open to metropolitan decision maken. 

Hancock's resulting design solution elegantly connected Don Mills to the metropolitan 

auto routes being planned in the Toronto region in the early 1950s. By having an easy 

comection to the Don Valley Parkway, Don Mills became even more entrenched as the 

desired mode1 on which to base the fiiture suburban fabric of an automobile-based 

Metropolitan Toronto. 

Following C hapter Three's focus on the broader city region. the Conclusion 

underscores how the confluence of money and design. and the personalities that 

represented each, established the influence of Don Mills' design as the mode1 of suburban 

development for the Toronto region metropolis and consequently the rest of Canada. 
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Chapter 1 

The Art of the Suburbs 

Given the age and financial circumstances of the young people who IocatedAn Don Mills 
(young and middle-aged people 'on the make' but not yet for the most part with any great 
amount of savings) it was not easy to buy a home in a 'good' urban residential district. Houses 
available in the city in the p r i e  range of houses in ... Don Mills were in areas where the 
exclusive character of the neighbourhood had broken d o m .  What residential developments 
like ... Don Mills offered were neighbourhoods as socially acceptable as were those offered by 
areas of very expensive housing in the city. 

S.D. Clark. The Subuhan Society 



Arthur Weinstock was not only buying land fiom E.P. Taylor. He was signing ont0 

an experiment in cornmunity-building that would prove a success beyond the 

expectations of the men in the 1954 house + home picture.2 For ail of the qualities of the 

new comrnunity that attracted builden 1 ike Weinstock, however, Don Mills still fit into 

the bigger picture of rapid, 'boomtownt-style, urban growth characterizhg the suburban 

region around the City of Toronto. Movement of the poorer parts of Toronto's population 

to the city's periphery in search of affordable housing had always been the n o m  in 

Toronto since its founding, but in 1946 the migration to the suburbs accelerated. That 

urban development was driven by land speculation for new housing and industry, and was 

outstripping the finances and planning controls of the municipalities and rurai counties.3 

That movement of Toronto's population outwards. into existing and new communities 

in the surrounding countryside, was part of a bigger tendency to urban dispersion 

happening throughout post-World War Two North Amerka. What the new inhabitants of 

North Amencan suburbs were searching for in the late 1940s and eariy 1950s was what 

people had always moved to suburbs for. Like suburban pioneers since the mid- 

nineteenth century, they were searching for a home and property of their own, healthy 

natural surroundings for their children to grow up in. and a chance to form their own 

sense of comrnunity with like minded people. 

Borderlands and Planned Communities 

The success of the developets big $15 million shopping center will depend on the long- 
term prosperity of the whole comrnunity. So, to keep up tomorrow's property values, they have 
insisted that builders go as far in contemprary design as today's buyers wil reach. 

Article in house + home magazine, July 1954~ 

Despite the claims to innovation by Macklin Hancock and Don Mills Developments 

executives like Karl Fraser,5 the art of building suburbs had already been in existence for 

over a century. For Hancock, the oldest precedents for his planned comrnunity were 

Iocated in the late eighteenth century Great Bntian, and built on the expanding edges of 



older cities like London, Bath and Edinburgh."n London, the building of the great 

Georgian squares, like Grosvenor Square, by aristocratie landowners created a new urban 

form for housing the social elites of the growing capitol. The great squares marked the 

establishment of comprehensively controlled and designed urban places, each of which 

combined a high quality of landscape and architecture.' What distinguished the London 

projects From similar projects in other European capitals was the inclusion of nature in the 

public spaces, instead of following the example of the paved European market squares. 

Unlike Italian pianas, with their rich civic life, London's new squares were also fenced 

off from the public. The parks and gardens were oniy accessible by keyed gates and 

remained the dornain of the householders of the newly built Classical town houses which 

frarned the squares! To the passerby, however. the high visibility of an urban forest in 

the new districts like Grosvenor Square was a pleasure in the dense city fabric of London. 

and encouraged the subsequent development of new residential squares. The squares also 

becarne an example for the city and crown to set aside more land for public parks and 

gardens.(Pl"tc J, 

The biggest of London's new residential quarters was planned by architect John Nash. 

and was built between 18 13 and 1830 on the north-west penphery of the rapidly growing 

city. As property of the English Crown. the new district was part of a general 

restmcturing of the urban fabric in that ~ e a . ~  An arnbitious and spatially complex 

grouping of residences set in Marylebone Park. the district was renamed Regent's Park, 

afier the Prince Regent who had initiated the project.(Pia[c 5 )  

At the same time as the planning of the squares and Regent's Park, a uniquely English 

style to configunng country estates was already highly developed by architects like 

William Vanborough, and landscape architects like Humphrey Repton. In the English 

approach to rural 

architectural style, 

and small Iakes. 

estate planning, great country houses, designed in the Classical 

were set in a naturalized park; a landscape of meadows, glades. forest 

The English style 10, unlike the Classicall y forma1 French garden, 
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reflected an Arcadian ideal inspired by such rnythological painters as Claude Lorrain, 

whose large canvases depicted a reconstruction of a lost Classical landscape, a benign and 

sentimental nature!' In keeping with that fashion, John Nash, the noted Classical 

architect, was appointed the overall planner and Surveyor General for the English Crown 

after 1813, and becarne the architect for the building of Regent's Park. He was assisted in 

the design of the Park itself by Humphrey Repton, the great rurai estate planner. l 2  

Under Repton, Regent's Park's design transferred the rural estate sensibility of British 

elites to a new location in London's penphery. The new design ideas of Nash and Repton 

sought to provide urban homes for the wealthy surrounded by the same type of park 

setting they had grown accustomed to in their country homes.13 The architecture 

surrounding the park, and limiting its forrn, was predominately a tenace building type. In 

the terrace. the common-wall townhouses which surrounded the London squares with 

their grand facades were given an overall image with an even greater social cachet. 

Instead of using a repetitive module. like the townhouse facades of the Georgian squares, 

to enclose the park. Nash's tenaces were designed as one Classically proportioned palace. 

its design evoking the grand country houses with their more unified, architectural styling. 

Ail of  Regent's Park's terraces were set like an austere white necklace around the lush. 

green. Arcadian park. 

Nash, in 1824, also proposed isolated residential alternatives in less visible locations 

than Regent's Park.(Platc 6 ,  These "villages", like Nash's 181 1 Blake Harnlet design in 

Gloucestershire, were organized as loose, hamlet-like groups of single houses surrounded 

by gardens and parkland-l-' Park Villages, East and West. were two such clusters in the 

north east corner of the site, on the edge of the Regent's Canal. The conceptual germ of 

the suburb of detached homes set in a natural park was initiated there. The only 

subsequent shift in Nash's design approach in sorne of the Park Villages was the growing 

preference by purchasers of suburban homes or lard for a newer architectural fashion. 

Nash's Classicism gave way to a more rustic, or cottage-like, expression of architectural 
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style; like the faux-medieval Tudor that Nash had built some of the Blaise Harnlet houses 

in? Thirty years later, it was those small additions to Regent's Park which would inspire 

wealthy Amencans as they sought to escape the intolerable urban pollution and crowding 

that their industries had initiated in American cities. 

John Stilgoe has characterized the suburban expansion in American cities as living on 

the "borderland". Such settlements on the edges of cities, tied in a relationship to 

countryside and nature, represented the original aspirations of suburban migration! 

Those suburbs, for Stilgoe, were the typical case of the early suburban expansion of 

American cities in the early nineteenth century. Since the founding of Amencan cities. 

landownen on fringes of cities had subdivided their land to take advantage of the 

Amencan population's desire to live in more affordable and healthier small town and 

rural settings. Ofien an expedient approach to suburban expansion. the early 

"borderlands" type that Stilgoe describes. with its large lots, simple street patterns, and 

emphasis on rural standards of urban services. was rnuch easier to develop, and attractive 

to landowners with its low requirements for capital investment. Landowners could either 

build the new residents' housing themselves. or sel1 their land to speculative builders for 

the sarne purpose. After 1830 in the United States. and in Toronto after 1850. much of 

the suburban expansion came from the easy availability of inexpensive land on the urban 

fnnges. Small home builders like Arthur Weinstock, were part of a long tradition of 

builders who constnicted small groups of houses in newly subdivided areas on urban 

peripheries.17 

The "borderlands" suburb attracted al1 social classes. Middle class migrants to the 

suburbs also bought houses surrounded by enough land for their gardens.I8 The families 

of skilled workmen, and the labourers near rural or small town factories, also joined the 

"borderlands" communities building their modest cottages on smaller plots of land. 

Suburban populations al1 continued to commute to workplaces in city centres. City 

centres held the office work for middle-class clerks, and the majority of the factories for 
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the working class job, though some factories also moved to urban periphenes to take 

advantage of cheap land. Work was usually the main reason for any a t tachent  to the 

city centre for most "borderlands" inhabitants. however. By contrast to crowded urban 

downtowns, their suburban countryside offered open spaces, healthy air and water, and 

easy access to natural places.19 Only one set of problems marred their otherwise pastoral 

lifestyle. Suburbs that had been built expediently suffered from intrinsic problems of 

their own: lack of urban services like water and sewage, the absence of institutions like 

schools, costly transportation to urban workplaces, and chaotic growth patterns caused by 

lack of any urban planning.'* 

Country life on the urban periphenes was also an attraction for the wealthy but the 

drawbacks of the "borderlands" commmities were intolerable, The social elites. 

however, were able to purchase the comfort and security for their investment that good 

community design offered. This desire for community stability to match the romance of 

their new lifestyles was the origin of what Stilgoe designates as the "planned residential 

community" which was a more hlly conceived version of the "borderland" ideal. As a 

solution to the problems besetting "borderlands" urban growth. sorne land developers and 

builders were willing to go a step further in planning their subdivisions. and included 

designs for a more comprehensively designed vision of the suburban environment." 

Shaker Heights in Cleveland and Forest Hills in Queens, both built early in the 

twentieth century, were two early planned communities. Despite differences in their 

design, the two suburbs are used as examples by Stilgoe to demonstrate the qualities of 

design that were successful in setting them apart from the rest of the "borderlands" as 

good places to live. Shaker Heights was like Nash's Park Villages: leafi neighbourhoods 

of big houses for a commuting social elite? Forest Hills, also well landscaped, was 

mainly an upper middle-class comrnunity, and was inspired by a vision of social equity 

with a place for a wide range of social classes? Both suburbs, Shaker Heights and 

Forest Hills, demonstrated that the quality of life in a planned community was not found 
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in a precise formula, but depended on the individual vision of the developer or designer. 

The cornmon thread uniting al1 planned suburbs, though. was an emphasis on design in a 

very clearly articulated general ideal. Like the original Park Villages, the preferred taste 

of purchasers of houses in both Shaker Heights and Forest Hills was for well-groomed 

landscapes of parks and lawns, combined with a regulation of community architecture 

that preserved the value of the residential area. Another preference was for a mixture of 

architectural styles in the community's buildings, both residential and public. The 

cornrnunities. for the first time in suburbs, had efficient urban services like water, sewage, 

gas and electricity. Effective transportation to the city, for the professionals or 

businessmen who bought these homes. was the 1 s t  of the essential features of good 

community design making the suburban life for those who could afford it more 

comfortable than that of the typical "borderlands" resident.z4 

Like American cities to its south. the City of Toronto's urban area grew rapidly from 

1 830 to the tum of the cenniry, with most of the development on its penphery following 

Stilgoe's loosely organized, "borderlands". pattem of suburban land speculation. Older 

rural villages, like Yorkville or Parkdale. originally distant from the city, grew larger as 

they provided inexpensive, semi-rural, housing for al1 social classes. Such villages were 

eventually swallowed into the larger grid of urban streets as Toronto's urban area itself 

expanded with new city blocks.25 Historian James Lemon has described Toronto's street 

system growing out of the M e r  subdivision of agricultural holdings by incremental 

land speculation so that "even though rectangular. Toronto's imer-city street pattem 

resembled the chaotic layouts of colonial New York and B~ston."'~ At the tum of the 

century that land speculation and the subsequent building boom showed no signs of 

slowing: "the practice of premature subdivision would recur, most rarnpantly during the 

strong economic period from 1900 to 19 13, both within newly annexed areas and beyond 

the city limits."z7 With the continuous pressure to expand, the city's early discontinuous 

patchwork of streets slowly filled in and consolidated during the late nineteenth and early 
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twentieth century into the gridiron street pattern typical of rnost of North America's 

cities.28 

The suburban alternative described by Stilgoe, the "planned residential cornmunity", 

also existed early in Toronto's development. Unlike its English antecedents in Regent's 

Park. and more like the American suburbs being planned during the 1850s, Toronto's first 

planned suburb was built to allow the city's upper and professional classes to move out of 

the city centre. The founding of Rosedale in 1854, as a retreat for its wealthy citizens 

with an inclination to rural life, followed by only two decades Toronto's incorporation in 

1834 as a rnodestly sized city with a population of only 9,254 inhabitants. With 62 

building lots in its original offenng, each of approximately two-thirds of an acre, 

Rosedale was developed on the 120 acre nual retreat of the Jarvis family to the north-east 

of the city.(Plate7) Their original rural villa remained on the site as a mansion on a twenty 

acre lot? 

Each of Toronto's founding families. like the Jarvises. had been given a "park lot" on 

their arriva1 at the frontier senlement in the early 1800s. Taken together the park loi land 

grant stretched from Queen Street in the south, the east-west main street of early Toronto, 

to Bloor Street to the north. The park lots covered the entire north of the city. Each of 

the park lots was a long land gram oriented north-south. and taking up one module of the 

agricultural subdivision grid which the British Crown had laid over Upper Canada. The 

family fortunes of Toronto's founding elites were built over the next decades on 

speculative subdivisions of those lands, and, new lands purchased adjacent to them.30 

Before Rosedale's subdivision, the Jarvises already had subdivided their southem lands 

into the typical Toronto city grid of small streets. Rosedale was located on their northem 

lands, where the summer home had been built.31 That site was not the ievel tableland of 

the southern subdivision, but was cut with the picturesque ravines of the Don River's 

western tributaries. 



Rosedale drew its inspiration directly from its English precedents, but was tempered 

by local circumstances. The land was sold to a contractor named Carruthen by William 

Jarvis. Curving streets, in the London fashion of the Park Villages, were laid out and 

building lots subdivided by Public Land Surveyor, John Stoughton. Serendipetously, the 

new neighbourhood's terrain was very suited to the type of picturesque design favoured in 

the English-style estate. in particular Nash's idea of large homes on big park-like lots. 

Rosedale's cachet lay in its restriction to wealthy purchasers who understood the new 

English ideas of good living. J w i s  hoped to sel1 land to those members of Toronto 

society who could also be counted on to build homes of a high qudity.32 

Along with Rosedale in the early 1850s, London's Park Villages also inspired designs 

for other planned residential communities in the United States. Llewellyn Park. an 1856 

suburb for wealthy commuters to New York City, and built two years afier Rosedale's 

begiming, was located far outside the city in rural New Jersey.(Platc It is cited by 

Stilgoe as the first North Arnerican "villa park" of the English type? A decade later. 

Frederick Law Olmsted. the designer of New York's Central Park, prepared an ambitious 

large-scale design for the Rivenide planned residential community near Chicago in the 

late l86Os.34 As he had done in the landscape design for Central Park during the 1850s. 

Olmsted followed the English park ideas established by designers like Repton and Nash. 

Unlike Toronto, however, the economically booming Amencan cities were large enough. 

and expanding fast enough. that Llewellyn Park and Riverside had to be comected to the 

downtowns of New York and Chicago's by new commuter rail lines. 

Rosedale, unlike its American cousins, was an anomaly in North America as a 

planned residential community. Toronto in 1850, with a population of only 30,000, was 

no sprawling, polluted metropolis that the wealthy needed escape From. Toronto's 

wealthy and influentid citizens did not have the problems in their city of the English 

aristocracy in London, and the Arnerican upper classes in their cities. With Toronto's 

relatively small size, dwarfed by American cities like New York and Chicago, Rosedale 
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was still only a short carriage drive fiom the city centre. Paralleling the npid expansion 

of its Amencan counterparts. however. Toronto quickly grew to the community's location 

immediately north of the city.(Piatc 

Rosedale had a difficult first decade, despite the care put into the preparation of its 

design. Its over-reliance on a Toronto social register that was still too small to fil1 out the 

suburb gave it a slow begiming. The community's early isolation from the city, and lack 

of cornfortable transportation access, made it initially unattractive as a suburb. Toronto's 

norihward expansion, however, ensured that by the 1860s Edgar Jarvis. Willicim's 

nephew, could expand Rosedale. He was able to build a bridge over the Rosedale ravine 

to connect it to a newly urbanizing Bloor Street. the north edge of the park lots. Once 

this was done, the community was opened to a wider social circle. Edgar still stressed the 

importance of architectural design by building five speculative homes in the newly 

fashionable neo-Romanesque style. He also decreased some of the lot sizes offered to 

purchasers to expand his potential lot-buying public and to speed up land sales? With 

Edgar Jarvis' later interventions, however, Rosedale eventually became a great success 

and a desirable address. By opening up to upper middle class homeowners by offering 

smaller lots. Rosedale set the standard of a residential comrnunity to aspire to live in. very 

early in Toronto's history. Its image of a good life in a planned suburb was still a very 

influential one in 1950's Toronto. Tree-lined winding streets, houses on broad lawns. 

limited access to local streets, and design control of the architecture and iandscape were 

al1 part the lifestyle of Toronto's business and govemment elites who had moved to 

Rosedale over the intervening century. By the 19501s, the sylvan character of Rosedale's 

streets was the image of a good place to live that Toronto's ambitious and increasingly 

prosperous middle class looked to.36 

Toronto's next three planned residential communities, al1 begun afier 19 10, were 

influenced by Rosedale's example, and sought to copy its image of good community life 

in new suburban settings. Lawrence Park Estates, to the north of the city at Lawrence 
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Avenue and Yonge Street; Forest Hill to the north-west of the city; and the Kingsway, 

laid out along the Humber River to the West of the city, were the design work of local 

designers and planners who combined their talents with British émigré designers, 

developers and builders.(P~a~e 9) Like Rosedale. each of the new suburbs had a slow 

begiming, this time due to the intervening world war between 19 14 and 1 9 1 8. Toronto's 

upper middle class home buyers, however, continued looking for a new Rosedale and 

eventually made each of the new planned residential comrnunities a success by the 

1 9501s.37 

Despite the narrow emphasis by suburban developers, with ambitions to a high 

quality. on copying Rosedale's design formula for their new suburban comrnunities, one 

Toronto planned residential community stood out from the consistent imitation. Like the 

other planned suburbs. Leaside had a novel urban plan. Its scale, however. was large 

enough to include both industry and housing for middle and working classes. Leaside 

was the second of two communities, one in Montreal and one in Toronto, designed by 

t o m  planner Frederick Todd on land set aside for speculative venture by the Canadian 

Pacific Railway (CP). Designed by Todd during the penod from 1912 to 191 8 for CP 

real estate. Leaside was only built during the 1920s and 1930s by the York Land 

Company, which had purchased it fiom CP. By contrat to an earlier plan for Montreal's 

Mount Royal, Leaside's plan showed more experimentation by Todd with its curving, 

non-rectilinear, street pattern set in a bend of the West branch of the Don River. Todd's 

curves followed, in an abstract way, the large curve of the river valley below. Along with 

the innovative street plan. Leaside also had a more comprehensive social ambition for its 

community with its mixture of urban land uses and social classes.38 The Town of Leaside 

was the only real precedent in the Toronto region in the 1950's for developers of large- 

scale. mixed-use communities, like the one that E.P. Taylor and Karl Fraser wanted to 

develop. 



Leaside's 1.025 acres were initially laid out on the outer fringe of the urbanized area 

of Toronto, and had a prominent location on the Don River valley system.(Plate Io) The 

community was isolated enough fiom the City of Toronto to be incorporated as its own 

municipality in 1913.39 Hampered by changes in its ownership, and the onset of the 

Great Depression, construction of Leaside's factories and residences was slow for its fint 

two decades. Its growth. nonetheless, was steady. and its desirability as a place to live 

increased as the city grew to rneet it. The neighbourhoods of Leaside were where the 

town's reputation as an attractive planned suburb arose. The residential areas Todd laid 

out for Leaside were mainly for modest detached houses for middle class farnilies set out 

on the long curving streets. Todd's design included early and extensive tree planting 

along the continuous boulevard strips which followed the town's Street curbs and 

sidewalks for their entire length.40 

Leaside's neighbourhoods surrounded a central group of apartment buildings. Built as 

a visual centrepiece for the town. and located at the centre of the geometry of the 

community's curving streets, the Garden Court Apartments were a complex group of 

courtyard apartments designed in an Art Deco architectural style. When the trees planted 

in the early years had matured in Leaside. the overall impression in neighbourhoods of 

houses and apartments was one that followed the prestigious image of Toronto's earlier 

planned residential communities. As in Rosedale, the good life in Leaside was set in the 

typical pattern of the planned suburb; residences contained within a continuous, well- 

groomed, urban forest. Despite its long period of urban development, Leaside proved to 

be an aesthetic success, described by John Sewell in Shupe of rhe City as a "wonderful. 

les@ experience."" 

Leaside remained a separate town only for a few decades. By 1950, despite the 

town's retention of its own municipal government. Toronto had grown out to encompass 

Leaside into its urban fabric. Even after being engulfed by the city. the town still had a 

very strong difference in the appearance and quality of its streets from the urban area 
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around it. Todd's c w i n g  streets in the south and West of the site looped around the 

Garden Court Apartments. McRae Drive, a sinuous diagonal street cut across Leaside's 

curved streets. Both patterns differentiated the comrnunity's main urban plan from 

Toronto's grid. In the north east of Leaside, the street pattern was one of cul-de-sacs and 

loops that echoed, like Rosedale's, the terrain on the edge of the river valley. Unlike the 

street designs in the comrnunity's centre, however, the Toronto street grid was extended 

to form Leaside's plan in the north of the site, on the more open and flat terrain where the 

curving geometry was not used. 

Despite its well planned neighbourhoods, much of Leaside was still indistinguishable 

fiom the rest of Toronto. The reasons for the easy integration, over several decades, of 

Leaside with Toronto lay in the hybrid quality of its urban plan. one combining new 

street patterns with other streets laid in the conventional Toronto street pattern. Leaside's 

surrounding industries, in contrast to the street design innovations of its residential 

neighbourhoods. were similar in appearance to any of the industrial areas located around 

rail lines in Toronto. The community's commercial streets were also frarned by long 

strips of two to three storey storefront buildings. with apartments and offices in the floors 

above. Buildings like those made up most of Toronto's artenal avenues. Bayview 

Avenue, the town's western boundary and the major retail street for Leaside. also served 

other Toronto neighbourhoods to its north and west. Like the shops. Leaside's apartment 

buildings were also two to three storeys in height, and of a courtyard or a mews building 

type. They were concentrated along Bayview Avenue to the south of the commercial 

storefiont buildings. Even the Garden Court Apartrnents, the focus of the curved streets 

of Leaside, had a face on Bayview. 

By 1950. despite the hybrid quality of its plan, Leaside was a very successfül and 

unique urban development, one which had incorporated principles of planned residential 

cornmunities into conventional Toronto-style urban developrnent. Its mixture of social 

classes in its residential areas, and its industrial lands, were seen as a desirable 
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combination for Toronto's nascent town planning organizations. In Shpe  of the City, 

Leaside is the best example that John Sewell cites to illustrate his contention that 

Toronto's pre-1950 urban forms still were a viable approach for the large-scale suburban 

planning needed to control the explosive post-war growth on Toronto's periphery.42 

The Process of Decentralization 

As the process of decentralization inevitably increased the value of property on the 
periphery, real estate promoters and railroad and streetcar companies purchased distant 
tracts. laid out rectangular streets, and sold house lots in what they described as ideal 
suburban wmmunities. Too often these developrnents were the work of speculators in search 
of a fast profit or of wmpanies unwilling or unable to defer retum on the cost of buying and 
improving the land, and the ~ s u l t s  were regrettable. 

David Shuyler, The New Urban Landscape 43 

New planned suburbs. like Rosedale and Leaside, were constantly proinoted as good 

town planning throughout North America by groups like Toronto's Civic Guild in the 

years frorn 1900 to 1 Despite the strong promotion of the innovative ideas of the 

early designers of planned comrnunities. however. the more primitive type of 

"borderland" suburban subdivision descnbed by Stilgoe continued to predominate on the 

city's edge. Unlike European cities. like London, whose periphery land was held as 

estates by upper class social establishments.4j North Amencan land markets in 

periphenes of urban regions were much more fragmented. and especially open to 

opportunistic changes of status created by the introduction of new modes of urban 

transportation like streetcar lines.46 

The interplay between the steady dispersa1 of urban population into a rural setting, 

and the cost and reach of urban transport systems, is key to understanding the process of 

decentralization underlying the creation of North American suburbs. The attraction of 

nual living, and the cost of getting there, are two of three themes of Kenneth Jackson in 

Crabgrass F r o t ~ t i e r . ~ ~  Like Jackson, many historians and planners have documented the 

twentieth century Arnerican urban difision into the countryside. The blarne for urban 



sprawl, for them, usually fdls on the automobile and its tendencies to promote centrifuga1 

urban devel0prnent.~8 

In reality, according to Jackson, difision by urban populations to the regions 

surrounding cities was recognized as a distinct movement almost fiom its begiming in 

the early nineteenth century. To many suburban polemicists and cornmentators quoted by 

Jackson, like Everett Chamberlin writing in 1873, the difision of a metropolis like 

Chicago was well under way well before the presence of the automobile: "The number of 

suburbs of al1 sorts contiguous to Chicago is nearly a hundred, and they aggregate a 

population of 50,000 or more, represented by 5,000 to 6,000 heads of families al1 of 

whom do business in the city, and form a large percent of the passengers list of the 100 or 

more trains that enter and leave the ~ i t y . " ~ ~  Suburban living, in Jackson's view. was 

originally available only to families of high incorne who could afford the price of 

transportation to the country. Some suburban communities of the 1850s, like Llewellyn 

Park or Riverside, had a high level of design and social exclusivity.~* As both the cost of 

transport and land came within reach of middle class. and even working class families, 

they also began to move out from what they saw as intolerable urban crowding and 

unhealthy sanitary conditions in the older cities. Suburbs, as Stilgoe has also indicated, 

offered the chance to escape from outdated. but expensive, urban housing to a fresh 

start.sl 

The speed of population difision to the suburbs was detennined by two factors: the 

type and ready availability of transportation available to move people from city to 

outlying region, and the presence in outlying communities and open areas of affordable 

land for housing speculators to subdivide, service and develop for home buyers. For 

Jackson the mode of transportation that drove the expansion of North American suburbs 

up to the middle of the twentieth century, was the streetcar. Initially horse-drawn, 

streetcan were very quickly converted to cablr car, and then electrification. They were 

the mode of urban transportation that made speculative subdivision on urban periphenes a 
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viable business venture. Where there was no direct railway link, both planned 

cornmunities and "borderlands" types of suburbs depended on connection to an urban 

centre by a streetcar line. Like subdivisions, streetcar lines could also be speculative 

ventures. Lines could be initiated a s  an integral part of a new planned community, as in 

Shaker Heights; but more often, the new transport lines were themselves set up by pnvate 

companies in anticipation of suburban growth.j' 

Toronto never developed a streetcar line to serve a specific planned residential 

community like Rosedale. The city's streetcar lines were developed with franchises 

granted to private cornpanies by the municipal government. Afier the Toronto's early 

patchwork growth had been filled in and consolidated into a compact, walkable city by 

the tum of the twentieth century, long strips of low cost residential development began to 

follow new streetcar lines to the east. West and north of the city. Historians like Sam 

Bass Warner have described similar impacts of the streetcar on American cities of the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth century.53 Streetcar-based neighbourhoods in Toronto, 

like the Beaches and Long Branch, usually began as surnmer retreats along the Lake 

Ontario shoreline. Toronto's middle classes used them to escape the city to modest 

sumrner cottages. As the urban population grew out to the beach areas, the cottages that 

had been built there were increasingly converted to permanent. year-round homes. As 

streetcar service increased with population expansion. and was increasingly mechanized, 

it was made more efficient. Fares to the outlying areas were reduced as the ndership 

increased. Land surrounding the lines was further subdivided into the simple "streetcar 

suburb" pattern which characterized examples like the Queen Street East commercial 

strip development in Toronto's Eastern Beaches neighbourhood. Long grids of residential 

blocks stretched north and south, perpendicular to Queen Street East, and brought 

pedestrians to the Queen Street streetcar line and its connection to Toronto's downtown.jJ 

Toronto is a good case to illustrate the reciprocal relationship that Jackson articulates 

between urban expansion and the availability of urban transportation. Despite the rapid 
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growth of the east and west beach areas along streetcar lines, Toronto, in fact, was 

hampered in its expansion by the monopolies granted in early years to streetcar line 

operators. Its urban form, poorly serviced by the lines, filled in between their routes into 

a gridiron of local streets. Only in 1920, when the municipality took over the public 

transport, and undertook a major extension, did the city begin to grow outwards in strings 

of developrnent along the modemized streetcar lines. As successful as the streetcar was 

in the 1920's to the 194O1s, though, it was the automobile that was to completely reshape 

the balance between urban growth and transportation in Toronto, as it did in every other 

North Amencan city in the 19501s.55 

What the automobile did to suburban commuting was to tum what had been a steady 

Stream of movement to the suburbs into a flood that only consolidated and augmented 

what streetcars had begun. For Jackson. the automobile was the next phase in an ongoing 

historical interaction between land speculation and transportation irnprovements. 

Frederick Clark, a town planner, writing in a 1950 article in which he described New 

York' region, outlined the changing city fabric and emphasized that the outlying suburban 

area were growing not only at a faster rate but also with a greater absolute growth. That 

development, with the advent of mass automobile ownership and the flexible 

transportation it offered. had also greatly diversified; 

With the excellent highway, parkway and transportation serving the 
Region, people have a wide opportunity to select the residential area 
that suits them and yet be readily accessible to various work centers. 

But, as more and more of a labor force became established in the 
suburban area, business and industry began to locate there in 
increasing arnount. Retail business, of course. followed residential 
population trends and we have our new suburban shopping centers. 
And the industrialization of suburban areas is beginning to be very 
noticeable? 

According to Jackson, regardless of its fom, speculative suburban development was 

always the engine that drove the rapid expansion of urban peripheries in Amenca after 

1900. These ongoing speculative expansions of cities' peripheries were gradually given a 



strong support by the steady evolution of Amencan lending institutions. another of 

Jackson's themes in Crabgrass Frontier. American federal govemment and financial 

institutions took a strong role to support private home building and buying, and ensured 

the ongoing ease and security of financing new homes for the middle classes who could 

afford the purchase. The federal Home Ownership Loan Corporation (HOLC) and the 

Federal Housing Agency (FHA), were founded respectively in 1933 and 1934 as a way of 

supporting, encouraging and CO-ordinating mortgage lenders? Financial security was 

particularly important for both builders and purchasers, in ensuring access for as many 

Arnericans as possible to the possibility of moving to the suburbs. By contrast, European 

working classes needed the more organized efforts of Company towns, philanthropie 

works, or the government building of social housing to allow them to have the option of 

moving out from central working class urban areas.58 

Financial security, both for builder and purchaser of new homes. was important not 

only in the US. .  but also in Canada. If E.P. Taylor and Karl Fraser could move ahead 

with some confidence in their land development. it was due to the unqualified financial 

success of the Levittowns. a senes of very large suburbs built around the great Amencan 

cities of the eastern seaboard in the years between 1946 and 195 1. Karl Fraser. afier 

some initial researches on new communities throughout the U.S., watched them carehlly 

them since they had become the revolutionary force shaping new ideas about the scale 

and efficiency of building at which new residential subdivisions could be conceived. 

The Levittown suburban communities in the United States were not known for their 

design beauty, as were earlier American plannrd suburbs, but they were unqualified 

successes as business ventures. Built by the family firm of Abraham Levitt and Sons of 

Long Island, the suburbs were Iocated in first in Long Island outside New York City, and 

then in New Jersey and Pemsylvania, outside Philadelphia. Pior  to constructing their 

Levittowns, the Levitt's had gained experience building quickly and eficiently dunng 

World War Two in projects for housing war worken and in building barracks for the 
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rnilitary. The Levitts continued building homes afier the war with the site-based 

industrialized housing approach learned in the war years. and the scale of their projects 

quickly expanded with the post war growth in young families. Their companies were 

able to provide houses in the Levittowns for the thousands of retuming war veterans who 

were looking for inexpensive family homes. The new homes were built quickly. in the 

quantities needed, and at the appropriate price.59 

However popular they were with home buyers, the Levittowns were criticized for one 

major drawback; that their industrial methods led to ugly cornmunities, with bleak 

treeless streetscapes of repetitive home designs. To many town planners. used to the 

beautifully landscaped ideal of planned suburban communities, the Levitts' communities 

presented al1 of the unattractive qualities of uncontrolled speculative development. this 

despite their large scale and the comprehensive planning needed to build them 

efficiently.(Pfatc I o )  Worse for some commentators. the Levitts had built at a scale which 

introduced efficient industrialization into the community-building process without any 

greater ambitions for incorporating new design ideas. Lewis Mumford, the Arnerican 

urban critic, cornrnented that. in the Long Island Levittown. the Ltvitts had used "new 

fashioned methods to compound old-fashioned problems." 60 

In the case of their Long Island Levittown. there had also been an enormous 

unplanned impact on the region surrounding it, creating problems that had severely 

stressed the provision of urban services like water. sewers, roadways, schools and 

hospitals. The large new population introduced into the area had also thrown systems of 

govemance in the region awry. A study completed in 1950 by a group at the Graduate 

Division of Public Service of New York University and published abridged in the Journal 

of the American Planning Institute concluded that; 

The study of Levittown has shown that the lack of a master plan has 
been a great weakness, that the govemmental agencies concemed with 
planning had little power except in matten of subdivision control, that 
the Levitt organization became the principal planning agency for a 



Levittown, and that there are deficiencies in the area due pnmarily to 
the lack of comprehensive planning and divided jurisdiction over 
zoning.6' 

The Levitts recognized the drawbacks mentioned by their critics. and sought to 

correct them in Landia, a comrnunity that they intended to build on Long Island in 195 1. 

Alfred Levitt responded to the planning profession's criticism in an article written for the 

Levittown is the largest comrnunity ever built by a single company. 
It also is the first large community the Levitt company has built -- and 
we are proud of it. However, we made many mistalces, and we had to 
solve many unexpected problems, which we believe will make our 
next one the ideally planned cornmunity.6~ 

The new Landia comrnunity was not to be built. however. Its development was 

interrupted by the Korean War, and the cold war which followed. Taking up where they 

had lefi off afier World War Two. the Levitts returned to building new defense worker 

communities for the research facilities of the nuclear age. Hinting at this in the API 

article. they promised, to incorporate the new planning pnnciples into those secret new 

towns.63 

The Levittown on Long Island that had been criticized by the NYU graduates was 

projected to eventually grow to 17.400 homes with 82,000 residents. That population 

included the ancillary building around it by other builders. Most of the work on the town 

by 1951, however. had been done by the Levitts. who were completely integrated 

vertically from the top to the bonom of their production process. Assembling the land. 

getting govemment approvals. planning the subdivision. building the roads and streets. 

building the houses, and even fûmishing them with washing machines and television sets 

for prospective buyers, was al1 undertaken by Levitt c ~ m p a n i e s . ~ ~  They had also 

innovated in each of those aspects of comrnunity building inventing new and more 

efficient methods. The Levitt's especially focused, however, on the financing of the home 

purchases of their buyers. 



In this last area, the Levitts were assisted by the U.S. federal government and its 

programmes of housing aid. As Jackson writes in Crabgrass Frontier, their real financial 

risk was almost negligible with the govemment loan assurances; 

William Jaird Levitt, who assumed primary operating responsibility 
for the firm soon after the war, disposed of houses as quickly as other 
men disposed of cars. Pricing his Cape Cods at $7,990 (the earliest 
models went for $6.990) and his ranches at $9,500, he promised no 
down payment, no closing costs, and "no hidden extras." With FHA 
(Federal Housing Administration) and VA (Veteran's Administration) 
"production advances," Levitt boasted the largest line of credit ever 
offered a private home builder. He simplified the paperwork required 
to purchase and reduced the entire financing and titling transaction to 
two half-hour steps. ... So efficient was the operation that Harper's 
Magazine reported in 1948 that Levitt undersold his nearest 
competition by $1.500 and still made a $1,000 profit on each house.65 

Neither agency, the FHA or the VA, gave any rnoney directly to builders like the Levitts. 

Rather their impact was in the financial security they gave to the housing industry. 

Eschewing any direct grants or subsidies. the two agencies preferred to insure loans given 

by private lenders to builders and purchasers. The lenders collected the insurance 

premiums demanded by the agencies as a percentage of the mortgages they gave to home 

buyers. With increased financial security, private lenders were able to extend the 

mortgage repayment period, and secured financially against any occasional losses caused 

by mortgage defaults. The result. as Kenneth Jackson writes, was an opening up of the 

housing market to thousands of previously exciuded families. Housing construction 

boomed afier the war. to the advantage of the new large scale builders like the Levitts.66 



Nowhere to Live 

Far from there being excess capacity, everything was in shortage: lumber, plumbing 
supplies, bricks, nails, eledrical fixtures. Canada's veterans were coming home to a country 
which promised and gave them jobs. an education. family allowances and govemment 
mortgages. Thousands rnarrïed and started families. There was only one flaw: there was 
nowhere to Iive. 

Robert Bothwell and William Kilboum. Biography of C. D. ~ o w e ~ '  

As in the US., offering private home ownership to as many Canadians as possible 

was very important to the post-World War Two Liberal govemment in Ottawa. The same 

politicians that had governed Canada through the war were managing the country's 

transition to peacetime. C.D. Howe, the wartime minister of Munitions and Supply was 

particularly attentive to avoiding the kind of social upheaval that would encourage a 

Iefiist tendency in the politics of Canadians in the post-war world. The CO-ordinator of 

Canada's business elites in manufactwing, transportation and supply logistics during the 

half-decade of the war, Howe was considered the most business-like of the federal 

Liberal politicians. Of al1 of Mackenzie King's ministers, he was held in great respect by 

Canada's business comrnunity for his organizational abilities demonstrated during the 

war. and his intimate understanding of the operations of the business world.68 

Imrnediately afier the war, one of the major problems that disturbed Howe. and one 

that he felt could potentially lead to social and political upheaval. was the persistence of a 

housing shortage across Canada. The shortfall of new homes had its ongins two decades 

earlier in the Great Depression, and was exacerbated by the national economic focus, a 

decade later. on winning the war. The housing shortage was particularly acute in the big 

cities like Toronto. Howe complained; "1 am completely hstrated by shortages. Every 

industry in Canada wants to expand and everyone wants a house, but no one can get 

materials."69 In 1947 there was a building shortfall throughout Canada of 9,000 homes, a 

setback from the total of eighty thousand homes projected to be built for the year. Even 

the projected figure of housing needs. however, was too low for the actual demand.'O 



Howe's solution to creating a more effective process for building homes for 

Canadians was to create a new housing agency in January of 1946, the Central Mortgage 

and Housing Corporation (CMHC), a crown corporation.7' A mode1 for Howe already 

existed in the Amencan housing support agencies, the HOLC, the FHA, and the veteran 

oriented VA. The American approach of using private builders with governrnent 

encouragement through the tax system f o n d  great favour with the Liberal cabinet and 

federal bureaucracy: not only with Howe, but with Dr. W.C. Clark, the deputy minister of 

Finance. 

Clark was well positioned to influence housing policy. Before retuming to Canada as 

the Ministry of Finance's wartime deputy minister, he had been an executive with the 

American real estate firm S.W. Straus and Company during the 1920s. He had also 

served on Herbert Hoover's Reconstruction Finance Cornmittee in its attempts to re-start 

an Amencan economy, stalled by the Great Depression. As part of the Canadian war 

effort. he had worked closely with C.D. Howe in Washington seeking Amencan war 

contracts for Canada's munitions  industrie^.^^ For Clark, uncomfortable with the 

socialistic implications of too much govemment involvement in the building industry, 

any solution to the post-war housing shortage had to avoid a direct intervention by 

government. Robert B. Bryce. one of Clarks civil servants has recalled his superior's 

position: 

He continued to hope that government could avoid having to build or 
own houses directly .... Although conscious of the social welfare aspects 
of housing, he felt these could be secured by vigorous private or 
philanthropic enterprise. or by only indirect government action. .... he 
was concemed now over the problem presented by the magnitude of 
the financial requirements for housing on the scale of the busy mid- 
1950s and the limited funds likely to be available fiom the life 
insurance companies and the other lending institutions already in the 
~ d . 7 3  

The Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation which Clark found acceptable as a 

solution, emerged out of the need to effectively implement the National Housing Act 



(NHA) of 1944. The Act had corne out of a report by the wartime Housing and 

Community Planning subcommittee. Headed by Dr. C.A. Curtis of Queens University, 

the group was part of Mackenzie King's Advisory Cornmittee on Reconstruction, the co- 

ordinating body for post-war transfomation of the wartime econorny to a peacetime 

one.74 Curtisr subcommittee, in its report, reiterated Clark's position on the governmentrs 

role in housing.75 CMHC, charged with implementing a national housing policy, 

emphasized pnvate financing and assistance to the building industry. David Mansur, a 

federai Finance Department bureaucrat, and former chief inspector of mortgages for the 

Sun Life Assurance Company, was appointed as its first president. C.D. Howe assigned 

political control of the new crown corporation to himself.76 

Mansur first solved immediate housing problems, like that of the of the severe 

housing shortage for returning war veterans. In that emergency he directly intewened 

with the provision of temporary housing. He then set his task at creating a solid funding 

base for Canada's home builders. A financier. Mansur set out to "create a mass- 

production housing industry out of the few hammer-and-nails house building firms that 

had survived the war." Mansur made it easier for builders to find secure financial 

backing for new housing projects. He sought to eliminate unnecessary risk for the small 

builder. Like the Amencan financial support systems. CMHC created a pool Fund with 

which CMHC guaranteed the loans to approved builders made by private lenders. The 

corporation also guaranteed to buy back unsold homes that had been built to CMHC 

standards. Rental insurance for apartment builders was also instituted as protection 

against rent fluctuations. "The criterion of success was the number of new housing units 

provided under the 1944 National Housing Act (NHA)" or, as the expression Mansur 

liked, "the number of new front doors.1178 

Al1 of the policy reforms CMHC created to provide housing for Canadians would 

have been satisfied by a Canadian version of the Levitts' approach in building their 

suburban communities. To encourage rapid new construction, most house builders 



throughout Canada were approved in their applications for financial security by CMHC's 

mortgage insurances and tax relief. Mansur, however, once his focus on mortgage refom 

as the solution to the housing shortages was on track. began to reaiize that financial 

support done was not the way of producing a good quaiity of new neighbourhoods. The 

NHA, Mansur noted, in addition to the financial reforms for home-building and 

cornrnunity developrnent in its legislation, also required the creation of a pool of funding 

for research and education. Money was available for expanding the conceptual scope and 

sophistication of Canada's newly-foming building industry and the funds were intended 

to be managed and disbursed by CMHC.79 With this pool of money in mind, Mansur 

made a decision in 1948 to hire a young town planner and researcher from the University 

of Toronto as his CO-ordinator of those research and educational firnds. 

Humphrey Carver, a young English immigrant to Canada, who had been the first 

recipient of one of the CMHC grants in 1946, was hired as Mansur's new manager for 

distributing the research Funds, and creating educational material. Carver had already 

completed his research for CMHC; a case study which set out the background facts and 

statistics, and examined the possible policy options for providing housing for Toronto. It 

was published as Houses for Canadiansgo in 1948. and it laid out in stark statistical detail 

the huge scope of the problem facing governrnents trying to cope with the post-war 

housing shortage. The three year study. the first research paper commissioned by the new 

CMHC, dealt with broad issues of housing policy and planning, and was key in bnnging 

Carver to CMHC to head the education and research office. Carver's work in the study 

was also supported by grants from the City of Toronto and the Province of Ontario 

Department of Planning and Development. Mansur hired Carver the day he presented his 

research to him.81 

Ironically for the capitalist, financially-based, emphasis of Mansur on housing refom. 

Carver was a socialist, and was a proponent of social equity in housing. In the 1920s, the 

young town planner had studied at the Architectural Association (AA) in London, and 
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was aware of the avant-garde expenments in housing being built in Europe at the time by 

Modemist architects and town planners like Walter Gropius of the Bauhaus in Germany. 

Carver writes in his autobiography, Cornpassionate Landscape; "my generation of 

graduates fiom the AA certainly fulfilled Gropius' view that there should be a true unity 

of the arts."82 This early ground of Modemism in the young civil servant would connect 

him in purpose to the new generation of post-war architects who looked to Gropius as a 

master arc hitect and teacher. 

Carver strove to turn CMHC's attention to design issues. After his first staff meetings 

at the corporation, Carver believed he found two weaknesses in CMHC's finance-based 

approach to supporting builden: the first, a social equity issue, was the lack of support for 

affordable home-ownership, the second was indifference to the quality of cornrnunity 

design in the homes that CMHC was supporting. Carver observed that the 

"environrnental quaiity of the product was not considered important and. looking around 

(the meeting room)..that anyone present was qualified to judge such matters." 83 Mansur. 

having hired him for just that job, lefi Carver to his own devices and allowed Carver to 

develop his ideas in an area that Mansur. with his focus on the financial solutions to 

housing growth, "didn't care much about."gJ 

Carver's research and education group's production from the years 1948 to 1955 was. 

in Carver's estimation, "of childlike-simplicityY"8~ By contrat to the sophisticated charts 

and data sheets of the mortgage analysts, Carver's approach sought a broad audience to 

educate in new approaches to housing Canada's population. Carver's staff of three or four 

people produced publications and gave out grants along three broad themes: "design for 

living", applying "good social design principles", and "education and training" in design 

and community planning. Al1 the publications had a distribution as pamphlets for the 

general population, and as inserts in architectural and town planning journals for the 

design professions. "Design for living", Carver's first broad theme, focused on principles 

of "good organic design"; cornfortable and efficient house space for individuals and 
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families; groups of family houses to encourage social relationships; and the relation of 

those groups of families to the form of the community at large. Carver hoped to broaden 

the base of building types and groupings fiom which builders. and their architects and 

planners, drew their designs of the homes, workplaces, and commercial centres of the 

fiiture.86 

The second theme of Carver's group, equitable social planning, dealt with the need for 

"plans of growth" and "constituted authorities for making plans."87 Canadian cities did 

not have community planning as "a process of design within a framework of legislation, 

and bylaw controls", and this was a severe problem in CO-ordination the provision of new 

housing!g The City of Toronto and its surrounding suburban municipalities, the example 

Carver used in Houshg for Canadians, were struggiing at that moment to find 

govemment structures that wouid allow them to take the exploding, speculative growth of 

their urban areas under sorne fonn of control.89 

Education, the last theme for Carver. had two focuses: to support the creation of 

higher education to support planning and design professions, and to open the perspectives 

of developers and builders to new ideas of housing and community f ~ r m . ~ ~  Humphrey 

Carver promoted new town planning ideas and outlined what CMHC. in its publications 

on design. saw as good examples of suburban development. Carver's studies drew rnuch 

from European, British. and some American precedents and ideas. One example in 

particular, the EngIish garden city, lay at the heart of what Carver thought should be the 

ambition of Canadian cornmunity builders. 



The Marriage of Town and Country 

In Canada and in al1 North America, cities had grown by sprawling out into formless 
suburban acreages of housing which were the product of the enormous success of National 
Housing Act mortgage-financing and of CMHC in Canada, and the corresponding operations in 
the United States. ... f tried to give a description in non technical language of a growth process 
by which large mother cities wuld give birth to new offspring communities. each having its own 
heart or town centre, wmplete with al1 the essential elements and institutions of community life. 
Whether the new cornmunities were tucked in tight around the mother city, or set out in a cftain 
along a main transportation route. or more widely separated as satellite towns. was not the 
issue, it seemed to me, as important as the social completeness of each new biological 
offspring of an urban society. If the heart of each new community were cleariy detemined, 
then al1 the other pieces of a living society would fall into place; this would be a creative ad. 

Hum phrey Carver, The Compassionate Landscape 91 

Promoted in CMHC brochures by Humphrey Carver. in 1948 the garden city was 

already a fi@ year image of the ideal design for the The iduential diagram 

was proposed in 1898 by social reformer Ebenezer Howard. and encompassed al1 of the 

aspects of 19th century English progressive thought into one simple icon.(Pfatr I l )  

Accepted by the more idedistic individuals of the middle classes of Bntain. Europe and 

Amerka as a real alternative to the daily life of their big cities, Howard's diagram had a 

far-reaching effect on other political, economic and social ideas. Its greatest impact was 

in extending the ambitions for good design found in the socially exclusive planned 

suburbs of the nineteenth century, and focusing the design on creating good communities 

for the broad population. 

The garden city's roots were in the English middle-class desire to reform the social 

upheavals and environmental destruction created in 19th century cities by the industrial 

revolution. Though Ebenezer Howard first proposed the garden city in 1898. the ideas 

had much wider distribution with his 1902 pamphlet, The Garden City of T o r n o r r o ~ . ~ ~  

Howard's polemic placed a premiurn on a comprehensive solution to society's social and 

environmental problems with one practical, and realizable utopia. What was needed for 

Victonan social reformers like Howard was a design solution to urban ills that 

comprehensively combining social and building reform with practical planning for health 

and cornfort. The initial garden city concept developed by him evolved into a strong 



Anglo-Amencan tradition of viewing design as a moral force, a solution to the social ills 

plaguing industrial society. Howard's combined class and religious background was a 

breeding ground for the social reformer. Howard, was a middle-class stenographer who 

was part of spiritualist circles and political reform movements. He combined idealism 

and practicality; in addition to reconfiguring society he also pursued practical 

improvements to the typewriter.94 

In his manifesto, Howard argued for a middle path to realization of a dream of such a 

healthy life for every family. Howard described two conventional poles, the "Two 

Magnets" of "Town1' and "Country".(PlaLe ' 3  Town" was defined by cultured 

sophistication. and "Country1' by the healthy, moral simplicity. Each offered clear 

advantages over the other, but each also had insoluble intrinsic problems; 

The Town magnet ... offers ... the advantage of high wages. 
opportunities for employment, tempting prospects for advancement, 
but these are largely counterbalanced by high rents and pnces. Its 
social opportunities and its places of amusement are very alluring but 
excessive hours of toil. distance from work, and the 'isolation of 
crowds' tend to greatly reduce the value of these good things. ... the air 
is so vitiated that the fine public buildings ... rapidly become covered in 
soot ... Palatial edifices and fearful slums are the strange, 
complementary features of modem cities.95 

Neither was country life. for Howard, the solution to the ills of industrial urban life. 

Rural life had its own problems of ignorance, isolation. primitive physical conditions, and 

the lack of an engaging social realm; 

The Country magnet declares herself to be the source of al1 beauty 
and wealth ...( but) she is very du11 for lack of society, and very sparing 
of her gifts for lack of capital. ... while long hours and lack of 
amusements forbid the bright sunshine and the pure air to gladden the 
hearts of the people. ... Even the natural healthfulness of the country is 
largely lost for lack of proper drainage and other sanitary  condition^.^^ 

The "Third Magnet" of the garden city, Howard's middle path, was the marriage of 

town and country. Out of that practical union, for Howard, would "spring a new hope, a 



new life, a new civilization."97 Much of Howard's social vision was derived fiom 

nineteenth century social reformers like designer and socialist critic of the workplace. 

William Morris, and land reformers like Henry George and Alfred Russell Wallace. 

Religious, philosophical progressives, like Arnerican spiritualist Cora Richmond, also 

influenced the spirituai side of the idealistic H0ward.~8 Al1 of those reformers agreed on 

one point, that work and daily life had to be brought back into a traditional balance. one 

that had been disturbed by the environmental pollution and inhuman regimen of the 

factory. A healthy daily life needed to be combined with a creative approach to work, as 

did the individual and urban society need a firmly held relationship with the natural 

world- 

The diagram of the ideal garden city that Howard devised sought an ideal community 

size to avoid the air and water pollution, disease, and overcrowding which typified 

conditions in big cities like London and Manchester. Garden cities, however. would also 

be communities large and complex enough to avoid the sou1 destroying provinciality of 

rural life. Work and residence in the garden city were accommodated in a single urban 

organism of modest scale--with a maximum thirty-two thousand person population--on a 

site of no larger than six thousand acres. Howard felt that the ideal population of the 

garden city had to be large enough to provide a realistic urban diversity, while allowing 

for a compact enough urban form for easy accessibility to the health-giving countryside. 

The whole urbanized area of the garden city was to be set in a well-managed landscape of 

f m  and forest. with efficient access to al1 points in its region by rail and r ~ a d . ~ ~  

Different garden cities were also to be linked to each other by rail for trade and 

cultural exchange. Those linked garden cities in tum were to form urbanized areas of 

approximately a quarter of a million inhabitants. The urban fabric of these regional cities 

would be intenvoven with f m s  and natural areas. Each individual garden city of the 

group was to be separated fiom the others by those bands of field and woodland. In each 

city's centre, institutions for managing health, social equity and cultural development 
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were to be laid out in garden landscapes much like Regent Park's.1oo Existing cities of 

larger size Iike London, the example Howard used. were expected to wither and die as the 

attractiveness of the new garden city would draw off their populations.101 Ideologically, 

Howard's middle path of  the "Third Magnet" becarne the goal that the designers of many 

planned suburban communities that were iduenced by his writings sought. Forest Hills, 

built in Queens outside of New York City, was one of the first. Designed with some 

social equity as an ambition, a cornrnunity like Forest Hills in 1912 promised a home of 

one's own set in a safe cornrnunity; one surrounded on al1 sides by a benign, healthy 

nature. 102 

With the extensive publication of his diagram in professional design journals, the 

garden city becarne the standard against which new planned suburbs were judged, at l e s t  

by architects and planners. Groups were mobilized to promote the new concepts on both 

sides of the Atlantic Ocean. Howard himself, with a close group of twelve men. 

organized the Garden City Association in England. and set the organization on the path to 

the planning and building of two new towns planned on sites to the north of London's 

vast urbanized area. Letchworth built between 1900 and 1920103. and Welwyn Garden 

City begun in 19 19 were the two that Howard was directly involved in.lo4 When he was 

not traveling as a promoter of the garden city concept. Howard lived the rest of his years 

in both communities. first in Letchworth. and then in Welwyn. 

Even with his presence there as an inhabitant, Letchworth deviated fiom Howard's 

simple diagrarn in fundamental ways.(PIatc '3) Much of the shift was due to the work of 

Parker and Unwin. the architects and town p l m e r s  who won the cornpetition in 1904 to 

design the new town-loj Raymond Unwin in particular ernerged as the practitioner and 

promoter of a professional attitude to garden city planning that cmied the movement 

beyond Howard's ideaiized diagrarns. The practical approach that Parker and Unwin 

prefemed for Letchworth's design was drawn from the design work of the English Arts 

and Crafts rnovement. Like the medieval influence in most Arts and Crafts objects and 
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architecture? Letchworth's urban plan and architecture were inspired by medieval English 

village building, especially Cotswald villages. Because of the nearly niral precedents 

used by the architects, Letchworth's population densities in Parker and Unwin's plan were 

lower than those Howard had indicated in his ideal diagrams. The geometric qudity of 

Howard's diagram was also softened in Letchworth's urban plan.(PlaLc 14) Only the t o m  

centre retained a classical geometric plan while the rest of the town had gently curving 

streets drawing their form From the agr i cu l td  roads of the London region or the rail line 

that passed through it.106 

Like the Cotswald villages, the building types Parker and Unwin used for 

Letchworth's neighbourhoods, the mews. the close, the courtyard cloister. and the 

townhouse, were al1 drawn from medieval sources. Al1 their dwellings emphasized the 

relationship of the home to some form of landscaped collective space, and the 

relationship of the individual inhabitants to their neighbours.(Plak 15) Groupings of 

buildings around green spaces were to become the signature form of garden city planning 

and greatly influenced early suburban architectural design for townhouses and apartment 

buildings.107 The collective character of the dwellings of Letchwonh were otien set in 

opposition by commentators, like Humphrey Carver, to North Amencan planned suburbs 

and the unimaginative prevalence in them of single family detached homes.lo8 

Towards New Towns for America (and Kitimat) 

... Kitimat has an underiying philosophy. Many new towns have been improvised very 
creditably, but have soon revealed serious deficiencies for a lack of comprehensive thinking. 
Kitimat represents the work of experienced and highly practical planners, but with the 
difference that their life work has not been opportunistic. They have consistently sought the 
development of a wmprehensive modem town planning philosophy, based squarely on the 
concept of a better life in terms of the twentieth century. 

lndustry Builds Kitimat in Architectural Forum. July 1 954Io9 

In pursuing his mission at CMHC, Hurnphrey Carver was particularly inspired by the 

work in the 1920s and 1930s of Arnencan garden city reformer, architect and town 



planner. Clarence Stein. For Carver, Stein epitomized a designer who had "a 

comprehensive perception of town planning."I1* Stein had been made the chairman of 

the Commission of Housing and Regional Planning (CHRP) in New York by Al Smith, 

the populist Governor of New York, and charged with the task of replacing "the slums in 

which he (Smith) had grown up." Stein avoided the financial strategy of initiating 

mortgage based Enancial and legal solutions for providing affordable housing of the type 

that were followed decades later by both the FHA and CMHC. Instead Stein first 

traveled to England to review British town planning. There he found the garden city 

movement which he felt was "attempting to chart a new way" as it was begiming to plan 

Letchworth. Stein. in the introduction to the book outlining his work, New Towns for 

Arnericall l. described how he "returned to America a disciple of Ebenezer Howard and 

Raymond Unwin." Over the next two decades. Stein built, or was consulted. on many 

town planning projects throughout the United States. Al1 promoted the garden city 

approach. Though Stein's personal ambition to create the "garden city in America" proved 

elusive. the ideas which emerged from his efforts had far-reaching influences fiorn the 

1920s onward in the newly developing urban planning profession. His writings and 

projects proved an inspiration for Humphrey Carver in the growth of his ideas about 

community planning, town design, and the relationships between the architectural and the 

social grouping of dwellings. 

Of al1 of the ideas put forward by Stein the most influential one, and a mode1 for 

planners like Carver, was the Radburn plan. Stein's simple new plan configuration was 

conceived in 1929 for a CHRP development in the Borough of Fairlawn in New Jersey, 

sixteen miles from New York. What made the planning diagrarn for the new community 

of Radbum so distinct fiom what had been designrd in garden suburbs and cities before, 

were a senes of new ideas. Stein's plan was arranged around very large, internally 

oriented, "superblocks", instead of the type of smaller urban blocks found in 

conventionally planned areas. A network of park-like walkways in the plan, gave access 
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anywhere in the community through the " s u p e r b l ~ c k s " . ~ ~ ~  Residences were designed 

with their front orientation to the walkways, with the rear of the homes facing vehicular 

service orientsd cul-de-sacs.(Pf"te 16) 

The new Radburn diagram, as Stein's new block designs became known in planning 

joumals, also was the first design of a suburban block to recognize a shifi in how people 

traveled to their suburban homes. Unlike rail-based places, like Letchworth and the rest 

of the English garden cities and suburbs, Radburn was from its inception designed to 

incorporate automobile M i c .  and to assign it its appropnate place in the town plan. The 

lack of through local streets in the superblocks was meant to discourage automobile 

trafic fiom entenng into the neighbourhoods. Where the park walkways crossed the 

cornmunity's major streets. generous pedestrian underpasses were used. a feature inspired 

by Frederick Law Olmsted's design for traffic separation in New York's Central Park 

decades earlier. 1 

The most attention in 1920s planning joumals, though, was focused on Radbum's 

vehicular cul-de-sacs.(Pl"e 17) Replacing local streets for vehicular access to the homes. 

the 'auto courts' offered safety, intimate scale and neighbourliness. I l 5  Almost from its 

first publication, the superblocks and cul-de-sacs of the Radburn plan becarne an 

alternative mode1 to the curving Street grids that Arnerican planned suburbs were usually 

designed with. Stein's Radburn plan was also supported in new concepts of 

neighbourhood formation proposed in metropolitan plans like the New York Regional 

Plan of the 1930s. A 1923 neighbourhood concept of Clarence Peny proposed a bigger 

social town planning organization in which each Radburn cul-de-sac could find its place 

as a local group of homes. Peny's diagram showed the typical neighbourhood as a bigger 

planning unit, with al1 of its homes and streets ultirnately grouped around a primary 

school as its community focus. Ideally any place in the neighbourhood unit, as Perry's 

innovation was called. was a five minute walk from the elementary scho01.1~~ Radbum's 



auto courts, when related to each other in the neighbourhood unit, seemed a clear 

extrapolation of Parker and Unwin's medieval courtyard closes into the motor age.(P1ale la) 

Only a srnall portion of the full urban plan of Radbum was built, however. The 

project's financing collapsing in the early 1930s with the onset of the Great Depression as 

out of work homeowners defaulted on their mortgages.117 Enough was built, 

nonetheless, to demonstrate the elegance of the concept, and the success of the social 

environment. Stein and other town planners continued to use the mode1 over the next 

decades, but its impact was the clearest in situations where either a govemment client. or 

a strong single owner looking for innovation, were supportive of the new ideas. 

Resource towns, with their single econornic base of mine or mill. and their single 

ownership. had always been a focal point for experimentation with garden city planning 

ideas. Since the new company towns were designed for corporate clients, control over 

the planning principles was easy to maintain. Company towns were showpieces for a 

company of its comrnitrnent to "scientific planning." Invoking modemity and progress. 

cornpanies pointed to their workers' health and happiness in modem communities. 

Northem t o m s  like Iroquois Falls and Kapuskasing in Ontarioll8. and Arvida in 

QuebecIi9, resembled smaller versions of Letchworth set in Canada's, isolated bush 

country. In 1952, as Macklin Hancock was beginning his planning for Don Mills. its 

main competition in Canada. for attention in planning and architectural press. was one of 

Clarence Stein's last projects for one of Canada's biggest resource companies. 

Kitimat, set in the British Columbia wildemess, was planned for, the Aluminum 

Company of Canada, as a cornrnunity for its workers at an enormous new smelter site. In 

many ways, due to its construction in a "tabula rasa" site in the British Columbia 

wildemess, it was more forward looking in its planning and design forms than anything 

being planned in Canada. Stein's Radbum concept was still central to Kitimat's plan. but 

the 1920s diagram had been greatly modified to allow for through vehicular t r a f f i ~ . ( ~ ' ~ ~ '  

19) The schools, churches and shopping centre designed for the cornmunity reflected the 
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Modernism which in the 1950s was beginning to characterize the work of progressive 

Canadian architects. For well-traveled planners like Humphrey Carver, a good social 

environment demonstrated its success as a comprehensive design; 

the important thing about Clarence Stein's work was the whole 
interplay landscape and townscape. the sculptunng of three 
dimensional spaces with simple building forms, with trees and hedges 
and lawns - so as to make a place that would be a pleasure to iive in 
and to walk around within.121 

In Clarence Stein, the garden city ideal of the last years of the nineteenth century had 

evolved over five decades into a new modem approach to town planning. Whether 

practiced by an experienced designer like Stein. or learned by a young Harvard student 

like Macklin Hancock, that modem approach was the enlightened way to build. Even the 

industrialized, efficient approach to town building used by the Levitts was seen by its 

critics as less than desirable, since it ignored those social and environmentai issues that 

modem designers like Stein brought to the fore of their community planning. In 

arnbitious new projects like Kitimat, the ideals of modem design went far beyond 

eficient building. Cornprehensive design established the new spatial. Functional and 

visual qualities of town plans; and not only of the town, but its landscape. offices. shops. 

institutions and dwellings. In the course of the first fifty years of the twentieth century. 

what had begun as disparate urban planning movements had coalesced into a cornrnon 

ideal of good town planning practice to hold in opposition to the laissez-faire 

"borderlands" type of urban development of the Levittowns. This modem sensibility was 

what Macklin Hancock brought to the problems about a community design that Karl 

Fraser first put in front of him in 1949, and which slowly drew him into that project as its 

Planning Director. 
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Chapter 2. 

This is a Good Place for a City 

He said, "Everything grows. Trees will grow then you'll have a nice place. people grow, towns 
and cities grow." And I said, "Towns and cities grow?" "1 have watched London grow and l have 
watched other places. I have watched cities grow wifd and pretty." And he said, Well the city stops 
at Queen and Bay , the Don River." And I said. Yes." "And that's why when we drive to Toronto we 
have to go on Dundas Street or on Lakeshore Road." There was no Queen Elizabeth Way. He 
said, "One day there will be a road. another road." He said. "One day the city will be al1 out around 
us." 1 said, What do you mean? He said "It will be here." 1 said, "Why is this happening?" He said. 
"Because it is in a good location for people to live. There is good agriculture here. mining, forestry; 
people will corne to settle here, build a city here. There's water here, clean water." London grew 
very rapidly in that century. He said, "1 watched al1 this happen. This is a good place for a city. 
That's why I came here." He said, "Ifs a good place to Iive. Not that I want the city to grow around 
us but you canot stop ... when they're nourished it is hard to stop them." So, anyway. he explained 
this to me when ... nght from that day on I thought about those things. 

Macklin Hancock. on his father's lessons to himl 

1 decided that Don Mills must not look Iike a lot of places 1 had seen around the world where you 
see 500 or 1,000 houses that al1 look alike close together. The contractor therefore had to submit to 
us the plans for each house on each lot that they had bought. 1 also had a policy of no biue roofs. 
That was the only thing 1 imposed. No blue roofs. I don't like blue roofs because blue fades. Blue is a 
also a bad wlour in the sun. I don't like blue roofs! They could have red roofs, green roofs. yellow 
roofs. any roofs that they Iiked. but they couldn't have blue roofs. 

E.P. ~a~ IO? 



Standing in the 1954 group around Arthur Weinstock. Macklin Hancock and Karl 

Fraser, were seemingiy incompatible figures.) Son-in-law and father-in law, idealistic 

design reformer and experienced corporate businessman, they had held together the 

potentiaily contradictory ambitions of design and business during the conception and 

building of Don Mills. Together, the two were responsible for Weinstock's confidence in 

their as yet unbuilt project. Hancock, as the designer of the new town, was closely 

connected to Fraser, first by family, then professionally. and then by mutual respect as 

they proceeded with their common project. 

Up to his death in 1954, Fraser was the president of Don Mills Developments 

Limited, the company developing the new town. He was the one who hired Hancock and 

encouraged the birth of the innovative design for the community. Despite his executive 

power in the development company, however, Fraser himself, must be understood in 

terms of his relationship to the source of the investments for Don Mills and the man who 

initiated the project, E.P. Taylor. 

Taylor Was An Old Hand At That 

Taylor was a brilliant industrialist; he got ideas. He started. well I've got to organize it. So he 
put somebody on the job. But he'd tell them what he wanted. He would delegate. You wuldn't nin 
a huge industrial empire and breweries unless you knew how to delegate. And his family were 
wealthy brewers in Ottawa from before. But then he built that brewing empire and because of Don 
Mills, he started into a lot of other things. 

Macklin Hancock on E.P. ~ a ~ l o ?  

Taylor, as the head of Canadian Brewenes Limited, was not just a brewer, but the 

head of Argus Corporation, one of the greatest post-war concentrations of Canadian 

capital investment.5 As Taylor's executive assistant, Karl Fraser was also part of Argus. 

but the relationship between the two men was one that had deeper roots. A lawyer by 

profession, Fraser had been Taylor's executive assistant during Taylor's war work in 

Washington as part of the Canadian governrnent's administration of munitions 



production. Following Taylor after the war, he joined the board of Argus Corporation as 

an executive of Taylor's Company, Canadian Breweries Limited. Macklin Hancock has 

descnbed Fraser's importance to Taylor; 

Fraser did talk to Mr. Taylor fiequently about what he was up to. 
They were very close in Washington during the war, then afkerward of 
course. Kari Fmer really didn't have a job (in the war years). because 
it was a war time job, but he became more less indispensable to Taylor 
as his executive assistant. (Taylor) could see everything that he 
wanted done, (and) just Say to Karl Fraser you do this. you do that? 

As business executives, Taylor and Fraser's skills in CO-ordinating Canadian and 

Amencan industrial efforts had proven valuable to the Canadian govemment during the 

war years. Though a self-made financial entrepreneur in pre-war years, Taylor was one 

of the first three business executives selected by C.D. Howe in 1943 to CO-ordinate 

Canada's industries during the war years. Howe had been appointed by Prime Minister 

Mackenzie King as the Minister of Munitions and Supply and charged with the task of 

bnnging order and CO-ordination to Canada's unprepared and disorganized munitions 

industry. His additional task was to re-orient other industries towards war prod~ction.~ 

Canada. in the First World War. had been one of the major anns suppliers for Great 

Britain. and would prove to be so again in a new war with Germany. Under Howe's new 

ministry al1 war-related industries were CO-ordinated to provide what war planners 

deemed as essentiai supplies to win the war.8 

Howe drafted the 'best and brightest' of Canada's business elites persuading them to 

work for "a dollar a day". As Robert Bothwell. Howe's biographer, writes; 

To organize production, Howe made calls across Canada recruiting 
anybody who knew how to nin a business, and who combined 
common sense and determination with an absolute refusa1 to be cowed. 
There were plenty of men in their late thirties or forties. just over 
military age and often just below the top in their own cornpanie~.~ 

Originally Taylor had been assigned, by Howe, to any tasks that needed immediate 

implementation, relying on Taylor's skills as a negotiator and deal-maker. Taylor. 



however, proved unpopular with a civil service that distrusted his deal-making style. 

Howe, needing a liaison with h e r i c a n  war industries, found in Taylor the ideal 

individual to promote Canada's interests in Washington. Taylor was charged with two 

tasks: ensuring a flow of American supplies to Canada, and searching out war orders for 

Canadian industries-10 Fraser, as Taylor's executive assistant. was there to ensure that 

Taylor's initiatives would be well-researched, and that the facts of each situation would be 

on hand for quick decision-making. 

In 1941. Howe made Taylor president of War Supplies Limited, one of Howe's 

wartime crown corporations. For Taylor this appointment gave him an inside look at CO- 

ordinating large scale industrial production. Bothwell writes of Taylor. that he 

"positively ùinved in the Byzantine atmosphere of wartime Washington. where 

achievement depended on putting together bizarre coalitions of antagonistic personalities 

and competing agencies; Taylor was an old hand at that."I2 

In 1946. Taylor and Fraser's Washington deal-making proved to be the best 

experience needed for a new project Taylor was pondering. on land he had recently 

purchased to the north-east of Toronto on the edge of the Don River valley. 

Maybe Grudgingly 

... Taylor was simply a guy who was out trying to make a lot of money ... but of course ultimately 
good was seen because he wanted to build this town. and my dad maybe gnidgingly ...g ot used to 
the idea that I might do something for €.P. Taylor. 

Hancock. on his father's reaction to Fasets  offer of a job13 

The dividing line between Karl Fraser and Macklin Hancock, by contrat to Fraser's 

closeness to Taylor, was the same as the dividing line between two different cultures. 

Fraser's culture was a corporate one based on prudent investment, and Hancock's an 

artistic one couched in social idealism. The contradictory relationship built between the 

two men was formed slowly, and was interwoven with the creation and building of the 

new town. Hancock, in his mid twenties had not lost his idealism; "1 was bom in '35' so 1 



was twenty-seven by the time I really got going. 1 wasn't a child anyrnore, but 1 was 

pretty young. I behaved like a very young penon because 1 thought that nothing could 

stop me. When you are naive enough about the things that can affect you feel you c m  go 

on and do no wrong . . ."lq 

Macklin Hancock married Karl Fraser's daughter in 1947, two years before going to 

Harvard's Gmduate School of Design. He and Fraser did not seem to have much in 

cornmon; "he was working for E.P. Taylor; in my head I was violently against E.P. 

Taylor. He was an industnalist, who was against social change because he was a good 

capitalist. My father was a socialist ... dong with a lot of other people ..."[j In the two 

years after his marriage. Hancock worked with his father and brother in the farnily 

business. the Woodland Nurseries.16 The young veteran had returned from his war 

service to enter directly into the landscaping work. His father, Leslie Hancock. an 

immigrant to Canada from England, had built the nursery in Cooksville, located in Peel 

County West of Toronto. At Woodland. the younger Hancock was the draughtsman for 

the "design-build" projects the firm contracted. As the one who drew the fim's plans, 

Macklin Hancock inevitably was the one who laid out the projects; "my dad was a good 

draughtsman but he didn't h o w  the planning techniques and methodologies the same 

way 1 did." 

To improve his skills and knowledge in the nursery. Hancock went to the University 

of Guelph and obtained his undergraduate degree in agronomy. This was a departure 

fiom his original intent to study at the University of Toronto in medicine; "1 was going to 

be a doctor actually. Before 1 went overseas during World War Two, 1 was registered in 

University of Toronto for medicine ... then when I came back after the war having seen 

our family business and landscape in a different light. 1 felt 1 should go to Guelph which 1 

did."I* While Hancock was studying at Guelph. Woodland Nurseries won a major 

contract with the Massey-Harris Corporation to plan and landscape their experimental 

farrn in Unionville near the town of Markham to the north-east of Toronto. For Hancock. 



the six hundred and sixty acres of the Massey-Harris f m  was his fint large-scale 

professional job in landscape design? This was also his fint business connection to the 

corporate world that would build Don Mills several years later. 

Wrentham Estates 

... there was a very direct connection between (Woodland Nurseries) doing the fam at Unionville 
for Massey-Harris which my dad and l did ( and the later work for Taylor). I was studying landscape 
architecture. I could draw on the things that I had to do at Harvard. My dad ... and 1 got the job to 
do the planning and design for the Massey-Ham's farm; six hundred and sixty aues. ... Jim Duncan 
was the president and chaiman of Massey-Harris; the great farm rnachinery people. You have no 
idea what a huge empire it was. They had factories in France. But ... Jim Duncan was (also) Taylor's 
partner. 

Macklin Hancock. describing how he got his first big design job 20 

The Woodland Nurseries' client on the Massey f m  project was Jim Duncan. the 

chairman of the Massey-Harris Corporation. Duncan was also a partner with his 

neighbour, E.P. Taylor, in another building project, Wrentham Estates Limited. Their 

Company was fomed to undertake a land development venture on a site in North York, 

the municipdity to the north of the City of Toronto. Taylor and Duncan's Company also 

included a third neighbour. General Bruce Matthews. as a partner. The trio had bought 

land adjacent to their own estates in Nonh York. and had initiated a subdivision of the 

land into large lots for new homeowners of middle to upper income. They had purchased 

the Wrentham site in the Toronto area building boom of 1947. The land. adjacent to their 

estate homes, appeared ready to be sold, by its original owners, for the construction of 

smaller. Iow-pnced. homes, and they could not tolerate the risk to the real estate values of 

their estates.?' 

Wrentham's large residential lots were sold as small groups or individual lots to small 

building companies, as was the practice in the late 1940s. The estate's development plan 

also included one of the first Amencan-style shopping centres in the Toronto area. York 

Mills Plaza was a kee-standing building that had a large supermarket augmented by rows 

of small stores. The centre built by Wrentham was an novel building type for Toronto 



and the trio of investors intended to keep it as a long term investment for its r e n t d w i t h  

its focus at the south-west corner of York Mills Road and Bayview Avenue intersection. 

the automobile-oriented shopping centre was meant to serve not only the new houses of 

the development consortium. but also the other rapidly growing subdivisions surrounding 

Wrentham Estates. 

Unlike the long main streets of shops found throughout Toronto, all York Mills 

Plaza's shops. though linked by a common sidewalk. were surrounded by a large 

landscaped parking lot. Toronto architect John Layng, a strong proponent of a modem. 

garden city style of town planning. was the designer of both the plan of land subdivision 

for the lots of Wrentham Estates, and the shopping centre? Layng's work on the York 

Mills Plaza, resulted in a modem buiiding of an elegant minimal style. Taylor was 

pleased. and brought him the planning work on a new industrial subdivision he was 

considering on the outskirts of North York near the Don River valley. 

Everything Grows 

If I think about my father, he talked to me first when I was about eight or nine when we were 
planting trees. Because 1 questioned, "Why we are planting these trees. Trees will grow. Why are 
we planting these trees?" 'Well 1 want to create a shelter belt for the nursery, or our house." "Why? 
They so small?" "Oh well. in hventy-five to thirty years there will be a wonderful shelter belt there." 

Macklin Hancock, recalling a childhood con~ersation*~ 

Jim Duncan was also pleased with the progress of the Massey-Harris experimental 

f m  in Unionville, and with the work by the Hancock family on the project. For 

Hancock, Duncan's connection to Taylor was also very helpfùl in pushing the young 

landscaper into the financier's eye; " Woodland Nurseries had some considerable success 

with Massey-Hams' f m .  Jim Duncan was very happy about it. I guess he probably said 

to Taylor, '1 got these people working on this; I am going to live there myself.' Taylor 

said, 'What do you want to iive on a farm for?' He said, 'It's such a nice pla~e' ."~5 



Despite his satisfied client, Macklin Hancock's work on the f m  was still 

circumscribed by his lack of depth in design ideas. As an agronomist, he was essentially 

a practical problem solver, a role appropriate to the nature of the experimental f m  

project. Hancock, however, had begun to focus on a wider ambition than his work for the 

family nursery and was considering graduate studies in landscape architecture.26 By 

1949 he had completed his undergraduate studies at the University of Guelph despite 

being kept busy working on the Massey f m  project during the summer and in any spare 

time. Hancock's outlook revealed an entirely practical bent. His decision to go to 

Harvard's Graduate School of Design (GSD). surprisingly for the future town planner, 

was based on the prestigious reputation of Harvard as an Ivy League university. Hancock 

was somewhat naive and unknowing about the avant-garde artistic culture that had 

formed around the GSD and its chairman. German architect Walter Gropius; "When I 

grew up 1 was doing landscaping, nursery. and that kind of stuff for my father. Going to 

Harvard, taking landscape architecture; 1 didn't expect to become a landscape architect. 1 

wanted to go out there to simply to l e m  more about dealing with plants so 1 could corne 

back to the nursery."z7 

Like rnany veterans retuming from the war Hancock was catching up with his life. 

He had gone to university, begun what he considered his life's work. and rnarried al1 in a 

short span of three years. Despite the fact thai he was offered a scholarship at Harvard, 

Hancock "muffed it by not applying fast enough." Being too busy, he considered waiting 

another year but was advised by his father to "take education when you can." Re- 

considering once more, he "went down belatedly, and got in" to the GSD at the last 

moment, despite the fact that he now had to pay the tuition out of his own pocket.28 

Fortunately for Hancock, he was still able to use his war-time educational gratuities 

available for returning veterans. To do this, however, he had to "prove that there was no 

landscape architecture being taught in Canada; and ... had to prove ... that it was important 

to Canada to have such things happen." He was able to do this easily since the university 

67. 



education of design professionals in Canada still did not recognize landscape architecture, 

nor had it arrived at the level of integration of the design professions f o n d  in the GSD. 

The Ministry of Veteran Affairs let Hancock use his educational bursaries in the United 

States? 

Ironically for Hancock. Harvard. though a new departure, would also begin to give a 

focus and discipline to the lessons that he had learnt from his father through his life. 

Leslie Hancock was the first great influence that had shaped Macklin Hancock's thinking 

on t o m  planning, especially in the attitudes that eventually would later influence the 

design of Don Mills. The younger Hancock owed a great deal to the earlier life's lessons 

in ecology and progressive social equity absorbed fiom conversations with his father. In 

many ways, Hancock was well prepared by his father for the progressive design culture 

he wouid find at the GSD. 

Hancock's father was no ordinary nurseryman tending a small business in Cooksville. 

Trained first as a horticulturist and an agrologist. his social ideals carried hirn far frorn 

that profession and his own family's business. As a boy in England. he had been pushed 

into his studies by his mother as a means for gaining him a livelihood away From his 

familyts traditional profession of millers. a craft the fmi ly  could date back to William the 

Conqueror's Domesday Book. With her son being il1 with tuberculosis, and too sickly to 

work indoors. his mother detennined to train hirn in an outdoor crafi. Macklin Hancock's 

father told him of his need "to work of course" and of his motherts perseverance in 

ensuring that he found an outlet for his talents. The milling business was perilous for 

young Leslie's health; "So I was told 1 couldn't work in the mill. I'd die, if 1 lived 

indoon." Leslie Hancock's mother responded sharply; "You've got to l e m  and draw and 

paint. You got to have something to do and you also learn about things that are different 

from milling; gardens, plants, things like that." Instead the young Leslie Hancock went 

to school; "and I did well at those things (like plants and gardens), and drew and painted 

with my mother, and was (also) good at those thing~."~O 



When it was time to chose a school for his füture vocation, Leslie Hancock studied 

agriculture at college. He then emigrated to Canada with the hope of finding a job in a 

nursery in the Niagara area where he had success. After working in Fonthill, he went on 

to a position in the United States Department of Agriculture in Washington. He followed 

his American sojourn with work in China as an agrology professor. Like many who went 

to China, Leslie Hancock saw himself as a social progressive In China, while teaching 

agronomy, the elder Hancock expanded his breadth of service by designing and building 

hospitals for the f m  cornrnunities he was advising? 

Afier leaving China Leslie Hancock returned to Canada. While teaching agronomy 

at the University of Guelph, he continued speaking out on social justice. and in the 

depression years of the 1930s he pushed politically for employment reform. Focusing on 

that issue, he became an Member of Provincial Parliament for Guelph and South 

Wellington, defeating the ex-mayor of Guelph by a landslide victory for his seat. M i l e  

the elder Hancock continued to speak in the legislature on social equity. he also agitated 

for reform of natural conservation in Ontario, years ahead of his time. saying that without 

forests there cm be no good communities. As Macklin Hancock remembers: "He spoke 

in the [Ontario] legislature about people on the land and conservation in particular. 

He ... had been to China, and he had seen people working with the soi1 for thousands of 

years. " 32 

For Macklin Hancock, his father's lessons were threefold: on the need for social 

equity and justice in any good society, on the absolute importance of the health of the 

natural environment to the health of societies, and probably the most important lesson. 

that cities are evolving things that grow and change. On the latter point especially, Leslie 

Hancock's message to his son was on the primacy of transportation in the growth of 

towns and cities, and on the important of good stewardship of the natural world as part of 

that growth. For Macklin Hancock those lessons would echo his lessons at Harvard. 

"(My father) said to me (about Toronto): 'This is a good place for a city. That's why 1 

69. 



came here. It's a good place to live. Not that 1 want the city to grow around us but you 

can't stop ... when they're nourished it is hard to stop them.' He explained this to me 

(and) ...rig ht fiorn that day on I thought about those things."33 

Money and Power 

I wanted it to be developed appropriately and nicely so people would be cornfortable and on 
reasonably good, but not expensive housing. ... We always used building contractors. but they 
couldn't put up a whole row or a whole Street of houses that looked alike. 1 got involved in major 
policy decisions about how Don Mills should be developed." 

E.P. ~ a ~ l o r  

While Hancock was working on the Massey-Harris farm for Jim Duncan. E.P. Taylor 

was already well dong in assembling a brewery site for his company, Canadian 

Brewenes Limited. Taylor, as chairman and president of Canadian Breweries. had put 

Karl Fraser in charge of the land assembly he had begun on the edge of the Don River 

valley in North York. O'Keefe Realty Limited, Fraser's new responsibility, was the 

company undertaking the land purcbase. Taylor and Fraser also hired John Layng. the 

architect of York Mills Plaza. to begin preliminary planning work on the site.35 

As part of Canadian Breweries. O'Keefe Realty was only a small link in a chain of 

cornpanies that led ultimately to Argus Corporation, founded in Novernber of 1945 by 

E.P. Taylor and a srnall group of colleagues. investors and businessmen. Argus' goals 

were clearly stated in its initial prospectus and in subsequent annual reports; "..the 

Company's policy would be to concentrate investments in a limited number of enterprises 

showing probability of future growth and expansion, and to take advantage of special 

situations which offer opportunities for profitable investments to those with hnds  and the 

capacity to deal with industrial reorganization, development financing and the selection 

of adequate management." The holding company was capitalized by a public stock 

offenng at $1 1.42 a share and had significant recorded assets in 1946 in the amount of 

$17,896,626.79. Argus' first chaiman was W.E. Phillips, the president of  Fibreglass 

Canada and Duplate Canada. E.P. Taylor was its president. Two other Canada Brewenes 



executives were on the Argus board; Wallace McCutcheon, as vice-president, and Karl 

Fraser as Tay lor's executive assistant? 

In keeping with company goals, the assets were mainly held in a small group of six to 

seven companies, al1 of which were based in areas of the economy that were expected to 

keep Pace with Canada's expanding post-war economy, areas such as agriculture and food 

processing, and resource areas like forestry products and chemicals. Some of the Argus 

companies. like Canadian Breweries. or Jim Duncan's Massey-Hanis Company Limited, 

were already owned or managed by Argus board members. Taylor brought Canadian 

Breweries Limited into Argus Corporation as one of the major investrnents for the 

holding company. Other companies, like the U.S.-based Orange Crush Limited were also 

invested in and then assumed Argus board members as heads of company management. 

Argus based its investment phiiosophy on holding enough stock in a company, usually 

twenty-five to thirty percent. to ensure a strong presence on the company's board of 

directors. In this way Argus would ensure that the management. and even possible re- 

organization, of the company met Argus standards of profit and efficient use of financial 

resources. OnIy in July 1946. in the case of British Columbia Forest Products Limited. 

did Argus corne in at the beginning of a new venture as original investors and appointed 

directors? 

Taylor's land purchase of six hundred and twenty-eight acres in the area of Don Mills 

Road and Lawrence Avenue, was for a new central plant for Canadian Breweries. After 

the initial land purchase, and with Karl Fraser in charge. O'Keefe Realty continued 

quietly assembling land in the area. While land was being assembled by O'Keefe Realty, 

Fraser and a small staff, using John Layng as a planning consultant. began to prepare a 

land-use proposa1 to present to the Township of North York for its planning and 

engineering approvals.38 Taylor's ambitions for a centralized consolidation of his 

breweries were typical of Argus strategy for older companies with scattered assets. His 

goal was, first, to consolidate al1 of Canadian Breweries Limited brewing operations in 



Toronto on one site for more efficient production. Taylor's final plan, however, was not 

only to set a site aside for his centrai plant, but to use the plant as a cataiyst for M e r  

speculative industrial development on the remainder of his lands. 

The expansion of Canadian Brewenes' beer market preoccupied Taylor in 1951, 

paralleled the Canadian Breweries consolidation plans being shepherded by Fraser, and 

had a big impact on their direction. Canadian Breweries' investrnent strategy as an Argus 

Company focused on the purchase of new assets for two purposes: the expansion into new 

markets in Canada and the U.S., and the search for existing companies that would fit into 

Argus' overall group of assets. Taylor decided that Canadian Breweries needed 

penetration into the large Quebec market. one already dominated by Molson's and 

National Breweries. To Taylor, expanding Canadian Breweries' twelve percent share of 

that market by building a new factory in Quebec was difficult, especially considering his 

initiative of brewery concentration in Toronto. To buy an existing Quebec brewery 

seemed the most expeditious alternative and National Breweries from Montreal seemed 

the easiest choice for a takeover of an existing brewer. Its sales had been dropping. but it 

was still financially sound and had strong brand recognition with its Dow label? 

Over the year beginning in A p d  of 1951. Taylor and his Argus investors were 

successful in accumulating forty seven percent of the stock of National Breweries. By 

Match of 1952 a board sympathetic to Argus were voted into control of Nationai. the 

stock of which by the end of the next year was almost one hundred percent in Canadian 

Breweries' hands. The increase in size of the new Canadian Breweries, however. lefi 

some doubt in Taylor's plans to centralize his industries in Toronto on the Don River. 

Once National was in his hands, it became evident to Taylor that with Canadian 

Breweries' new large size and the heterogeneity of its subsidiaries, a corporate 

decentralization was a better strategy for his b r e w e r i e ~ . ~ ~  By November of 1952 the 

decentralization was announced and put into effect immediately.Jl 



In mid-1952, while he was considenng the decentralization, Taylor had a choice in 

North York: to imrnediately sel1 the land that Karl Fraser had been assembling for the 

central brewery and to realize some immediate speculative profits. or to find some other. 

even more profitable, strategy for its use. As Richard Rohmer, Taylor's biographer, 

points out; "Taylor's Argus partners were not keen about a long-term cornmitment to a 

fledgling industry (like land development that) they knew nothing about. High finance, 

manufacturing, and the retailing of food and drink products they understood. Land 

development they did not."" Taylor, however. and sorne of his Argus colleagues, were 

not entirely without expenence in real estate speculation and community-building. 

Taylor was encouraged to atternpt a large land development at the Don River by his 

f int  attempt at land development in Wrentham Estates. The Wrentham partnership's 

work in North York. was occurring simultaneously with Fraser's quiet work assembling 

the Don River lands. Though Wrentham had initially been undertaken by Taylor and his 

two partners as a way to protect the real estate values of their own properties. its success 

gave them confidence in their abilities as land developers. Of the two partners, Jim 

Duncan. as the president of Massey-Harris, was a member of the board of Argus. The 

supermarket that eventually moved into the York Mills Shopping Plaza was a Dominion 

Store. and J.W. Horsey, Dominion Stores president. was not only a director on Argus' 

board but had been named as chairman of beverage manufacturer Orange Crush. a key 

Argus investment in 1946.43 Despite the fact that the Argus board was not directly 

involved in the Wrentham development, it was clear to some key members of that board 

that a well-planned real estate investment in Toronto's booming region could return 

significant profits on a small investrnent. 

National Brewery, however, was what had Taylor's attention throughout 195 1 and 

early 1952. Once that deal was done, and the subsequent decentralization of Canadian 

Breweries underway by November of  1952, Taylor could begin to focus on what to do 

with his Don River land assembly. Karl Fraser had not only been preparing land-use 
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plans for the central brewery, but had aiso k e n  researching new ideas in residential 

planning in the United States. After consultation with Fraser. Taylor realized that his 

perspective for the site in mid-1952 had greatly changed fiom what he had intended in 

1947.a Despite the change in plans for the central brewery, Taylor still decided that 

there was great potential profit in building a new town. According to Macklin Hancock, 

it was E.P. Taylor who made the decision to build a new town; ll...he had al1 his land that 

he had been assembling on his hands. He said, wait a minute now; if its good for 

brewenes then it is good for other things as well. So he and Fraser ... cooked up the idea 

of having a model t0wn."~5 

The Harvard Way 

They were quite good actually. They had ... they were imaginative in the sense ... they just didn't 
understand good design our way, at least the Harvard way. 

Macklin Hancock. discussirig his review of a 8ritish builder for Don ~ i l l s ~ ~  

Between 1949 and 1952, the ideas that Taylor and Fraser needed to build their model 

town were still being studied by Macklin Hancock at Harvard's Graduate School of 

Design. The GSD that Macklin Hancock arrived at in 1949 taught both a progressive 

outlook towards the broad role of design, and a working method for designing in the 

modem world. Most important was a way of working as part of a group of skilled and 

arnbitious artists and builders; what Hancock has called the "Harvard way". This was not 

the Harvard, however. that Hancock's father-in-law understood. 

Harvard. for Karl Fraser. was the college town of Harvard Square in Cambridge, 

Massachusetts with its Stone and brick Ivy League architecture, its rich endowments, 

traditional culture and well-supported research. Harvard alumni were scattered in 

important places throughout Amencan and international business and social elites. To be 

a Harvard graduate was to be part of, not only an accredited institution of good acadernic 

reputation, but it was to have passed through a society; a finishing school where the best 



and most arnbitious young minds went to leam. To Canadian executives of a major 

corporation like Argus Corporation, a Harvard degree, like the one that Hancock was 

stnving for, meant that one could trust its holder to understand the parameters of good 

judgrnent in their society even if, like Hancock, he was only in the process of cornpleting 

his degree. 

Notwithstanding the social cachet of attending Harvard, the GSD was also the place 

to be for a curious and ambitious young idealist with a desire to change the world. One 

of the rnost influential design teachers of the twentieth century, Walter Gropius, a 

German, and later a naturdized Amencan. had k e n  chairman of the GSD since 1937. 

Leaving Nazi Germany. he had brought avant-garde European artistic ideas and design 

Modernism to the American academic mainstrearn. Gropius had already. in the 1920s, 

revolutionized education in Germany during his tenure as head of the Bauhaus (building- 

house), first in Weimar and then in Dessau. The smdl German design school becarne one 

of the most experimental international centres for the research and teaching of design. 

This was the same school that had caught the young Hurnphrey Carver's attention during 

his years as a student at the Architectural Association in London. 

Gropius' cal1 to reform design applied not only to the decorative and gnphic arts, but 

also to the production of the artifacts of everyday iife. Eschewing superficial artistic 

decoration in design, the new Modemist approach at the Bauhaus in the 1930's and early 

1930's focused on designing al1 of the buildings and objects needed by an emerging mass- 

industrial society. Simple, elegant, geometric aesthetics that reflected the straightforward 

fùnctional nature of any artifact, whether teaspoon or town, were the common qualities in 

the Bauhaus work. For Gropius, a respect for the intrinsic qualities of materials and 

processes used in an artifact's construction was the key to finding clarity of design. That 

clarity, Gropius expected, would lead to a new standard of beauty; one needed to abandon 

centuries of historically evolved, but in a modem age, meaningless, traditional f ~ r m s . ~ ~  



Gropius fbrther emphasized the need for designers and artists to work collectively as 

teams, especiall y in rnulti-disciplinary groups. bnnging a wide range of knowledge and 

skills to a design problem. For Gropius the work of design was a totality; architecture. 

engineering, products, graphics and landscape. Design spanned al1 aspects of life. The 

design culture established at the Bauhaus was an international one, drawing its faculty 

and students fiorn ail over the w0rld,~8 

With the advent of Nazi power in Germany in 1933, however, the socialist political 

leanings of the faculty and students ensured the Bauhaus' quick closure. Gropius 

emigrated to America invited by Dean Hudnut of Harvard's Faculty of Architecture to 

take a new charge as chairman of the GSD? When Gropius amved at Harvard in 1937, 

he began his teaching anew with a form of the Dessau pedagogy adapted to the academic 

structure of the Arnencan univenity and the corporate milieu that supponed it. In doing 

so Gropius was "decisively overturning the (Parisian influenced) Beaux-Arts basis of 

American architectural education in favour of modemism".jO Gropius, as he was 

begiming his career at Harvard, emphasized both a continuity with and a separation from 

his past work; 

My intention (at Harvard) is not to introduce a. so to speak, cut and 
dned "Modem Style" from Europe, but rather to introduce a method of 
approach which allows one to tackle a problern according to its 
particular conditions. 1 want a young architect to be able to find his 
way in whatever circurnstances; 1 want him independently to create 
true. genuine forms out of the technical. economic and social 
conditions in which he finds himself instead of imposing a learned 
formula on the surroundings which may cal1 for an entirely different 
solution.jl 

The Harvard that Macklin Hancock arrived at in 1939 was already nearing the end of 

Walter Gropius' tenure as chaiman. Design culture in the School had become 

unequivocally Modemist, and its philosophical and practical ambitions covered the 

design of the framework of daily life. A manifesto, Eight Steps toward a Solid 

Architecture, written by Gropius as the master architect left Harvard for pnvate practice 



in Cambridge stated; "that the architect should conceive of buildings not as monuments 

but as receptacles for the flow of life which they have to serve. and, that his conception 

should be flexible enough to create a background fit to absorb the dynamic features of our 

modem life."'? 

Though this was not the comforting Ivy League Harvard that Taylor and Fraser knew 

and respected, this was the Harvard that would generate the ideas for solving their 

problems in urban development. At Harvard students like Hancock learned. from their 

first year, how to build objects of everyday life. In a shared curriculum they al1 designed 

landscapes. architecture and urban places, and underpimed their work with a design 

philosophy that they could feel morally confident in. In rnany procedures. "the Harvard 

way" matched the broad scope necessary for modem corporate decision-making. The 

"whole new dimension" in integrated design that Hancock found at Harvard turned his 

initial point-of-view around. He not only studied landscape architecture. where he had 

officiaily registered. but also began to move into the adjacent disciplines of architecture 

and town planning; "1 was spending time studying architecture, not landscape 

architecture."j3 Hancock's viewpoint broadened as his studies moved into other fields: 

1 also learned at Harvard that planning is a wondemil discipline. It 
forces you to see ahead. It  forces you to think about every structure. 
every plant you put into the landscape. and its ecological context so it 
can remain there and be usefui longer. ... because things do evolve, we 
know structures evolve. we know that towns and cities 
renovate ... rejuvenate ... intensi&; al1 these things. So 1 had a feeling for 
this happening from my early days. It was. because 1 studied with 
plamers.54 

Along with the comprehensiveness of the "Harvard way". The GSD also instilled its 

students with a sense of mission and destiny. One of the biggest historical and 

philosophical influences on Hancock from his education at the GSD \vas the synoptic 

writings of art and architectural historian Sigfned Giedion. Spuce. Time und 



Architecture, one of Giedion's most important books, was one of the rnost widely read 

introductions to architectural history by post-war architects? 

The architectural histonan took an essentidly Hegelian position about the destiny of 

modern peoples. For Giedion, the buildings in which we live and work. the cities 

containing those buildings, our utensils and tools, the clothes we Wear, were like our 

artistic foms, an inevitable expression of the spirit of an age. According to Giedion in 

his discussions with young architects and plannen in Europe's cities, to be any kind of a 

designer true to the contemporary age was inevitably to be a Modemist. To be Modem 

was a heady experience, one where Giedion "sat together in smail groups about many 

tables in Europe ... not to discuss problems of art ... but to determine as clearly as possible 

what directions housing, t o m  planning or regional planning had to take"? Space, Tirne 

and Architecrzrre concluded its architectural history with the inevitable advent of 

Modemism in architecture and town planning.j7 

I Went To Work That Summer 

Therefore, any o~portunity to go into the field and to take part in al1 or any phases of the 
building process should be readily grasped by the young designer as a most essential discipline to 
establish balance between knowledge and experience. 

Walter Gropius. Eight Seps Toward a Solid Architecture. 1954 58 

Walter Gropius f o n d  fertile ground for his ideas at Harvard because a modem 

sensibility had already permeated Amencan political culture. first with Franklin Delano 

Roosevelt's New Deal. and then with the reorganization of Arnencan industry and 

government needed to undertake the effort of world war.59. Dunng his years in 

Washington, Taylor had plenty of occasion in meetings with top bureaucrats and oficials 

of the Roosevelt administration. and to appreciate the benefits of a far reaching 

comprehensive industrial strategy. What impressed him most of all, was the regional 

scale of the Arnencan industrial vision.60 



Fraser's work on the Don River brewery, since 1947. had been expanded to include 

some form of residential deveiopment as part of the industries planned for the site. 

Architect John Layng produced the fint subdivision plans for a worken community 

along with the plan for the industrial sites. Worker's housing for the new brewery was a 

practical imperative. It had to be part of the project fiom the begiming, since the 

anticipated workforce in a central brewery complex was likely to be large, and the site 

remote from any existing urban area. 

As the project shified from industrial development to more general town design. 

especially afier the purchase of National Breweries, what became increasingly important 

to Taylor and Fraser were innovations of the type they had used during the war years for 

financing large projects and organizing a large group of diverse parties. The work of 

Amencan builders like the Levitts, in particular, were important researches for Fraser, 

given Taylor's total inexpenence in large-scaie town building ventures. 

Despite the original importance of the industrial site for the central brewery. the 

development project was not the only one of Fraser's corporate responsibilities for 

Canadian Breweries and Argus Corporation. Fraser focused his personal efforts on the 

land assernbly. and so the project's design moved slowly between 1947 and 195 1. During 

those four years, however, Fraser had slowly been building up his background in 

community design, and many of the new ideas came from his son-in-law. 

The relationship between Karl Fraser and Macklin Hancock was a slowly evolving 

one. and one which had formed around the farnily environment. #en Hancock went to 

Harvard in 1949, Fraser moved into their home to live with his daughter during 

Hancock's absences in Cambridge. Hancock spoke ofien to Fraser on his trips home 

about Harvard; "1 had started to taik to him about Harvard ... 1 was married in '47'. so 1 

started talking to hirn about Harvard in '49'. But before that, he seen the relationship 

between landscape and developrnent ... because we were doing Massey-Harris f m s  .... 

When 1 went to Harvard he was living in our little house."61 
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The two men also discussed Taylor's ambitions for his new industrial area. During 

his first year at Harvard and feeling full of new ideas, Hancock began to give Fraser some 

advice to help focus his efforts, and broaden his h e  of references. 

1 don't know whether the mode1 town idea came dong concomitantly 
with my taiking to Karl Fraser, or whether he had the idea beforehand. 
It really doesn't matter. Karl Fraser, of course had not been in land 
developrnent before but he said; "If 1 am going to start to do something 
with a piece of land, 1 better find out something about land." So he got 
in touch with the Urban Land lnstitute in the (United) States and he 
learned a lot about the best Amencan developments that had been 
coming up in the 20s and 30s, and even during the war. And so there 
was a kind of backdrop there. Now again, 1 dont know whether he got 
in touch with those people afier 1 talked to him about Harvard or not.62 

At the end of that first year at Harvard. in the spring of 1950. Hancock retumed home 

to continue work at Woodland Nurseries. The young designer focused especially on a 

new project that Karl Fraser had guided their way, with the agreement of E.P. Taylor and 

Jim Duncan. 

Hancock and the nursery received the work on the landscape planning for the 

Wrentham subdivision and the York Mills Shopping Plaza; "1 did get a job in 1950 frorn 

Fraser. It was the first shopping centre in Ca11ada."~3 Wrentharn Estates was the first 

occasion for Hancock to put his new knowledge from the GSD into practice and the 

project largely occupied his summer home from Harvard. Hancock exercised some of his 

early design skills in the layout of the shopping centre site, even though the buildings 

were designed by John Layng. "It  was my job to make sure it turned into a shopping 

centre. literally creating parking lots, and plants and trees, and making it a place where 

you could come to in a car, but also making it a place where you can enjoy your 

Over the summer, he and Fraser began to speak about the details of Fraser's project 

outside Toronto on the Don River. Afier three years of effort by Fraser the project finally 



had enough land assembly in place to start thinking of municipal approvals and initial 

design concepts; 

And so we were talking to one another as we went dong. 1 guess like 
any student you kind of reveal what you are doing to your father-in- 
law, or to your father of course ...... So whatever it was 1 found it 
interesting enough ... that we found interesting enough ... he took me up 
around (to the site) and showed me the area and said, "This is what 1 
am going to do .... and turn this into an industrial cornmunity."65 

Projects like his father-in-law's new town were farniliar to Hancock from his first year in 

the GSD town planning design studios. The studios, in keeping with the GSD's 

philosophy of group design work, involved a range of disciplines working together on 

case study project. Hancock, a landscape architecture student. was surrounded by student 

urban planners and architects in his case study exercises. 

Taken to the land assembly by Fraser, Hancock's first view of the Canadian 

Breweries site outside Toronto reminded him of a GSD studio he had participated in: 

"Now. of course when 1 first saw the land up there and he drove me around 1 thought. 'Oh 

my gosh. what a w o n d e h l  place this is.' And, it was rolling, it was between the rivers. it 

was just like what 1 had dealt with in Sudbury new town. just outside of Boston, in a 

~ imula t ion ."~~  He suggested to Fraser that he visit hirn at Harvard during next year's 

project seminars. when ail of the issues surrounding the case study would be discussed 

between students. professors, and visiting experts from outside the GSD. "1 said (to hirn), 

'You'd better corne to Harvard and see what we are doing0."6' 

Fraser did go to Harvard where Hancock showed hirn the case study model. and 

brought Fraser in as a guest to a seminar where some of the key issues that his father-in- 

law was preoccupied with were being discussed; 

So I got hirn down and showed hirn a big model. 1 was in charge of a 
huge model that we were building to simulate the planning of the new 
town. Lake Holford (the noted British town planner) was my 
teacher. So you can see that al1 these influences were affecting what 1 
had to Say to hirn. And he came into the studio and he saw these 



things, and 1 asked to be at a seminar dealing with the modem 
shopping centre. Jim Rouse (the Amencan pioneering shopping centre 
developer) was there, and other people, so he got a pretty good view of 
things for about three days. But 1 didn't know that he was looking 
upon me to have anything to do with anything, whatsoever.68 

Fraser retumed home from Harvard to continue with his land assembly, and Hancock 

remained on at the GSD with his studies. Fraser, however. had been impressed. 

In the spring of 1951, afier his second year at Harvard. Hancock finished his 

academic work and retumed home for the sumrner intent on continuing at Woodland 

Nurseries, with his father and brother, as he had done in previous years. Before this 

could happen, he was approached by Fraser with a proposition that would take him in an 

entirely new direction. "1 \vas working on York Mills (Wrentham Estates) and then 

Massey Harris. Then he said to me; '1 would like to talk to you about coming to work for 

me this summer.' He said; '1 should get undenvay with this town development we've got 

to dot."69 

As Taylor. over 1951, initiated his corporate strategy for the National brewery 

acquisition in Quebec. the purpose of the Don River site's development becarne 

important; "he. (Fraser), started talking to me about what he wanted to do (in the new 

town). and 1 said, 'Well you should do this right away.' Again. 1 didn't think it had 

anything to do with me, it was just a question that 1 had responded to questions about 

what they were d0ing."~0 . 

Hancock demurred on Fraser's offer of a job since he felt a strong cornmitment to 

Woodland Nurseries. Being the firms designer. Hancock was needed by his farnily for 

the completion of the firm's existing projects. Hancock had even been retuming home at 

intervals during the GSD semesters. Despite Hancock's reluctance, Fraser pressed 

onward. "Then he said, 'Corne work for me this summer.' 1 said, 'You know 1 have work 

at the nursery this summer.' Because I had to work al1 through the period 1 went to 

university. 1 even came back to work in the winter and I had responsibilities. Because 

my father needed help. My brother helped some (as ~ e 1 1 ) . * ' ~ ~  



Fraser penisted in his entreaties to Hancock, promising financial security to the 

design student as well as enough flexibility to fùlfill his farnily obligations; 

So he said, T o m e  and work for me this summer." 1 said, "No. And 
in any event 1 would have to get agreement from my father and my 
brother because it would divert me fiom doing the other things." He 
said, "Well, 1'11 make it worth your while." And so for my first two 
years at Don Mills, 1 was seconded fiom the Woodland Nurseries. 1 
treated the job as being seconded. 1 used to continue to do certain 
things at the nursery and work at the same time at Don Mills. 1 used to 
find myself working until midnight at Don Mills." 

With his personal finances secure. and with some agreement that he could still be a 

resource for Woodland Nurseries. Hancock decided to join the work in progress on 

Fraser's project. 

As he was beginning his surnmer job, Fraser briefed Hancock on the status of the 

work to date. Seeing the work in detail, Hancock had some reservations about the 

approach the Fraser had been pursuing; 

1 went to work that surnrner, and he said. "First of al1 1 want you to 
see what we've been doing." So he had got out an aerial suxvey and 1 
had to look it al1 over. and the architect for York Mills (Wrentharn 
Estates) Shopping Centre. (John Layng), had drawn up a subdivision 
idea for him on this land. But 1 said, 1 couldn't believe in it, so I had to 
tell him ~ 0 . ~ 3  

Hancock, despite not being satisfied with Layng's design, began work on Epton. as 

the new town had been temporarily narned--afier E.P. Taylor. Canadian Breweries 

Limited. which still held the title to the project, employed him for the surnrner break from 

Harvard, but Fraser had other ideas. At the sumrner's end, Fraser tried to entice Hancock 

to stay and continue work on the new tovm, work that Fraser was quite pleased with. "In 

the fa11 (of 1952) he said, 'Well 1 want you to stay on. You've got some ideas about this 

that we need here.' And I said, '1 can't do that without stopping my education at Harvard.' 

He said, 'That's alright you c m  go back a year later after we've got your thoughts1."74 



Fraser aIso indicated to Hancock that he was about to reconsider the staff and 

consultants that he was working with. Hoping to entice Hancock to stay in Toronto by 

his actions, Fraser was considenng a drastic step. Dcmonstrating his cornmitment to the 

ideas Hancock had developed over the previous months, and which he had come to 

favour over Layng's. Fraser put forward his latest decision to Hancock. Hancock, in his 

recollection of Fraser's comment, still noted its delicacy. "He said, 'I'm firing ...... 1 am not 

going to do anything with this architect (John Layng); obviously his design is not 

something that you can believe in.' And so he said, 'Don't worry about that.' And 1 said, 

No, 1 would be happy to show him what .... No. 1 realize now that he's not interrsted in 

the same things 1 am'."75 

Layng's role was in question, for Fraser and Taylor. and not only because of 

Hancock's presence. John Sewell, in Shupe of the City, suggests that Layng had a falling 

out with Taylor but leaves it as a my~tery.~6 A more likely motive for the firing, 

however, was a potential conflict of interest brewing between the negotiations Fraser was 

begiming with North York, and Layng's partnership with Eugene Faludi in their firm. 

Town Planning Consultants. Layng's fim. with Faludi and a third partner P. Alan 

Deacon as partners, was a good combination of talents in architecture. engineering and 

town planning. Along with building. town planning and subdivision work. the fim had 

done studies for the Toronto and York Planning Board. surveying the resources and 

structure of the York County region in 1948.77 Anticipating the eventual creation of a 

metropolitan structure for the Toronto region, the report was one of several completed in 

the late- 1 940s. 

At the tirne of Layng's firing by Fraser, Town Planning Consultants was also one of 

the most contemporary in its approach and ideas in Toronto. Layng, a Modernist 

architect was himself influenced by the work of architects like Walter Gropius. Layng's 

exemplary project in Wreniharn Estates, York Milis Plaza, had been a very successfu1 

Modemist design for E.P. Taylor. Eugene Faludi, his town planner partner, had already 
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designed several suburban projects of a very high quality. His work was considered the 

most advanced, and buildable, in the Toronto region, and was supported in publications 

demonstrating good design that he undertook for the Toronto Real Estate Boardm78 

Thorncrest Village, in particular, was designed in 1946. By the end of its construction in 

1950 was clearly a success. Faludi. like Layng, saw himself as part of an avant-garde and 

unequivocally found his audience in the "people who always support progress and 

advanced thoughts."79 

The potential conflict for Layng arose because Faludi was employed as a consultant 

to the Township of North York. where Taylor and Fraser's subdivision was located. 

Faludi, because of Thomcrest Village, was highly regarded as a t o m  planner in North 

York. The Township had hired Faludi in May of 1950 as their advisor on the production 

of their official plan. Faludi was to prepare a comprehensive land use plan and a zoning 

by-law for North York.80 The officia1 plan itself was required by the new Ontario 

Planning Act of 1946. Even without the township's legal obligation, a plan of some type 

was needed by North York. Without a plan to give some direction to urban development, 

North York's entire municipal regulation of its post-war urban development was in 

jeopardy of slipping out of control due to an overburdened bureaucracy.8' 

One of the many projects putting pressure on North York's planning and engineering 

staffs, Fraser and Taylor's new industrial community was in the south east quadrant of 

North York. Epton's location placed it out of North York's immediate problem areas for 

over-heated urban development, but it still fell under the scope of the officia1 plan. 

Faludi had completed the first drafi of his work by December of 1950. A public meeting 

to discuss the plan was called for in a letter distributed on the fourth of January, in the 

new year. In the letter to al1 ratepayers associations, North York announced that it had 

also enacted a temporary planning by-law to allow some planning controls while the 

process of formulating the permanent by-law was going on. The temporary by-law had 

been written by Faludi and was intended to last six months.82 



It was a difficult conflict to resolve for Layng and Faludi. Town Planning 

Consultants was one of the most qualified firms in the Toronto region to undertake the 

work of planning a cornrnunity of the type envisioned by Taylor and Fraser, and Taylor 

had chosen well in Layng as his town planner. Layng's firm was also the best firm to 

undertake North York's officia1 plan, having extensive experience working in the 

municipality and region. Unfortunately, Layng. as Epton's designer, would have his work 

for Taylor overseen for municipal approvals by his partner Faludi, who was working for 

North York. The question must have seemed clear to Fraser and Taylor; who's point of 

view in the Town Planning Consultants partnership would govem Epton's town planning? 

Fraser, anticipating losing John Layng, realized that someone with a design 

background had to present and defend the ideas developed for their mode1 industrial 

comrnunity. and do so in the forum of future negotiations for North York's officia1 plan. 

Furthemore, any new designer would have to work with the North York planners and 

their consultants, like Faludi. and would have to resolve any problem areas that came out 

of such discussions. Fraser, by the fa11 of 195 1. had some more leeway in presenting his 

case to North York, since the temporary by-law's original six months duration had 

already passed. The official plan process had been extended to allow consultations with 

landownen to continue. and to relieve pressure on North York's municipal staff. 

Hancock. throughout his third year at Harvard. was pressed by Fraser to be present for the 

negotiations. "In (the fa11 of) 1951, ...( Fraser) wanted me to get involved with Faludi 

because Faludi was planning the land-use of North York ... doing an official ~ l a n . " ~ 3  

Eugene Faludi was at the height of his reputation and was a strong force to be 

reckoned with. Even Hancock had been impressed by Faiudi's work in Italy, done for an 

Italian town planning office. as one of the planners for the new t o m  of Sabaudia. The 

project had been built by the Italian national Fascist government as a way to settle and 

reclaim the marshlands to the south of Rome. Hancock had studied the Sabaudia project 

at Harvard and, despite his professor's rejection of the Fascist origins, had seen past the 
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politicai censure to the good qualities of the town plan; "1 thought Faludi's work was 

interesting in the Sabaudia plan."g-' 

Fraser had fired Layng, after the sumrner of 1951, hoping Hancock would stay to 

carry on with the design of Epton. Despite Fraser's entreaties, however, to take a year 

from school and continue on the new town, Hancock returned to Harvard for his third 

year. Hmcock tned to get credit, frorn his professors, for the work on Epton but was 

refused. None of his teachers believed that the project would go ahead to constmction.8j 

Hancock had hoped that he could at least continue focusing on the project while away in 

Cambridge, and to justify returns to Toronto to deal with specific issues that came up in 

the planning process begun by North York. The issues of North York's official plan 

continued to press on Fraser, and on Hancock, who had agreed to be available to Fraser; 

... and there were public meetings (in North York) on the official plan. 
1 was at Harvard and (Fraser) called me on the phone and said, "Look I 
need you to come up and meet with the planning group and talk about 
your thoughts of Epton." And so 1 said, "1 can't corne because 1 have 
'this and that' exams coming up." He said, "Can't you have somebody 
corne ... what about your brother?" 1 said. "Yeah my brother could go." 

So 1 called my brother and said, "Could you go and stand in for me." 
That's my brother Don. Don and 1 were educated at Guelph, so he was 
vicariously ..watching along the sidelines at what 1 was doing. 
Anyway he wanted sornebody to be there and so Don went although he 
didn't have to Say anything in particular; he just was able to give me an 
observation. So 1 could see they were heading in the wrong 
direction.86 

Hancock's anxiety about the "wrong direction" taken by North York reflected his 

ambitions to change the direction of the project from an industrial site with some worker's 

housing, to a more comprehensively planned new community. For Fraser the negotiation 

process with North York during late 195 1 and early 1952 was a crucial time for the fùture 

success of the new town. His problems were practical ones, and focused 

that concerned 

about land use 

Hancock: provision of service 

in the area accepted by North 

infrastructure, and getting 

York in its officia1 plan. 

in the two areas 

their new ideas 

Hancock, faced 
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with developing a new framework of good design, realized that the success of that design 

would depend on the changes to the zoning for the new town negotiated by Fraser with 

North York. "For Kari Fraser it was a question of getting equity approval. We had to 

change the zoning from industrial .... to mixed development. We had to change the open 

space patterns (evolving in the uncontrolled development near valleys in North York) to 

retain the valleys."g7 

Fraser could also not seem to find a solution to another of the most stubbom issues 

facing him, the provision of water and sewer lines to the new town. The service 

infrastructure issue was intimately tied to the new town's future zoning in the upcoming 

officia1 plan. With North York's limited financial resources the offcial plan would 

indicate what part of North York those resources would go to first. Despite the slow Pace 

of the negotiations with North York, the Epton land-use plan evolved from the original 

brewery-based industrial uses. The master plan designed by Hancock had even more new 

Unfortunately, the new viewpoint was a departtue from how Taylor's site. and the 

area it was located in, had always been seen by North York's municipal planners. In his 

detailed description of Don Mills, in 1954. in the Jotrrnol of the Royal Archirecturul 

Insrirzcre of Canada, Hancock reflected to the predilection by North York planners to see 

their site for industrial lands only; 

The pressure to corne into the Don Mills are% even though the 
ravines provided a natural topographic barrier, was accentuated 
because of the need for development of industrial lands in the 
municipality of North York. The railroads (surrounding the 
site) ... made industrial development inevitable due to the township's 
decision to increase vastly its industrial assessment, and to decrease 
the unfavourable balance which had been caused by dormitory type 
building in the suburbs.g8 

Access to the Epton site for al1 modes of transportation was excellent. Taylor and 

Fraser had chosen their industrial site well, and the land assembly was surrounded by 



rail ways, both Canadian National Railway and Canadian Paci fic Railway lines. Epton 

was also near the new limited access Toronto bypass highway being built to the north by 

the Ontario provincial govemment, the hture highway 401. The new modem highway 

was intended to link Montreal and Detroit across Ontario, and be the province's central 

economic spine. These connections were especially valuable to Taylor's original brewery 

plan, and for the other industries anticipated in the rest of Epton's industrial lands.89 In 

Hancock's viewpoint, though, the site's transportation access also made it equally 

attractive for non-industrial land uses. 

Studying at Harvard, and still retuming when needed to push the project fonvard, 

Hancock prepared his more comprehensive new town design. With Hancock's efforts in 

design and promotion, the new plan's virtues began to be accepted in the minds of the 

politicians of North York. who were becoming increasingly disturbed by the low quality 

of suburban development in their municipality. They were slowly being won over and 

convinced by Fraser and Hancock's desire to provide a balanced comrnunity land-use. 

The idea that one area of their municipality could provide both homes and jobs while 

diversiQing North York's tax base, was a very attractive one. Unlike the crude divisions 

of land-uses that existed in municipalities. classifications that separated large tracts of 

industrial uses from even larger area of pure residential uses. Hancock's approach 

integrated the two functions in a simple community diagram, and united hem. on a 

smaller more CO-ordinated scale, within one master plan. Hancock chose to refine the 

existing land-use zoning methods used by North York's planners; 

So we got the idea of putting the jobs in North York; there weren't 
any jobs in North York except for farmers. People (usually) wanted to 
work in Toronto. So it (the new town) was a big step fonvard. 1 was 
able to influence something along that line. 1 didn't think of my work 
as being sort of messianic. Al1 1 could think of was doing the job, and 
doing things in a way 1 believed in. 1 guess thatfs why Fraser thought 
I'd work hard. He also thought 1 would bnng in the best ideas for 
urban development into the pichire because 1 had been studying it.9* 



The fmiliar relationships between the city's professional and political circles in the 

post-war years also assisted Hancock in presenting his proposals. Such closeness 

between key personalities was more the hallmark of a srnall city, than the metropolis 

Toronto was aspiring to be. It was, however, politically usehl in realizing any cornplex, 

and potentially innovative, development work. Al1 of the participants in the planning 

process in North York knew or recognized each other by reputation, and as part of a 

group who felt themselves stewards of the city. Even Hancock, who was from the 

Cooksville area, some distance to the West of Toronto, was recognized in the most 

unlikely situations. A membership in the militia as a youth presented him with an 

opportunity to build a relationship with the chaiman of the North York Planning Board, 

who was overseeing the offrcial plan work; 

I was an early member of the militia I was a bugler. I got into the 
militia about the sarne time 1 got into beekeeping, a year later. It was 
the Queen's York Rangers. It tumed out the ... Major of the Queen1s 
York Rangers was chairman of the North York Planning Board. ... 1 
guess 1 could impress him with my ideas. probably better, because I 
knew him. He never let on that he was my Major, until it suddenly 
dawned on me; gosh he was my Major. 

People play a part in these things. He was from a socially minded 
kind of farnily and community in North York. He was just a 
wonderhl guy and he was trying to think; he wasnlt just waiting for 
things to happen. He thought the Don Mills idea was great because it 
was new thinking about cities. It was more properly attached to the 
problems of the day and the problem of the day in building. If you put 
industry there (in North York) it made jobs. ... His idea was you 
couldn't have houses without jobs. Well. you could have had; you did. 
They were doing that al1 over the place. He said no, welve got to 
change this? 



Assernbling the Land 

Karl had done a very good job of assembling the land. He did about three-quarters of it and I 
got the Donalda fams. We should have bought the priest's farrn (Christian Brothers' land, east of 
the Donalda farm, and lying north of Lawrence Avenue across the river). There was a difference of 
about $1,000 per acre between what I wanted to pay and what my associates wanted to pay. I 
wanted to pay $5,000 an acre and my advisors said $4,000 an acre. I should have ovemled them 
but didn't. 

E.P. Taylor. on the price of land assambly in Dan ~ i l l s ' ~  

By early 1952 E.P. Taylor was hilly cornmitted to his new project, and was reluctant 

to admit (to anyone outside his circle) that he had any knowledge of a newspaper report 

about "a possible $50 million housing development in the southeastem section of North 

York."93 His denial was a smoke-screen to allow Taylor and Fraser to get the fledgling 

project on a solid footing during the first six months of 1932, while Hancock prepared the 

master plan. Taylor had been unsuccessfûl in finding a more expenenced business 

partner to lead the project. In the latter part of 1 95 1 and early 1 952. he had searched for 

such a partner, one with large scale development experience, and the capital to assist him 

financiall y. 

The most likely choice for Taylor was William Zeckendorf, the Arnencan "wheeler- 

dealer" land developer who at the end of the 1950s would develop Place Ville Marie in 

MontreaLgJ Though Zeckendorf had extensive expertise in the United States as a 

developer, he was found to be a "little too high pressure" for Canadian corporate culture. 

As Taylor has recounted to Richard Rohmer; "He used my first narne right away and he 

said, 'Eddie I'm in as your partner"95. Taylor decided to go ahead on his industrial 

cornrnunity without a developer partner, and to rely on Fraser in the next year to find the 

much-needed expertise for the project. Ironically the absence of an experienced partner 

pushed both Taylor and Fraser into making creative decisions about their project that 

would greatly work to their benefit. 

At the end of 1951, two major long-term problems still faced Taylor and Fraser: 

where was the investment capital needed to build a new town to come from - the $50 

million dollars alluded to in the news article; and how would a financially-straightened 



municipality like the Town of North York expedite the land-use changes. approvals and 

fimding needed to build the necessary roads, sewer and water services? New sewer and 

water lines were essential to tie Taylor and Fraser's new town into the existinp urban 

infrastructure of North York and the Toronto region. Al1 of the practical problems were 

also being discussed in the arena of North York's official plan consultations. and were 

inextricably tied to the forthcoming land-use policies. Answen to both problems would 

evolve with the evolution of Macklin Hancock's design and would have be part of the 

creative business arrangement that matched Hancock's work.96 

In the beginning of 1922, however, three short-term tasks had to be undertaken 

immediately by Taylor and Fraser. It was important for them to consolidate the status of 

the project and to allow it to move into its next phases. A new company had to be set up 

that reflected Taylor's changed business goals for his Don River land assembly. Further 

land purchase initiatives were needed to expand the assembly. and had to be initiated 

quickly to avoid speculation by the existing owners of the surrounding f m s  and estates 

in the assembly area. Furthemore. a design concept had to be finalized to take to North 

York and begin the discussions there. In 1952 Macklin Hancock suggested the name Don 

Mills for the project. the narne being a reference to the historical mil1 on the Don River 

below the site. The new name was accepted by Fraser and Taylor as a replacement for 

Epton, which had only been a working name, and retlected the new sharper sense of 

purpose in the project.97 

The first task, forming the new development Company, was the easiest. Canadian 

Equity and Developrnent Company Limited was incorporated as the parent company for 

al1 of Argus Corporation's present and future, land holdings and development ventures. 

Canadian Equity's first holdings became the six hundred and twenty-eight acres of land 

that had previously been held by OtKeefe Realty. The land was transferred to Canadian 

Equity in the spnng of 1952 in a secunties exchange, with one million. six hundred and 

seventy-five thousand of the new company's shares passing to Canadian Breweries in 
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exchange for the Canadian Breweries lands on the Don River? Argus Corporation held 

a large portion of Canadian Breweries, so that the Canadian Equity shares that Canadian 

Breweries owned became an Argus investrnent. Since Canadian Equity was earmarked, 

by Taylor and Argus, for more land development ventures than Taylor's new town, 

another new Company was incorporated under the ownenhip of Canadian Equity. Its role 

was to deal directly with Taylor and Fraser's project. Don Mills Developments Limited 

becarne the owner of the project lands and was directly responsible for several tasks: 

further land assembly, the search for financing, the concept design, and managing the 

eventual project's building. Taylor was the chairman of its board. and he made Fraser the 

president and executive director in charge of al1 aspects of the project.99 Hancock was 

expected to continue with the design of the project on the assumption that ail the lands 

that Don Mills Developments did not own would eventually be assembled. 

With Fraser in control and given the go-ahead by Taylor, land assembly around the 

original six hundred and twenty-eight acres proceeded quickly. Don Mills Developments 

quietly acquired over one thousand new acres by the spring of 1952. Once this was done, 

the purchase of last piece of the assembly. the Donalda farm of the Dunlap farnily, was 

negotiated by E.P. Taylor himself. With Hancock's final t o m  planning work begiming 

in the spring with his retum fiom Harvard. it was clear to both Fraser and Hancock that 

owning the Donalda property was essential for the project. It was also critical to obtain 

the land, which was a central piece in the Don Mills plan, immediately. Taylor felt that 

since he was personally also a large estate landowner in that area of south-west North 

York. owning other stables and f m s  in the area it was important for him to negotiate 

the deal directly with the Dunlaps. The Dunlaps, like Taylor, were business people, and 

"Donalda F m " ,  as they had christened the property, was their hobby fm.100 

D. Moffat Dunlap, who owned the farm, had already plenty of warning as to what was 

happening, and the land assembly process moved into its next stage, where the assembly 

was no longer a secret. Dcnlap's f m  was an estate of six hundred acres, the land 
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dominated by their large residence on the Don River vailey edge. The site overlooked the 

grist mil1 that Hancock had named the new community after. The land sale became more 

of a business negotiation between the two men. With its purchase by Taylor, Donalda, the 

Dunlap house. became the head offices of Don Mills Developments Limited.lol 

Much planning on Don Mills had already been done on Street layouts, and plans of 

subdivision, first by architect and town planner John Layng, and then in 1952 by 

Hancock. With the Dunlap deai Don MiIls Developments held the key two thousand and 

two hundred of the three thousand acres that it would eventually assemble. The rest of 

the properties around Don Mills would also not be as easy to purchase as they had been 

p ior  to the Dunlap sale. Land ownen now realized the true worth of their lands and 

upped the price they were asking of Taylor. As the quote from Rohmer's biography 

indicates, Taylor's fnistrations with land purchases after the Dunlap lands were further 

complicated by the need to convince his Argus colleagues of the profits to be made in 

land development. 

Taylor was proved correct. As Don Mills became a success two years later. the 

"priest's f m "  of the Christian Brothers, located across the Don River valley from his 

assembly--the land he wanted to purchase afier the Dunlap lands, became worth ten times 

what they had asked him for it in 1952.102 Still. in 1952. Don Mills seemed to an Argus 

group of investors used to dealing with manufacturing and finance like an odd way to 

make a senous corporate investrnent. 

Convincing the North York politicians of the value of their project was cemented by 

events that Fraser manged. The first. held in A p d  of 1952, was to invite memben of the 

US based Urban Land Institute (ULI) to a tour of both the site and the design concepts 

that were being developed by Hancock. Fraser had already taken the prelirninary work on 

the t o m  plan to the United States to two of the ULI meetings in 1951. The prestigious 

visitors to the new town site gave the project their full approval after viewing the plans 

Hancoc k was preparing. lo3 



Shortly d e r  the ULI visit, Hancock returned from Harvard for his 1952 surnmer 

break. He had continued working on the Don Mills plan intermittently while at the GSD. 

By early summer work, however, with the confirmed abandonment of the central brewery 

idea for Canadian Breweries, work on the town plan had begun with great intensity to 

meet the new directions for the site that Fraser and Taylor were now clear about. With 

the new determination to proceed with the comrnunity, Hancock's presence was crucial to 

provide leadership in producing a design that, not only would quickly be approved by 

North York, but also would set it apart in quality from the rest of the housing and 

industrial properties being developed in the Toronto region. 1" 

All These Things Came Very Quickly 

Fortunately I had started to corne up with some ideas. But then (they) suddenly said. "Look if 
we want to get started on this project we've got to do it now; the timings rîght. Otherwise. we cannot 
get on ..." I guess at that point and time they got promises of financing; and I know they did because 
they told me. So with that we had to not only start planning and designing; we had to start marketing 
the land. 1 had to not only create a draft plan, but then immediately launch into an overall master 
plan of which the draft plan was the first stage. And then I had to create a model. because I didn't 
believe in not having things sufficiently represented: proportion, scale and spaces and al1 the rest of 
it. So al1 these things came very quickly. 

Macklin Hancock. on facing the job to be done in 1952'05 

Once the land and money were re-organized in 1952. Taylor and Fraser pushed 

fonvard very quickiy. The design of the project. which had languished between 1947 and 

195 1, became central. Hancock had already been part of the project since 195 1 on his 

free time fiom Harvard, but much of the design work was indeterminate pending the 

Canadian Breweries re-structuring. Once the decision was tentatively reached. in the 

Spring of 1952, to proceed with the project, Hancock had to make some quick decisions. 

In the spnng of 1952, Hancock. with his new appointment as the Director of Planning for 

Don Mills Developments. began to put together a multi-disciplinary team to quickly 

produce a detailed master plan for building Don Mills. By July of 1952, Hancock had 



hired a design tearn of young, talented designers representing a11 the design disciplines 

needed to produce detailed plans for building to begin the following year;'" 

1 wanted to get young architects who understood the Bauhaus, but 
also who understood the (post-war) Swedish developments. And there 
was nobody around except a few young architects that were teachers at 
the University of Toronto, Jim Murray ... George Hasic. George Hasic 
was the guy who designed the first building in Don Mills. 1 literally 
designed it with him because 1 wanted to see certain things done that 1 
thought where going to be better.107 

Model-building, the value of which he had learned in town planning case studies at 

Harvard. was the central mechanism used by Hancock in creating a f o m  for the tearn 

designing the community. The model was the testing ground for ideas developed by the 

tearn. The full range of their ideas could be brought together in the model, and easily 

visualized by Fraser and Taylor. Hancock's process of team design for Don Mills was 

centred on a design synthesis emerging from the model. 

For that synthesis there were successful town planning precedents to draw from and 

evaluate; English and Arnerican garden cities and suburbs. like Letchworth. Forest Hills. 

Radburn and Chatham Village. another successfül Clarence Stein project near 

Pittsburgh.(Pl~~~ 18) There were the examples of good neighbourhoods found nearby in 

Toronto. places like Rosedale, Leaside or Thomcrest Village. As well. new towns like 

valingbylo8 in Sweden, or ~ a r l o w ' ~ ~  in England. that Hancock had studied at Harvard. 

were well published and discussed in architectural and town planning rnagazines.(Plate 19) 

Design joumalism itself had expanded afier the war. and was spreading the news about 

the Modemist building approach that was quickly and efficiently rebuilding a war- 

recovering Europe!g The influence of architects like Gropius and his Modemist 

colleagues was paramount both in educationd institutions and in professional practices. 

Modem social ideas, like the garden city and Clarence PerryTy's "neighbourhood 

concept", came from Anglo-American garden city progressivism, and the plans and 

policies that it had generated for the New York Region in the 1920 and l93Os.l I o  There 



were the arnbitious infiastructural examples of new parkway roads From the Eastern 

seaboard States of the United States." New ideas on housing design and construction, 

and the layout of interior space, also came to the team fiorn the GSD. and the new 

generation of Modemist architects graduating out of the University of Toronto. Finally, 

there was the strong encouragement for new ideas in comrnunity building coming from 

CMHC, and its cadre of  design specialists grouped around Humphrey Carver. 

The Don Mills model also served to help define the future detailed design work for 

the separate disciplines within the group.(Plate Hancock had to move his design group 

quickly forward. "November (of 1952), 1 think it was. that we got the first draft plan 

out .... tearnwork to me was important because you can't get a draft plan ready in three 

weeks which is part of an overall plan ... and have it mean anything unless you put al1 the 

things together fast (with t e a r n ~ o r k ) . " ~ ~ ~  The various detailed projects for Don Mills, 

the roads and streets, the landscape the buildings, and the services to support al1 that new 

settlement. merged into the bigger master plan project. 

This design process moved parallel to the final expediting by Taylor and Fraser of the 

financing, political maneuvenng, and remaining land assembly in the months between 

late 1952 and 1953. Operations for Don Mills Developments moved so quickly and 

effectively during the planning stages between September of 1952 and the first land 

purchase for house bui Iding by Arthur Weinstock, the following year. that Hancock's 

"Harvard way" seemed itself a model of efficiency to be emulated by corporate Canada. 

Hancock himself, to provide leadership for the group. had listened to Fraser's 

entreaties and remained with Don Mills Developments after August. With the Don Mills 

project undenvay in September, Fraser had not been prepared to let Hancock once again 

retum to Harvard. With promises of financial secunty, and support for a later return to 

Harvard, Fraser was able to retain Hancock as his Director of Planning for the time 

needed to prepare the project for an application for approvals early in 1953, as well as to 



prepare a detailed Phase One plan to allow for land sales. Hancock was penuaded by 

Fraser of the value of rernaining; 

He said, 'Don't you worry we'll take care of al1 that. You'll have 
plenty of money to go back'. 'Well, 1'11 have to..' 1 said, '1 will have to, 
because the government is not going to allow me to stop my 
govemment gratuities'. So he said, 'That's okay you just come and 
work for me'. So that's when 1 started to do the definitive plan.lI3 

By the 23rd of October enough was complete on the project design and the mode1 that 

Hancock's tearn had prepared that Fraser was able to invite t+e North York council for a 

site visit like the one given to the Urban Land Institute earlier in AprL1lJ Hancock was 

busy with the work of preparing designs for urban services that were still unresolved 

politically, with the task of CO-ordinating the design tearn in the work of producing both a 

drafi plan for approval by North York. and with creating a detailed plan for land sales to 

residential builders and potential land purchasers for industries. 

Progressing Favourably 

Mind you, in those days, we sold a house lot there for $3.500. The houses that were built sold 
for $12.000 to $15,000. including the land. Today [written in the mid-1970~1 those houses would be 
worth $50.000 to $60,000. 

E.P. Taylor. refiecting on the changes to house building wrought by Don ~ i l l s '  '' 
Despite the greatly increased Pace of urban development in the Don Mills project in 

1953. a look at the Argus corporation annual reports from 1947 to 1954 shows how 

inconsequential Don Mills Developments initially seemed from Argus' corporate 

viewpoint.116 Each year from 1947 the company's annual reports showed essentially the 

same mix of companies with an overall investment focus on the manufacturing and 

retailing of food, and in basic resource stocks. Where resource companies were held by 

Argus, there was usually some smaller Company held by the bigger one that had some 

sort of integration into Argus' food processing and retailing emphasis. In 1947, for 

example, Argus held thirty percent of the shares of Standard Chemica! Company Limited. 



which in tum held forty percent of the outstanding shares of Dominion Tar and Chemicai 

Company Limited. The latter company wholly owned a subsidiary, Maritime Industries 

Limited, which was one of the three largest Canadian producers of high grade evaporated 

salt, an essential resource in food processing. Argus Corporation never sought outright 

ownership, only control in the boardroom. '17 

In the seven years between 1946, when Argus was incorporated, and 1953 when Don 

Mills properties were first sold on the real estate market. Argus had held ont0 the core of 

its original 1946 investments. Only small variations in investment emphasis due to 

Argus-instituted corporate reorganization, and some divestitures of peripheral assets like 

Orange Cmsh Limited, had changed the look of the original Argus prospectus. The 

Argus-held companies got slowly larger between 1946 and 1952, as did their regular 

profits and dividends for Argus investors. 

Don Mills Developments Limited first showed up in Argus' 1953 annual report, and 

then only as part of a peripheral company. Argus' holding of Don Mills Developments 

was not as straightforward as its other companies. Canadian Equity and Developments 

Limited shares were not those of an independent company. but were a wholly owned 

subsidiary held by Taylor's Canadian Brewenes Limited. A large share of the brewery 

was held by Argus Corporation, as part of Taylor's original stake in the holding company. 

Don Mills Developments. was combined in Canadian Equity and Developments with 

Greater Hamilton Shopping Centres Limited. a company established to buiid a shopping 

centre in Hamilton. The latter project was announced in February of 1953. As Argus 

standards went, the investrnent in Canadian Equity was a minor one, and mostly limited 

to guarantees of bank indebtedness. That status was also seen as a temporary one, as the 

debt would be resolved by land sales the following year; 

Your Company's interest in Canadian Equity & Development 
Company Limited and its associated companies. Don Mills 
Developments Limited and Greater Hamilton Shopping Centre 
Limited, by way of direct investment*, advances, and the guarantees of 



bank indebtedness s h o w  in the balance sheet, arnounted to 
$1,147,500. at November 30, 1953. The affairs of these companies are 
progressing favourably . l  * [Author !s note: the imestment ornounring 
to S 76O.OUOl 

Argus' 1953 m u a l  report reflected the Don Mill's financial s ta tu  during 1952. The 

large share of the invested moneys mentioned in Canadian Equity were in Don Mills. 

Hamilton's new shopping centre was still too recent a project to accumulate a large debt 

in development costs for land assembly and consultants. More telling, by cornparison, 

were the totals invested by Argus in 1953 in its core companies. The largest of these, Jim 

Duncan's Massey-Hams-Ferguson Limited, had over six million dollars invested in it by 

Argus, with the total to rise in 1954 to thirteen and a half million. Taylor's Canadian 

Breweries Limited had the second highest investment with almost seven and a half 

million dollars in 1953, nsing to nearly nine million in 1954. The total value of the 

Argus investments portfolio in early 1953 amounted to over twenty-eight million 

dollars. 1 19 

In 1952 Don Mills Developments seemed a small sideline investrnent for the Argus 

Corporation. The giant Company remained fixed on its original corporate mission. and its 

core philosophy of investrnent in food and resources. Real estate speculation looked like 

a marginal activity, when compared to ruming major Canadian companies. As Don 

Mills reached fmition and land sales erased the small debt and returned profit. however. 

the Argus board took note. Don Mills had the potential to become a major source of cash 

for subsequent Argus investrnents in real estate. especially real estate producing steady 

income like any one of their c ~ m p a n i e s . ~ ~  

For Hancock, the financial success of Don Mills meant greater credibility for him, as 

a town planner of good communities.. More importantly, Don Mills was the logical end 

of an ambition nurtured in him by his father and bis university expenence. Abandoning 

his Harvard education, he still held to its lessons on design, and achieved his idealistic 



ambitions. The practical realization of his community design was founded in his 

lifetime's education but it needed Taylor's cash. 

The idea of a new town was deeply rooted in E.P. Taylor's ambitions, and was a 

capstone to his role as a leader of Canada's corporate elites. Much of Taylor's influence 

on the new town, and his awareness of the potential of his land holdings, was 

cornrnunicated through Karl Fraser. As Taylor's executive assistant, Fraser had been 

given the day-to-day operation of the project by Taylor. and was responsible for the 

whole course of its initial land assembly and development of project concepts. Fraser 

was also able to slowly develop a great knowledge of other precedents for the industrial 

development by his researches in the United States and Europe. 

Don Mills emerged in an almost inadvertent way over five years as a business venture 

that would make a lot of money for Taylor and his colleagues at Argus Corporation. 

Despite its ad hoc creation, the Don Mills development philosophy still reflected the type 

of long term corporate planning that charactenzed the large scale companies that Taylor 

was used to working with. An appeal to comprehensive corporate planning is still not 

enough. however, to explain why Taylor was willing to risk so much investment and 

prestige on the untried design and t o m  planning ideas offered him by Karl Fraser's son- 

in-law. As Hancock has noted in retrospect. Taylor was ambitious beyond his 

businessman's realism, and it was an ambition that had afforded Hancock an opportunity 

to change the face of the Toronto region's urban fabric; 

"Mr. Taylor - it was quite simple for him. He wanted to create ... a 
place for industry. But when he got used to the idea of building a 
cornmunity, a whole cornmunity, then.. .. he started to realize a certain 
patemal dream coming m e ;  that industry in the past had created 
interesting communities ... especially in the enlightened industrial 
era ... and especially by enlightened industrialists. And he thought, 
besides it's good business". l 2 '  
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Chapter 3 

The Don Mills Landscape 

The spatial wnsequences of combined social and economic power suggest that 
landscape is the major cultura! product of Our time. ... A search for individual autonomy is, 
therefore, a search for landscape's structural rules. On one level, these are the general rules of 
order of the capitalist economy. On another level, they are the market decisions that shift 
production from one place to another. On a third level, however. they are the tangible 
compromises made in specific places between workers and employers. developers and 
consumers, entrepreneurs and creative personnel. 

Sharon Zukin. Landscapes of powerl 
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E.P. Taylor's vision of Don Mills began as  a nineteenth century industrialist's dream 

of good housing for his workers. That older type of paternalistic outlook rnight have 

stopped at creating a good t o m  project on Toronto's edge, one that would eventually 

have been an interesting urban anomaly in the city's expanding fabric. This was not to be 

the case with Don Mills. With Macklin Hancock's design ideas, Taylor and Fraser were 

able to move beyond their original limited ambition. The Don Mills that was built by 

them was unequivocally a post-war creation, one that projected values of optimism and 

rnodemity. Its population was drawn from a young and growing middle class who saw a 

well planned future for their families in the new cornmunity. More importantly, it was 

the first clear image of what life could be throughout the growing suburban landscape of 

the Toronto region. Politicians, municipal staff, and professional planners. engineers and 

architects, beset by growing crises created by the region's expansion, al1 took note of how 

readily Don Mill's idea of the good life was accepted. 

Humphrey Carver had ernigrated to Canada in the 1920s as an idealistic young 

planner from England, and by 1950 had arrived at a position at CMHC where he could 

exercise an influence on the development of Canadian cities. Not only Carver. however. 

felt that he had the abiiity to realize the better life that rnodemity offered Canada. In a 

retrospective article published in 1978 in City iMagazirze. he recalled the optimism of the 

eariy post-war days in Canada: 

1 have always thought that for Canadians, there was an important 
moment in history in 1944. when the prospect of a war ending first 
came into view. There was a bnef penod of prophetic, utopian 
imagination. The Federal Commission on Reconstruction mapped out 
some possible futures. Toronto actually made a thirty year master 
plan; a time span that reached almost until today (in 1978).2 

Carver felt that the clearest way to judge Toronto's new qualiry as a city of the future 

was not in the splendour of its architecture but in the breadth of its social vision. The 

elegance of Toronto's city streets should not be its defining urban form, as in a nineteenth 



century metropolis like Paris. As the head of research and education at the CMHC, he 

downplayed the importance of the role of artfully designed architecture in the modem 

metropolitan area, and argued for the pnmacy of the overall landscape and the natural 

environment: 

This it seemed to me was the clue to solving the problems of our new 
suburbs. If we could corne to accept the vemacular of the Canadian 
h o w  builden in simple straightforward srnail-house designs, to suit 
our climate and our way of life, then it should be possible to create 
places of great beauty by grouping and clustering and m g i n g  
landscape spaces and living spaces. The art of the suburbs, I felt. is 
nearer to landscape design than to architecture. So I used to chide 
Canadian architects who thought tiat their great gift to Canada would 
be some unique and original house design, remarkable in being 
different from everything around it.3 

Writing at the end of a career, Carver was not able to avoid a critical edge to his 

musings, and tumed them on the failures of Canadian housing policies. To create a good 

landscape. Carver wrote, it was not suficient to only establish good systems of 

govemance. management. and efficient infrastructures, as other powerful housing 

bureaucrats in CMHC advocated? For Canadian cities to match the memorable urbanity 

o f a  19th century rnetropolis like Paris they had to find their own historically appropriate 

form. A post-war rnetropolis like the one Toronto was aspiring to be needed a 

compelling vision of everyday life equal to that of the Parisian boulevards. Building any 

new Canadian city of the post-war world had to become a more comprehensive project. 

one creating a modem metropolitan landscape while it was creating a city. Such a new 

metropolis, for Carver. would have to encapsulate such an attractive new attitude about 

daily life, a new set of habits and expectations for its inhabitants. that it would evolve 

M e r  on its own momenturn. Despite the considerable energy he devoted to the 

promotion of his ideas of community in a landscape, however, Carver was only one 

bureaucrat with a limited influence on the development process. Carver's "living society" 



of the fùture could only corne into being with an agreement by social, political and 

business elites that such an ideal was worth pursuing. 

In her book Landrcopes of Powerj, urban sociologist Sharon Zukin furthen the idea 

that landscape is the physical form in which political and social power manifests itself in 

the process of developing the metropolis. Writing a decade afier Carver, Zukin has seen 

the metropolitan landscapes Carver was anticipating. She has none of his urban 

visionary's idealism about those landscapes being able to change the world for the beaer. 

Combining an analysis of social, cultural and political factors, with the economic history 

of a situation, Zukin is able to give a complex view of the formation and evolution of 

metropolitan landscapes. Carver's enthusiasm, especially felt in CMHC during the 1 950s. 

should itseif be seen in the framework of Zukin's critique of rnetropolitan landscape 

formation. The form that such landscapes take is, for Zukin, the mark of a social elite on 

their world. A metropolitan landscape is a world that sustains wealth and power, and 

which gives the latter a definitive physical structure. 

In an entire chapter of Landscupes of Power. Zukin discusses the town of 

Westchester. a suburb in the New York City metropolitan region. Zukin's analysis of its 

evolurion is of particular relevance to understanding Don Mills' historical development. 

In her story of the shifiing balance of power between local power structures and outside 

corporate interests in development of Westchester's metropolitan landscape. Zukin argues 

that the design of its urban form emerged not only as a result of political and economic 

agreements, but also mediated those agreements by creating a cornmon set of references? 

Westchester evolved over a hundred years from a countryside with t o m s  and villages. to 

an "edge cityM7 in the Boston-New York-Philadelphia urban agglomeration. Over the 

passage of time Westchester became a good location for large concentrations of corporate 

headquarters, high-tech factones, distribution centres, and executive and middle-class 

homes. 
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Zukin's analysis would also clarify the reasons for Don Mill's sudden arriva1 on the 

Toronto region urban development scene in 1953. More concentrated in its development 

over time than Westchester was. the metropolitan landscape of Don Mills emerged 

rapidly from the combined efforts of corporate interests and their designers as they sought 

to convince municipal politicians and their municipal officiais of die rightness of their 

ideas. Besides Taylor and his princely ambition, and Macklin Hancock and his new ideas 

from Harvard, the men gathered by Karl Fraser to plan and build Don Mills were al1 part 

of the political and economic elites that were necessary, in Zukin's view. to the formation 

of Toronto's metropolitan landscape. Karl Fraser himself represented the corporate world 

of Taylor's Argus Corporation. James Harris was an expert in industrial development, an 

econornic area where Don Mills had to succeed. Even Angus McClaskey, formerly of the 

federal govemment's Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation. and hired by Taylor to 

replace Fraser on his death, demonstrated the easy mobility of executives between 

govenunent and the corporate world in the decade afier the war. a mobility developed in 

the war years. Building companies. like Arthur Weinstock's. had not yet grown into large 

groups of related companies like those of the Levitts in the United States. North York's 

builders were still local figures. The stable. predictable building environment that Don 

Mills offered was in their interest. even though the restrictions on design that Taylor 

demanded were bothersorne. Taylor's new town offered hem a change from the chaos of 

urban sewicing. and the erratic quality of building that typified their working 

environment in Toronto's suburban expansion. 

Other key players in the foundation of Don Mills, even though they were only on the 

periphery of its development. were powerful suburban politicians like Frederick Gardiner. 

A major Toronto region power broker, Gardiner spent the years between 1946 and 1953 

trying to assemble some form of a political coalition between Toronto and its suburban 

municipalities to create a more arnalgamated municipal govemment. Gardiner's creation 

in 1946 of the Toronto and Suburban Planning Board had been undertaken precisely to 
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begin CO-ordinating the unusuaily rapid growth on the broader regional community. His 

goal in the Board was to initiate the building of new infrastructures, and to create new 

govemance processes which would allow the Toronto urban region to become the 

example for Canada, and even North America of an economicdly powerful and 

contemporary, metropolis.7 The TSPB, and its successor of a year later. the Toronto and 

York Planning Board still, however, lacked a building block for the regionfs 

development; the mode1 for its new residential areas. Gardiner needed an example of a 

good comrnunity that would be served by the physical and organizational machineries of 

his new govemment. 

As Gardiner was struggling to put together his political coalitions, throughout the 

Toronto region the urban area was growing explosively. For municipal politicians, city 

managers, and city engineers the planning practices of pre-war years were proving 

incapable of handling new problems caused by the creation of new subdivisions on the 

city's periphery. The enormous increases in automobile trafic, and the need for water 

and sewer lines were banknipting municipalities, and stressing the ability of municipal 

staffs to keep up with the needs of their new constituents.8 Through 1950 and 195 1. R.O. 

Wright. the Supervisor of Works for North York. sent a Stream of letters to the township 

council pleading for more road crews and machinery to h l f i l l  tasks that were steadily 

failing behind schedule. He also complained that "builders have no regard for the 

condition of either roads or ditches. nor do they respect existing watercourse~".~ 

Wright's letter's were matched by those of G.H. Baker, the Township Engineer, 

warning of disastrous shortages in the North York water supply if the council did not act 

to coordinate its supply with adjacent municipalities that had access to Lake Ontario.Io 

The need to provide physical infrastructure and social services for the populations of the 

expanding peripheries of the city revealed the lack of municipal preparedness. 

Townships like North York lacked the resources to control the wont excesses of rapid 

building, a situation exacerbated by the inability of local politicians to coordinate 
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agreements between the different govemments of the Toronto region! These problems 

plagued Karl Fraser for almost six years as he tned to resolve how his new comrnunity 

would connect itself to the rest of the city around it. 

Very Serious Difficulties 

From our appraisal of the situation, it would appear that further serious trouble is developing in 
connection with the water supply situation, unless drastic steps are taken to curtail the inueased 
potential load on the system until further supply of water is available. 

From the Building Department. we leam that new construction is continuing at a very rapid 
rate .... If the increase.,. continues unabated.. then in a rnatter of months ouf water system would be 
100% loaded and in very serious difficulties. 

North York Engineering Department, Report on Water Supply Situation. May 7th. 195112 

While Hancock and his team were completing their design work in 1952. Karl Fraser 

was busy completing the negotiations on servicing and planning approvals that had been 

going on with North York for over four years. The deal that Fraser stnick widi North 

York to finance the sewage system for Don Mills was particularly creative. and 

underscored the innovative strategies that a large corporate developer like Don Mills 

Developrnents needed to be able to move projects like Don Mills ahead in a situation 

where North York's capacity to fund infrastructure expansion was severel y curtailed. 

Fraser made other deals for building roads and water mains with North York. but his deal 

for access to a sewage system showed a process by which municipalities could deal with 

corporate land developers in the future. 

North York township council bluntly told Karl Fraser, in his deputation of the 28th of 

January in 1952, that any application by him for services to industrial lands on his Don 

River site could not be financed by the township using conventional means. Fraser had 

been pressing North York for a commitment to build sewage and water services for new 

industries that had shown interest in purchasing land on a portion of his site on Don Mills 

Road. The township's message to Fraser was that North York was not only unable to 

provide services like water, electricity and sewage treatment at the time. but it was also 



unable in the near future to provide Fraser with his needs. The township, Fraser was told, 

was at the limit of its credit with the provincial government's Ontario Municipal 

Improvement Corporation (OMIC). That crown corporation had been created to 

stimulate and assist municipalities in providing the urban infrastructure needed for their 

economic expansion. Already indebted to the total of one and three quarter million 

dollars to the agency, North York was unlikely to borrow any more funds since they most 

likely would not be approved. Fraser was also told that any future capital investment 

would have to be earmarked for the schools needed for the expanding subdivisions 

already in place elsewhere in the township.13 

The conventional rneans by which a municipaiity like North York fùnded capital 

works for infrastructure was by issuing debentures. A cost-sharing formula was worked 

out with the applicant for urban services, usually a land subdivider. North York was then 

partially reimbursed by the developer for moneys that it put into hard infrastructure like 

roads, sewers and water. The rest of the cost of the new services was assumed to be paid 

for by fiiture taxes on whatever new residences, stores or industries were built in the 

newly subdivided area. In al1 cases. however. it was North York that carried the debt for 

the urban services. The borrowing was secured by provincial programmes like OMIC's. 

the one Fraser suggested the municipality go to for the necessary funds to build the urban 

infrastructure that he needed to make his new industrial area on the Don River a viable 

one. l 4  

Fraser had already gone to North York council several times, the first, a year and a 

half earlier on the 12th of July in 1950 with John Layng. They had made an initial 

presentation of a "combined residential, commercial, industrial subdivision" proposed by 

O'Keefe Realty. At that time Hancock had barely worked on the design of the new 

community, having only been hired for his first summer. Even though a "combined" land 

use proposa1 was presented to North York council, the ultimate purpose of the meeting, 

for Fraser, was the oppominity to begin the approvals process needed for the sale of 
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industrial land along Don Mills Road. In a two hour meeting, Fraser told the council that 

there was no shortage of inquiries by industries for land purchases, but that he could not 

make a cornmitment on sewer and water services for the new industries hoping to move 

out to his site. The council in turn suggested that they would support septic qstems as  a 

temporary measure for sewage disposai. Water supply was be accomplished in the usual 

way, industry by industry, with the township absorbing the costs of a 12" water main east 

along York Mills Road from the built area of North York to Fraser's site. OIKeefe Realty 

would pay for an 8" main "of the same length. 

In that 1950 meeting, Fraser had also pressed the township to be more ambitious and 

constnict a pumping station, force mains, and a new sewage treatment plant. He 

rerninded them that it was the municipality's responsibility to finance those projects 

"without looking to the Company for cash contributions". The council voted approval for 

the York Milis water main but deferred the ambitious issue of the site's large scaie 

industrial development until Fraser could "develop plans in more detail" at which time 

the township would "prepare estimates for the costs of services". At that tirne, they told 

Fraser. he should also apply for a by-law designation for the appropriate land uses on his 

lands. 1 5 

By August of 1950 nothing had happened to change the situation with North York on 

urban services. Fraser felt that he had even more proof that "unless water and sewage 

were actually installed or on their way, companies were not interested in locating in (his) 

area". Fraser retumed to the township council and demanded an "emergency meeting of 

the Council and Planning Board to be held to consider this situation".I6 He also over the 

course of the year arranged for the corporations wanting to buy land from him. like 

International Business Machines of Canada (IBM), to write the North York council to 

press for the provision of services. IBM in particular wrote in 195 1 to have Lawrence 

Avenue paved to its new headquarters location at Don Mills Road in Fraser's land 



assembly. North York demurred, and tried to have the Company partially pay for the 

$40,000 cost. I7 

Despite the siowness of North York's response to Fraser, he did not press the services 

issue for the rest of 1950 and 1951. Those months were spent instead by him in 

negotiation with North York about their official plan being developed by Eugene Faludi. 

Discussions of servicing took a secondary importance until the land use issues raised by 

the plan's development were resolved. Small scale improvements to the general road 

systems of the township like the one requested by IBM. and the parallel improvement of 

urban services associated with the roads continued without pause, however. 

By January of 1952, the outcome of the battle by Canadian Breweries for Quebec's 

National Brewenes was still not clear. For E.P. Taylor, the Epton project was still, in his 

changing outlook, predominately industrial and centred on a large brewing complex. The 

urban services problem for Fraser had also still not been resolved. On Ianuary 28th, 

Fraser retumed to face the North York township council. This time he was accompanied 

by T. Bartley of the Toronto Industriai Commission as support for his position. Once 

again Fraser stated that "his Company (O'Keefe Realty) had been negotiating with a 

number of large industnal concrms who indicated that they were defi nitely interested in 

locating in this area". and once again he was rebuffed by North York council. who 

refused to directly undertake increased indebtedness for Fraser's industries.19 

In the two hour meeting, however, Nonh York and Fraser could agree that there were 

only three options to solve their problems. two of which were in reality untenable. North 

York would not pay for the improvements. and neither could Fraser charge the new 

industries for the cost of the urban services. The third option offered by North York 

proved the most promising in ending the stalemate. It had Don Mills Developments 

"putting up the money necessary to finance the whole scheme on the b a i s  of being 

reimbursed over a fifieen year penod by the Municipality as, if and when the rates 

payable by each industry in the area were collected in taxes".'O In effect North York 
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council was trying to resolve the problem with Fraser in such a way that the conventional 

legalities of services financing appeared to be maintained as a township duty. Fraser's 

company would put the financing forward, avoiding an immediate financiai commitment 

by North York that the municipaiity could not afford. Fraser would be repaid by special 

taxes earmarked for the cost of the services. A January 17th report was tabled in which 

the township engineer had proposed a budget of two hundred and eighty one thousand six 

hundred dollars as the total costs of a new sewage disposa1 plant and outfall sewer to 

serve the first five thousand people in Fraser's new subdivision. The costs included land 

purchase fiom Fraser's company, the construction, and overhead expenses, and was to be 

paid off by the township in fifieen years at five percent interest with payments of thirty 

seven thousand dollars annually. A tentative deal between Fraser and North York was in 

sight.3 

Fraser, still eager to offer industrial land for sale, pursued the opportunity offered by 

North York over the early part of 1952. until E.P. Taylor's restructuring of Canadian 

Breweries. The change in plans for building a central brewery clouded the whole 

development picture. On the 20th of October, Fraser had some modest success with 

promises of provision of  water from mains in the municipality of Scarborough to the east 

of his site. North York had begun srarching for new sources of water in mid-195 1 as it 

began to reach the capacity of its supply from the City of Toronto's mains. The most 

likely supply for the area nearest Don Mills, the expansion of the Township of 

Scarborough's water system had been hampered in the years fiom 195 1 to the end of 1952 

by a chronic lack of building supplies, steel in particular." On the 20th of October North 

York's Engineering Department recommended that the township construct a water main 

to Scarborough and connect it with the main that had been constructed two years earlier 

by North York and Fraser to serve the IBM plant on Don Mills Road. A storage tank for 

the water was to be built on land donated by Fraser's company but the shortage of steel 

still promised to delay construction of the tower to 1954. 
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By the end of 1952, Don Miils had a new town design by Hancock and his group. 

With a deal on urban services being possible, their master plan showed an even mixture 

of industry and residential development instead of the industrial lands that had 

preoccupied Fraser in his negotiations with North York. The residential part of Don 

Mills was still contradictory to the final draft of the officia1 plan for North York proposed 

by Faludi on the 30th of January of 1952. Faludi's year and a half work on the plan, 

presented two days after Fraser's tentative deal, could have had some impact on Fraser's 

hiture negotiations for urban services." The area around Don Mills had been designated 

a "second stage of development" for residential uses in a first draft of Faludi's plan, and 

could not to be developed until the core area of North York, centered on Yonge Street and 

south of Sheppard Avenue, was completely occupied. Officia1 policy for North York 

clearly stated that; "water and other municipal services will not be provided for some 

time in (the Don Mills) area"? As long as Fraser was pressing industrial and 

commercial development, the residential portion of the new community could be 

considered workers housing. With Hancock's new design initiative moving ahead 

quickly. the tentative deal that Fraser had made a year earlier was crucial to allow 

immediate construction of Don Mills, especially with its more ambitious residential areas. 

On the 22nd of January of 1953, the deal on urban services between Don Mills 

Developments and the Township of North York was. at Iast. finalized afier a senes of 

meetings held early in the month, first in the North York Reeve's office, and then with the 

townships lawyer and engineer. Full township council approved the deal afier two 

meetings. Don Mills Developments was to pay for al1 of the urban services; not only the 

sewage treatment plant in the original deai but trunk water mains as weil. Faludi's 

official plan policy, which relegated residential development in the area of Don Mills to 

the füture, was circumvented because it had been put in place to prevent overburdening 

costs of infrastructure on the municipality. Once the burden was removed, the building of 

Don Mills was not a question mark. The project was paying its own way by absorbing 
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the up front costs and creating a temporary tax levy on the eventual users that allowed the 

township to act only as the collecting body for the moneys which would be repaid to Don 

Mills Developrnents.'s 

Success 

Obviously new towns came into it because new cities, cities beginning, were sometimes 
the result of placing a deliberate new town. 

Macklin Hancock. recalling Dean Hudnutos course on urban hislory at Harvard 26 

The urgency for comprehensive overall changes to the urban planning system felt in 

Toronto in 1950, and which haunted Karl Fraser fiom 1948 to 1953 as he tried to 

negotiate a deal on urban services with North York, are best exemplified in the reaction 

of Macklin Hancock to the urban development problems in parts of post-war North York: 

Al1 1 could see here was awful ... along Wilson Avenue in building afier 
the war. Houses just in any old place, lining them up on a long, long 
concession road. saying, this is your new housing fell =...corne and get 
it ... and it was awfùl ...A was a kind of boyish sort of reaction to take. but 1 
thought. this can't go on. Somebody has got to do something about this. 
That's why 1 got into this whole ti~ing. '~ 

Driven to reforrn suburban design by his "boyish reaction". there was no doubt in 1954 

about the success of Hancock's design in "doing something" for the first inhabitants of 

Don Mills. As Fraser worked to make the development project agreeable to the 

politicians and bureaucrats of North York. Hancock and his design group had been 

creating the solution to what was seen in the popular media as the problem with the 

suburbs. 

Journalist John Gray exposed in the national press the chaotic situation of suburban 

developrnent that municipal oficials, planners, and policy experts already had known 

about for half a decade. Why Live in the Suburbs. his 1954 Macleans magazine National 

Report article, was a litany of planning disasters that spanned al1 Canadian cities.'* 

Without exception, Canadian urban areas uniformly seemed unprepared to cope with both 



the problems of providing adequate housing for new post-war families, and the urban 

expansion those desires promulgated in the years f i e r  1946. Commenting in the article, 

Humphrey C w e r  called the ensuing suburban situation in Canada's cities a "ghastly 

mess". 

The good life for young Canadian farnilies in Gray's article was embodied in a home 

and a garden. Though tantalizingly close to some form of realization for many. those 

ambitions remained essentially out of reach, denied by the general lack of good planning. 

Gray's examples of a new suburban life were drawn from across Canada, and most often 

that life proved a fnistrating one. The means to reach their goals for the large part of the 

Canadian middle class who desired a home of their own were muddled by the 

incompetence and out-of-date practices of builders, and the support they needed From 

municipalities and financial institutions. No-one was completrly to blame. Problems of 

bad planning and building occurred at al1 levels of govemment, and al1 levels of the 

home-building industry. Don Mills, by contrat to the rest of Canada was emphatically 

for Gray in the sarne article. a very desirable place to live; it offering a good community 

"at one end of the scale". The new town was a success because. as Gray writes, the 

"planners have tried to think of everything that the town will need. and some of their 

thinking points up the problems of the new suburbia"? 

A well designed suburban community like Don Mills. however. was seen by Gray as 

atypical. More to the pattern laid out in his article were the circurnstances descnbed of 

the move by the Mondoux farnily to a North York suburban tract house in 1954. The 

family's plight was depicted by Gray as a general case indicative of the state of suburban 

living for Canadian cities, but one that was more likely to occur in a fast-growing city 

like Toronto. The Mondoux's new home in North York was in the usual situation, one 

defined by poor public transportation and problem-ridden urban services. In their newly 

built neighbourhood they found no social infrastructure of schools, community centres 



and hospitals, no nearby shopping conveniences, and no cultural, recreational or 

entertainment facilities. 

Moving into a new and still unfinished house for Dona and Ron Mondoux meant 

waking up, after a day of moving house through a quagmire of an unpaved roads, to a day 

with no water. The lack of water had been caused by frozen pipes. left uncovered by the 

builder. As Ron Mondoux reflected on their fhstration; "We got some stmw and laid it 

around the pipe and set it alight."30 It was d l  bearable for the young family because their 

new home was affordable, compared to high costs of housing in the city proper. and 

because of the desirable openness and healthy environment of the nearby countryside of 

Toronto's suburban fnnge. After the initial struggle with the unfinished house and Street. 

life for post-war suburban families in North York was still difficult. A big problem was 

the long daily commute to work in Toronto for the husband, coupled with long hours of 

evening and weekend labour completing their barely built home.)' For the wives. who 

stayed at home with the children, the day was made dificult by the sheer effort of getting 

on with life in an urban landscape which needed sidewalks, let alone schools.3~ 

Pressure for rapid development of North York's real estate. like the Mondoux' 

neighbourhood, was not unique in the Toronto region. The growth of Toronto's suburban 

fabric had ceased to be contiguous. The extent of that "borderlands" type of suburban 

sprawl was documented by S.D. Clark, a sociology professor at the University of 

Toronto. Clark's study was funded by Hurnphrey Carver at CMHC, and was undertaken 

over the decade of the 1950's; the report was published in 1966. Clark selected a wide 

range of suburbs in the Toronto region, choosing both geographic and economic diversity 

in his sampling of fifieen subdivisions. Twelve hundred interviews of individuals and 

families shed a persona: light on the years that their migrations out to the city's periphery 

took place.33 Clark described the post-war exodus, between 1946 and 1951, as a 

desperate one for many people, like the Mondoux family, seeking an affordable home: 



Between 1946 and 1951. almost exactly the same sort of 
development took place as had taken place before 1930. People 
desperate for any sort of housing bought these lots for $300 or so and 
built srna11 frame homes or basement dwellings. They settled down 
with the hope that the vacant spaces about them would eventually be 
filled and services which were lacking would ultimately be provided. 
At the same time, farmers along the main crossroads of the township 
seized the oppomuiity to realize some ready cash by selling building 
lots along their fronts. Approval for such subdividing was readily 
secured and homes were erected of various types, ranging from four- 
room h e  cottages to substantial brick dwellings.34 

Families moving to the suburbs becarne a debtor society, living at the edge of their 

means. Not only house mortgages were needed, but also fumiture costs, maintenance 

equipment for houses, and most importantly a car for the commute to the city and getting 

around in their new, but under-designed. c0mrnunity.3~ The car, for them. was not a 

luxury, as in the city. but a necessity. As one of Clark's intewiewees emphasized; "It's 

hard to get along if you don't have a decent car which we didntt have when we moved 

here. We had to buy a better one."36 Buying and rnaintaining a car added a cost to that of 

the house. The outlay for a good quality motor vehicle. and the need for ongoing 

maintenance was made wose by poor roads. Usually non-existent public transit did 

nothing to irnprove the situation.37 

As studies done by CMHC showed, affordable housing in the city still lagged behind 

the pent-up demand created by decades of deferment of consumer desires. deferment 

caused by the Great Depression and World War Two. Humphrey Carver. writing as an 

independent researcher before his employment by David Mansur, outlined the extent of 

the crisis in Houses for Canudians.38 Carver addressed housing issues in Canada, but 

focused his case study on Toronto and its region. His methodology was essentially a 

statistical one, and dealt with the quantities of housing needed, the land area that would 

be required, the ideal measure of urban population densities, and the urban services 

needed for those pe0ple.3~ In keeping with his CMHC mandate, Carver was trying to 

establish objective standards for bureaucrats to use in evaluating housing projects, and for 



architects and town planners to use as conventional rules-of-thumb. For his own 

purposes. Carver was also trying to frame a position on social equity in housing; how the 

farnily could afford a house, what the basic standards of health and community support 

were. and what the good form of a community was to achieve those goals.40 

Two issues that would have particular relevance for Don Mills were discussed by 

Carver: the reform of the building industry. and the reform of community design. Carver 

argued that the organization of the Canadian building industry was obsolete, and had to 

be restmctured if it ever hoped to meet the federal government's housing targets.41 The 

industry was plagued by high costs of its artisan-like organization, and needed to 

incorporate into its operations the industrial organization that had worked so well in the 

war years for Canada. Part of this reform was an increase in scale of home building 

operations thus allowing for economies of scale in matenal costs and labour efficiency; 

"only when large-scale projects are planned ... are (there) opportunities to introduce 

important features of industrial organization." A solution balancing old and new, for 

Carver, to the building industry's scale would corne from combining large-scale 

management and CO-ordination, with a continued presence of srnaIl scale builders. It was 

important for CMHC to encourage smaller builders to try to keep the economies inherent 

in their small scale of building; "and the general belief that the small-scale speculative 

builder. capable of producing from five to a dozen houses a year, (could) work more 

econornically than a large organization which rnust support some high-salaried executives 

and maintain a down-town office with a staff of drafisrnen and stenographers."Jz 

Despite the emphasis in Houses for Canadians on economic, statisticai and policy 

issues, Carver in the last pages of the report called for new structures of municipal 

administration, ones more suited to the urban expansion occurring throughout regions 

around Toronto. Carver recommended a metropolitan govemment much like the one 

Frederick Gardiner was striving to create: a "federal union (of 'boroughs') merging 

certain of their administrative and financial operations but retaining their corporate 
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independence and the responsibility for certain local affairs."" Even new govemment, 

though, would still not improve the quality of imagination used to design a new urban 

area and Carver felt that the private builders had still not caught up with people's 

ambitions. He finally made a plea for the benefits of well designed housing in well 

designed communities, an issue that became central to his outlook: 

It will become increasingly important to improve the quality of new 
housing in order to attract a larger proportion of those who can well 
afford to own or rent a new dweiling unit. So far it has been the 
purpose of housing legislation and the aim of lending institutions to 
concentrate on the lower fi-inge, as it were, of the housing market. The 
product of post-war residential construction has consequentl y been of a 
unifomly drab and uninspired character, hewing closely to the line of 
minimum standards and creating in the suburban areas an environment 
most unattractive to higher-income families. Marty who could afford 
to live in new accommodation have preferred to pay $15.000 or 
$20,000 for a used house more than twenty years old. Little has been 
done to create well-planned estates containing small, efficient houses 
of sophisticated design, grouped in a pleasant landscape setting. and 
selling at pnces fiom $8,000 to $15,000; housing of this character 
would attract economically stable fmilies who are at present not at a11 
interested in the crude products of the speculative bui1der.u 

Carver could not have better descnbed the problems facing the people and families who 

would eventually move to Don Mills, nor could he have been more prescient, in 1948. 

about the design formula that Don Mills would use to attract its audience in 1954. 

The First Town of its Kind in North America 

Don Mills is a srnall city (it will eventually have 30,000 population) being built on the north- 
east fringe of Toronto by a company backed by industnalist E. P. Taylor. It takes up 3,300 
acres along the Don River and perhaps illustrates what subuhs of tomonow wili look like. 

John Gray. Macleans magazine. Sept.1 1954 45 

The master plan that Macklin Hancock created for Don Mills, between 1952 and 

1953, altered the accepted conventions of urban planning in Toronto. To appreciate the 

difference between Don MilIs and the rest of Toronto's urban fabric built before the 

1950s, it is useful to briefly compare it to Leaside. Separated from Don Mills only by the 



Don River's West branch, Leaside in 1953 was much closer to Toronto in appearance than 

Hancock was planning Don Mills to be. As has already been noted. Leaside's design had 

not deviated greatly fiom the city's traditional pattems of urban form, despite some 

beautifully Iandscaped curving streets. The commercial buildings and apartments of 

Leaside, by 1950. had become a part of the larger City of Toronto growing around them. 

and its industriai areas did not dif£ier in appearance and organization fiom those found 

downtown in the city.46 In 1923, however. Don Mills' design overtumed each of the 

established patterns of Toronto's urban planning. It was clear that Taylor's new town 

would not slowly disappear into Toronto's city gnd. 

As a first subdivision of the land assembly in 1952, Hancock and his team of 

designers divided Don Mills into four quadrants. The existing road intersection that was 

chosen to divide the quadrants, Lawrence Avenue and Don Mills Road, was located in the 

centre of the site area where E.P. Taylor had originally bought his land. The two roads 

were part of the grid pattern of rural artenal roads making up the Toronto region's road 

system. In the City of Toronto the conventional practice was to adopt such rural roads for 

urban uses as urban development encroached on countryside. The method was also 

adopted by Toronto's suburban municipalities.J7 A large part of North York's 1950 

arterial road system adapted its rural road network, and North York was quickly building 

its local streets in imitation of Toronto's grid.48 AS in Toronto's subdivision patterns. 

each of the quadrants of the Don Mills plan was focused on the main road intersection. 

This, however. was where the similarity stopped. In Toronto's urban plan. quadrants 

around main intersections repeated the grid pattem of the big roads in their small scale 

subdivision. In Don Mills the subdivision plan chosen by Hancock was a radial one of 

loosely curving roads. one that accentuated the focus on the central intersection. ?) 

Don Mills' town centre was located at its main intersection, and was designated in the 

master plan to have a mixture of stores, apartments and institutions. The four 

superblocks of the centre. one for each of the quadrants, were located inside a ring road. 
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On the outside of the ring road a residential neighbourhood formed the large portion of 

each quadrant's area. This radial distribution of land uses around the central intersection 

was the main structural idea of Hancock's master plan. Industrial areas occupied the rest 

of the lands that Don Mills Developments had assembled, and were located on the 

southem and northem fringes of the overall community. The town as a whole, its centre 

and residential areas, and its industrial sites, were al1 sandwiched between an intersection 

of Canadian National and Canadian Pacific Railways-49 The forested valleys of the two 

Don River branches M e r  enclosed both the site and the rail lines in an extended natural 

setting that stretched fat into the Toronto region beyond? 

If the large-scale subdivision of the site into radial quadrants was unique in Toronto. 

the real design innovation occurred at the next level down in the planning hierarchy, the 

neighbourhood. Instead of subdividing new land for homes and factories, as needed. in a 

small grid of streets. Hancock proposed the deliberate creation of urban neighbourhoods. 

each one socially centred on elementary schools. like the neighbourhood units Clarence 

Perry had proposed in the 1920's. The neighbourhoods in Don Mills were predetermined 

at the master planning stage and were not intended to evolve. Al1 of the residential areas 

in the neighbourhoods followed the sarne pattern in Hancock's plan; residential streets 

surrounded a grouping of a neighbourhood school and chur~hes.(plat~~l) For Don Mills as 

a whole the formula for its residential areas was simply stated in the phrases outlined 

beside the quadrant's plan in the June 1954 issue of Archirectwul Forirrn: 

For residents: 12.000 houses and apartments around schools and 
parks. 

In each of Don Mills' four big quadrants, houses and apartrnents 
focus on their own elementary schools and churches. giving each 
neighbourhood an identity and a central green space.5' 

Since the neighbourhood organization that Hancock created for Don Mills was new, 

the street pattern that was needed to support the new concept had to be different than the 

street gnd of Toronto's historical urban area. Hancock's curvilinear road system, that 



differentiated the appearance of Don Mills' new neighbourhoods from the histoncal grid 

pattern of Toronto's city streets. had aiready been adopted in severai Toronto areas like 

Rosedaie and Leaside. A more fundamental change in Hancock's plan, however. was the 

shift fiom an open, network of streets, which could be either straight or c w e d ,  to a tree- 

like. branching, street organization that increased privacy for the neighbourhood's 

residents? 

Streets in the Don Mills plan took the form of closed loops shaped like crescents, "Pm- 

loops, or cul-de-sac streets. The number of street intersections in each neighbourhood 

was limited. Streets were also laid out in a branching pattern. like a leaf's veins. with 

preference given to "T-intersections" over complete street crossings. Each local street in 

each neighbourhood had the quality of a closed enclave based on a small group of homes. 

Al1 streets. or group of two to three residential streets. opened out ont0 the ring road. The 

latter road was designed as a collector road which gathered the trafic from the mal1 local 

streets and deposited it ont0 regional arterial roads like Don Mills Road and Lawrence 

Avenue. To move from one neighbourhood's local streets to another. any vehicle had to 

pass through the collector road, and back to the local streets.53 

Hancock was not the only promoter of such curving loop streets. Dunng the four 

decades preceding the planning of Don Mills. the idea of curvilinear roads as a solution to 

the monotony of the usual suburban gnd subdivision had become connected to reform- 

minded town planning concepts." The new type of non-gnd street forms were adopted 

entirely by Humphrey Carver's CMHC research group in two publications inserted. in 

1952 and 1953, into the Journal of the Royal Architectzrral Institute of Canadajj and the 

Comrnunity Planning Review.56 The inserts covered a broad area of urban form and 

housing design. and promoted a reform of Canadian town planning, and building design 

and construction practices in Canada: 

The design of housing is inseparable from the design of the whole 
working apparatus of a residential area. An urban household cannot 



operate unless it is tied into the circulation system of streets, sewers. 
water and power. An accessible shopping centre and school are as 
much a part of the equipment of a home as the kitchen and the 
bathroom. These comrnunity services provide the real core and 
structure of a neighbourhood.s7 

Reform of street design as part of an adoption of the neighbourhood concept was key to 

Carver's goals. Carver was most concerned with the role of the 'cluster' of homes in 

encouraging social cohesion and neighbourliness: 

We worked a good deal M e r  on the idea of clustering houses in the 
landscape, in compositions of groups and vistas and street scenes; 'eye- 
fulls' we called them. And we tried to discover the comection 
between the aesthetics of groupings and the social patterns of people's 
lives? 

New housing cluster groupings and street foms were not only analyzed in aesthetic and 

social ternis, but were also subjected to engineering and economic tests to demonstrate 

their efficiency and lower cost. In the new street systems. service costs were reduced 

with shorter lengths of sewer and water lines. and the ratio of paved area to lot area was 

increased. For Carver, the new designs demonstrated a supenor mode1 of subdivision 

that did not have to resort to arguments based on social conscience to change the minds of 

land developers. but could convince them on the basis of increased efficiency and 

reduced costs.59 

Aesthetics and good engineering. normally sepante. were combined as part of the 

new ideas in road and street hierarchies. The role of streets in defemng the hierarchy of 

trafic organization. and in organizing the provision of water and sewers for the 

community. opented in parallel to the aesthetic purpose behind grouping house 

cl us ter^.^^ Combining al1 the issues entailed wide ranging study, from topography to 

social patterns, in the design and construction of the street system. The geometries of 

curved streets, collector and local, were not only usehl for creating clusters at street 

"e1bows1', but also, when tied by appropriate geometry to engineering standards, were 

effective in the efficient laying-out of water and sewer lines. Collector streets, like Don 



Mills' ring road, not only collected Mit from local streets but also storrn water run-off. 

Al1 of the thinking on new street forms promoted by CMHC in 1951 and 1952 was 

adopted by Hancock. In one set of exemplary drawings, CMHC brought together many 

answers to the diverse problems that the different disciplines in Hancock's design group 

were trying to solve in Don Mills. 

Hancock's view of what Don Mills Developments would be selling to home builders 

pushed him to make some different decisions than the CMHC plannen, however. Unlike 

the architects at CMHC, Hancock did not favour the cul-de-sac local street or Clarence 

Stein's vehicular court. Instead. the type of loop streets used in older planned suburbs, 

like Toronto's Rosedale, were preferred by the developers of Don Mills. Loop streets 

offered greater. low-speed, street access for automobiles directly to their homes, and 

created more flexibility in lot subdivision for private home builders. Hancock's local 

streets, however, were not the gently winding picturesque streets of the 19th century 

suburbs, or the large gently c w i n g  boulevards of Leaside. but were planned by Don 

Mills Developments' engineers to adhere to the good engineering principles of the type 

proposed in CMHC's pamphlets. Cul-de-sac streets were only used by Hancock instead 

of loops where the Don Mills' terrain constrained the longer loop streets. They were also 

used where geography offered unique opportunities for special sites. Hancock's success 

in the Don Mills plan lay in making the overall urban street and service hierarchy. 

impiicit in the details shown in Carver's journal inserts, function safely and 

straightforwardly for automobile traffics6' 

As an essential part of his plan for Don Mills. Hancock also included an extensive 

network of parks. Parkland radially bisected the Don Mills' quadrants in the master plan, 

allowing a park-like public passage from the centre of the new town to the river valleys 

on the community's periphery. Hancock's park designs were open and natural in their 

appearance, much as Humphrey Repton's English landscapes. and bounded by the backs 

of the neighbourhood's houses. In areas of grouped dwellings, like townhouses or 
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apartrnents, the park corridors continued through the courtyards around which the 

building groups were arranged. The naturai public passage begun in the town's centre 

continued through the courts, linking the valleys at the penphery of the plan to the centre. 

Hancock's master plan protected the existing woodland and valley lands on the site as 

recreational space for the community. Natural places that predated the development were 

intenvoven with both the new community parks and its tree-lined streets, creating a 

landscape "sufied with green spaceM.62 By using his closed local street system. 

Hancock had the opportunity to design each neighbourhood quadrant as a landscape using 

as many of the natural features of the site as possible in its design: 

Before detailing any of the neighborhoods. the conformation of the 
land was studied with a view to retaining the greatest of natural arnenities. 
topographic. vegetative and spatial together into a single complex suiting 
the social and economic needs of the people who would inhabit these 
neighborhoods.63 

Nowhere was Hancock's ideal of a community in a landscape more evident than in the 

neighbourhoods. The modestly-scaled farnily houses were set back fiom the street by 

broad Iawns. Each lawn as it was landscaped by its new owner contributed to the 

aggregate overall image of each residential street as continuous park setting of green 

meadows and trees.(P'""?) Landscape as Carver had predicted was the key to the 

successful image of the whole community. As the 1954 Archifectwai Forum article 

declared; residences. schools and churches were intermingled in the landscaped 

neighbourhood c0ncept.6~ 

One difference in Don Mill's landscape compared with that of English garden cities. 

however, illustrated the post-war impact of the automobile on suburban planning. 

Macklin Hancock did not accept the cornpiete isolation of vehicular traffic fiom 

residential areas and parkland desired by the originators of the neighbourhood concept. 

and recognized the universal importance of the automobile in the lives of post-war 

Canadians. As Hancock indicated in an article he published in the January 1954 Journal 



of the Royal Architectural Imiitute of Canada (RAIC Journal) with Douglas Lee, the Don 

Mills Developments Assistant Supervisor of Planning; 

Access to the school could then be achieved by means of either short 
residential streets or pedesuian walkways. It was felt that due to the 
economies which had to be resolved, a complete separation of vehicles 
and pedestrians consistent with placing the school at the heart of the 
neighborhood would be impossible even if desirable. The desirability 
of complete separation of  these two circulatory fbnctions is, of course. 
debatable. Spatially. it was felt desirable to move both pedestrians and 
slow-moving automobiles toward the cultural focus of each 
neighbourhood, directing this movement by means of the housing units 
and existing or created topographie features and tree groups.65 

Automobile access also figured strongly in Hancock's ideas for the new town centre. 

The focus of the t o m  plan, the Don Mills' Shopping Centre. was located by Hancock at 

the southwest corner of the intersection of Don Mills Road and Lawrence Avenue. The 

Centre was a purely commercial land use, with no residences or factories on its 

superblock.66 It was the one place in Don Mills that E.P. Taylor intended to hold as a 

long term investment for the Argus Corporation. As in Taylor's previous project for York 

Mills Plaza in Wrentham Estates. the new project was designed as a modem automobile- 

based shopping plaza. Taylor's original buildings in the Centre's first phase. designed in a 

minimal architectural style by Modemist architect John Parkin, contained a mixture of a 

supermarket, banks, a post office, a restaurant and convenience stores. 

Taylor's new town centre was to be built in multiple phases as his community and the 

surrounding region' population grew.(Platc '3) Its form was novel for Toronto. Instead of 

lining a main arterial road with stores on the ground floor of mixed-use buildings, as was 

usually done in the city and even some of the newer suburbs, the plan for the buildings of 

the Don Mills shopping centre showed al1 the stores loosely grouped in the centre of a 

forty-four acre superblock similar in organization to York Mills Plaza. The block 

covered al1 of the area contained by the ring road in the south-west quadrant. 

Surrounding the centre's buildings were parking spaces for four to five thousand cars. 



Between the shopping centre parking lots and the surrounding roads. a landscaped buffer 

strip visually screened the mass of cars fiom the houes  and apariment buildings located 

on the other side of the roads.(Platr 24) The plan of the shopping centre and its site was 

based on a module of twenty feet, the dimension of a parked car. 

Why Couldn't You Do It In Canada ? 

I think his corporation, Argus, whidi he was chaiman of probably wasnet interested in buying 
land at all. But. what happened was that Taylor wanted to buy that land to protect his estate ... he 
was a real racehorse owner ... He also wanted land for a new industry that he would Iike to put in 
Toronto area. The industrial land was al1 used up in downtown Toronto. and there were no services 
there. In the States. in the TVA (Tennessee Valley Authority), they were building industries in the 
outlying places; why couldn't you do it in Canada? He didn't know anything about TVA. but he knew 
that the Americans. at a drop of the hat. would build a plant almost anywhere. They didn't have to 
consolidate it in an old downtown. So this is what motivated him; and then he could cal1 Fraser and 
charge him with actually doing the job. 

Hancock. speaking about Tayloh ambition.67 

The detached family homes that builders like Weinstock were building in Don Mills, 

and the shopping centre that would follow the first phase of house and factory 

construction, represented two of the approaches that E.P. Taylor and Kat1 Fraser used to 

rnake money for Argus investors from their lands at Lawrence Avenue and Don Mills 

Road. The first approach was to seIl the land. take the gross earnings in land sales made 

to home builders and industries, pay off the initial investment and operating cost. and 

then distribute the profits rernaining to the investors. By carefully managing the sale of 

the rest of their land Don Mills Development could maintain a high overall quality in 

their development. 

Relying on the perceived high quality of their community. one that had been 

associated with a good design concept, Taylor and Fraser's other strategy was also to 

reinvest directly in new key areas on the Don Mills site. York Mills Plaza had been a 

good investment for Taylor in Wrentham Estates, and the jurnp in scale to building a 

bigger shopping centre in Don Mills was a logical step for him to take. The first phase of 

the Don Mills Shopping Center, begun in early 1954, was cornpleted in the fa11 of that 



year. The Centre cost Don Mills Developments two million dollars, and was part of a 

much bigger fifieen million dollar master plan. The cornpleted project was managed 

directly by Don Mills Developments.68 The company-and by extension Canadian Equity 

and Developments Limited and Argus Corporation-received an ongoing income from the 

centre's tenants. That income was reinvested in new land development oppominities or, 

when passed on to Argus investors, in more general corporate holdings. 

The two million dollars needed to build the Centre's first phase was approximately 

the gross income made by Don Mills Developments on the first year of land sales to 

house builders in 1953. That amount did not include the land sales for oEces and 

factories.69 Balanced against this were charges of seven hundred and forty seven 

thousand dollars owed to Argus by Don Mills Developments as a repayment of the cost 

of the land assembly and producing the master plan. Added later to that initial total of 

charges were the cost of infrastructure improvements like the new sewage plant that 

Fraser had promised to finance for North York. Argus investment would increase 

modestly in subsequent yean to reflect those capital investments that Don Mills 

Developments had to temporarily make while waiting repayment from North YorkS7* 

In 1954. however. there was an approximate balance between moneys taken in from 

land sales. and direct investment in future income generating properties like the shopping 

centre. This rechanneling of the money into long term investment meant that the fast 

profits made from land sales could be deferred over a longer period of time and held in 

the sarne development Company. As long as new development continued, taxes to be 

charged on profits could be continuously deferred into the future. as a new investment, 

thereby evening out the profits made over the subsequent years. Searching for those 

investments was not a problem for the corporate developers. The Don Mills Shopping 

Centre was expanded later in the decade to include a department store and an enclosed 

mall, and proved to be the ideal place to channel even more land sale profits into a 

controllable income Stream for the investors. 
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Taylor also set up Don Mills Developments Limited to minimize the actual 

investment capital that he and his associates needed to achieve the company's ends. In an 

Architectzcrul Jownal article of 1954, a figure of two hundred million dollars was 

presented as the eventual total investment by Don Mills Developments in the new 

comrnunity. This figure was misleading, since it left the impression that the original Don 

Mills Developments investors were the one's who took d l  the risk in building the new 

town.71 

Don Mills Developments Limited was also vertically integrated like the Levitt 

operations in the US but only at the front end of its chain of urban development activities: 

land assembly, concept and design development, and infrastmcture improvements.7' 

Taylor and Fraser had invented a development process that allowed them to avoid the 

huge investments of capital that the Levitts had to put forward to actually build the homes 

and factories in their Levittowns. By avoiding building the ovewhelmingly large part of 

Don Mills. Taylor and Fraser made the final sale and turnover of developed land to 

builders less of an ongoing burden on their sources of capital. They believed in investing 

a modest sum in land purchase in urban peripheries; rezoning the land to upgrade its 

potential as an urban site; building the necessary infrastructures so that the new uses on 

the rezoned land could be realized; and then selling the land off to the building companies 

or other clients who would will eventually build their residential or factory projects. 

In the end of the land sales process, Taylor and Fraser's method ensured that Don 

Mills Developments would withdraw entirely from that portion of the new t o m  that had 

been sold off. Control over community design quality would be maintained, however. by 

key restrictions on building quality that Don Mills Developrnents imposed on al1 land 

purchasers within its boundaries. As William Jarvis did a century earlier in Toronto's 

Rosedale subdivision. Don Mills Developments first established a strong design 

philosophy, and then made it the responsibility of the land purchasers, residential and 

industrial, to hlfill that philosophy in their individual projects. This design control. as in 
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Rosedale, was accomplished through deed entailments on al1 agreements of purchase and 

sale: agreements requiring land purchasers to legally follow the design process 

formulated by Don Mills Developments. 

Industries wishing to build in Don Mills had several types of restrictions put on their 

future buildings.(Plate The first type of design restrictions were related to land-use, 

controlling development by environmental performance standards on industries that 

created or used noxious products. Other controls were created to avoid the problem of 

secondary speculation by land purchasers who would leave their sites unbuilt while they 

awaited an increase in the value of their land over time. Purchasers of properties from the 

Company had to build within three years of sale, or resell the land back to Don Mills 

Developments at "the original price ...p lus any taxes paid". Don Mills Developments also 

retained a first right of refusal to repurchase the properties for their market value for the 

twenty yean after their original ~ a l e . ~ 3  

The last set of controls imposed by Don Mills Developments were design-based, and 

dealt with issues of coverage of sites, building setbacks from the property lines, restricted 

parking in front of buildings. restrictions of building materials (glass. steel and four 

masonry types), and building and landscape design. Al1 of the design issues were 

reviewed and approved by the Don Mills Developments architectural board managed by 

Macklin Hancock. Similar restrictions were also applied to the residential builders. 

whether they were building single family homes or apartment buildings.74 By skillfûl use 

of design controls Don Mills Developments was able to ensure a very good quality of 

design by diverse builders, while allowing them the flexibility to develop their own 

concepts as part of the larger design. As well, this ensured that in the later phases of the 

project, values of as-yet-undeveloped land were not only protected but would increase to 

the benefit of Canadian Equity and Developments and Argus Corporation. 



Just a Diversion 

I'd get a hold of Mr. Maher (the head of the Toronto and Suburban Planning Board) at 10 
o'cfock on a Sunday rnoming and away we'd go. up and down the Don Valley where we 
couldn't get the car. We'd go into people's back yards and crawl down the hills and get a 
sandwich at a Iittle restaurant on the Golden Mile (in Scarborough) and then start at it again. 
By 5 o'clock we'd begin to know what the engineers knew and didn't know. 

Frederick Gardiner, anticipating the building of Don Valley Parkway 75 

As comprehensive as the design of Don Mills was intemally, it was always subject to 

problerns created by its new form and the way that its radical new design could easily be 

compromised by extemal events. Don Mills was not being developed in a vacuum in the 

Toronto region. Other initiatives, like the creation of Metropolitan Toronto. were also 

under way. niey especially addressed the post-war improvernents to infrastructures and 

governrnent that were much needed to solve the region's problems of growth. Some 

times, as in the case of North York's official plan creation, there was conflict with the 

design being developed for the new town. Karl Fraser and Macklin Hancock had to face 

another such problern in an anxious moment in 1953 during the final phases of preparing 

the Don Mills master plan. It was just that problem, however, which proved the real 

potential of their project. 

Fraser arrived at the offices of Don Mills Developrnents in late 1953 perturbed by 

news that he had received about the latest initiatives of the Toronto and York Roads 

Commission. The group was CO-ordinating the future location of roads in the soon-to-be 

bom Metropolitan Toronto. A major concem for the Commission was how to most 

effectively link the urban srterial roads of the city and its suburban municipalities to the 

new cross-city bypass highway, the future Highway 401, that the Province of Ontario was 

building to the north of the city. The new limited access highway was a major investment 

by the provincial govemment and in 1953 was being built directly north of Don Mills' 

f u t w  site. Its constniction, moving from west to east, was already being completed in 

the western part of the Toronto region. Most of the major links with the new highway for 

Toronto's arterial roads were under construction or had already been plar~.ned.~6 



When Hancock unrolled the map that Fraser had brought he was surprised. One of 

the minor north-south road linking east Toronto to the Highway 401 entrance anticipated 

at Woodbine Avenue was being planned so that it would cut diagonally across the south- 

east lands of their new town Hancock told Fraser that the road was about to cut "across 

some of our best land and (was) going to min our neighbo~rhoods".~7 The road system 

of which the problematic link was a part of was one of the still evolving infrastructural 

networks of the Fredenck Gardiner's regional urban vision. Gardiner had been 

shepherding the road reform through three levels of government since 1946.78 

In the years after the war Gardiner had concentrated on three issues while he was 

putting the metropolitan structure for the Toronto region into place. Of the three. roads 

had primacy. Urban services like water mains and sewer co-ordination, and a park 

greenbelt around the city. following in that order.79 The importance of the first two 

issues was shared by Karl Fraser in his discussions with North York while he was seeking 

planning approval for Don Mills. Fraser had spent the large share of his attention in 195 1 

and 1952 on ensuring water and sewers for his development. He tmsted that the artenal 

roads linking the new town to the city and province beyond would follow with the overall 

growth of the region. Hancock had also based a large part of his design for Don Mills on 

the presence of  river valleys which protected his new town's parks and recreational areas 

From development encroachment. and offered much wider opportunities for recreation 

than conventional urban parks. Hancock shared Gardiner's ambition for a greenbelt 

around the city, and Don Mills' design went to great lengths to ensure both landscape 

conservation and recreational access for the Don River valley.80 

Previous road plans for the Toronto region had always been unclear about the best 

road building strategy for the Don Mills area. Early plans for Toronto done in 1905 by 

the Ontario Association of Architects, and the 1909 plan by the Civic Guild of Toronto, 

showed the Don River valley as part of a greenbelt connecting in a loop across the city's 

north. The greenbelt started at the Don River's mouth, rnoved through cemeteries and 
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parks in the city's north, and passed to the Humber River valley to the West of Toronto.81 

A recreational parkway for leisure driving ran the length of the greenbelt in the parks and 

river valley of that pian. These features remained in almost al1 of the Toronto plans of 

subsequent decades. By 1949, in the report of the Toronto and York Planning Board, of 

which Gardiner was Chairman, the recreational parkway road was no longer part of the 

greenbelt, but had become part of a system of urban arterial roads comecting the city's 

streets to provincial highways.8' 

The road that Hancock and Fraser were objecting to was part of an anticipated local 

highway system comecting Toronto's port to a new system of regional and provincial 

highways. In Frederick Gardiner's estimation, the first of Toronto's new high speed roads 

which needed to be built was the limited access Lakeshore highway. Built by the 

anticipated metropolitan govemment, the road was routed to run paralle1 to the City of 

Toro~ito's Lake Ontario shoreline, with its concentration of industries and office 

buildings. The new road connected Toronto's downtown to the new Queen Elizabeth 

Highway being completed to the west of Toronto comecting the city to Buffdo and the 

United States. Rising fiom the Lakeshore highway. the plan showed a series of highways 

and connecting urban roads that rnoved north along Toronto's river valleys and rail-line 

right-of-ways. and linked them to the future Highway 401.83 

None of the new roads. however, was to follow the Don River valley for its entire 

length. Instead. the southern portion of a cross-town highway followed the river up to 

Lraside. to the industrial area there. on its way west. From Leaside a small length of 

highway followed the valley eastwards for some length, and continued to Woodbine 

Avenue and St. Clair Avenue, well to the south-east of Don Mills site. There the 

highway left the river valley and intersected Don Mills Road moving northwards. An 

extension of Don Mills Road was planned to pass north-south through the centre Don 

Mills Developments land assembly. The new road, replacing one originally classified as 

a county road, was intended to link the area of Taylor's community to the rest of the 
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highway systern; north to the 401; and south to the Lakeshore highway. Fraser and 

Hancock felt secure that this road would be satisfactory for a time to link their industries 

to the region beyond. In the TYPB plan Taylor's industrial areas had low priority for road 

access when compared to other areas of Toronto, especially established industrial areas 

like Leaside's. As the only trafic arterial in the area, the new Don Miils Road was 

intended to carry ail the regional traff~c through the heart of their new urban area.84 

The new road proposa1 in Fraser's map, however, was an unfortunate variation on the 

1949 plan. In the time between 1949 and 1953, Woodbine Avenue, one sideroad east of 

Don Mills Road, had been assigned as the intersection with the 401 highway. Instead of 

continuing Don Mills Road to the north. the Toronto and York Roads Commission 

proposed to shifi it on a straight diagonal across the Don River to the Woodbine-Highway 

401 intersection. As Hancock noted to Fraser, the new road cut a large trafic artery 

through the heart of Hancock's design, destroying a neighbourhood and valuable 

industrial lands. Rather that asking Taylor to fight the new road at a political level. 

Hancock proposed to shifi the debate to the design arena. The new arterial road was still 

needed for the industrial uses in Don Mills, so eliminating it was not an option for Fraser 

and Hancock. Hancock instead proposed two design strategies to pursue in paraIIel: one 

would mitigate the potential darnage, and the other which. as a radical new proposal. 

would require rethinking a large part of Gardiner's 1949 road system.8j 

The more conservative of Hancock's strategies was evident in the 1954 MlC Jolirnol 

article by Hancock and Lee. The town plan showed a diversionary road to Woodbine 

Avenue from Don Mills road, skirting the south-east of the community beiween 

residential areas and industries, and conforming to its curvilinear geornetry.86 A more 

radical proposa1 was waiting for later discussion, however. Hancock had proposed 

almost irnrnediately to Fraser, the building of a vehicular parkway to replace Don Mills 

Road as the main access to the new town. The parkway, in Hancock's estimation should 

run the entire distance to Toronto's centre in the Don River valley: 



1 drew a sketch of what 1 visualized as to be the proper way by 
which one could ... so 1 said, "Look the only real way of dealing with 
what they want to do with Don Mills Road, is not to use Don Mills 
Road because that would sirnply take away our ability to use that as an 
artery, an arterial road for the town and, of course, it will destroy some 
of the land." So 1 said, "What we have to do is use or create the next 
class of road in the system ..above the level of the arterial." And he 
said, "Well what's that?" And 1 said, "Well, a parkway." He said, 
"What do you mean by a parkway?" 1 said, " Well, you know like New 
York City has its own linle parkway of its own." "Ah!" he said, "Okay 
if you Say so but ..." So 1 said, "1'11 draw a picture of a parkway." So 1 
did. 1 got some big sheets of the ordinance survey blown up and 1 
drew. 1 made it big. It went al1 the way fiom the waterfiont to the 
countryside. And 1 drew this parkway up the Valley and took it to the 
(roads commission) meeting.g7 

At the meeting Hancock tried to shifi the discussion away fiom details of the Don 

Mills Road diversion and showed his proposa1 instead. The commissioners were 

nonplused and looked for advice elsewhere in the room: 

The guy (the roads commission) had as an engineer was a culvert 
man. He was only interested in getting culverts in. Harvey Willis 
(instead) was a very bright engineer and he was the chairman [of the 
Toronto and York Roads Commission] Arthur Bunnell (the respected 
engineer and garden city town planner) was there as well. Of course 
(Willis) Iooked at Arthur BunneIl and said. "Arthur you are here for 
another reason. Obviously this is way over Our heads. 1 don't know 
how we can ... I mean we want just a diversion." Arthur said, "Harvey 
this is a great idea. 1 suggest you take it very seriously." He said, 
" What are you going to do in the future when North York starts to 
expand and grow." (Willis) said. "Yes but Metro's coming in and 
probably we won't have much to Say about that." Bunnell said, "1 
suggest you give serious thought to this and recomrnend to Metro 
Council that this be item number one on their agenda."89 

What Willis and Bunnell were refemng to was Frederick Gardiner's success by 1933 

in convincing both the municipalities of the Toronto region, and the Ontario provincial 

government, to join together in creating a Metropolitan Toronto govemment. Starting in 

1954, having been appointed the new govemrnent's first Chairman, Gardiner was about to 

begin consolidating and exercising the power needed to proceed with the building of a 



metropolitan city, one that he had been assembling the base for since 1946.89 Gardiner in 

1954 had both an open-ended mandate and a new bureaucracy to begin testing his 

powers. With Bunnell's initial support, Hancock was able to press Gardiner and 

Metropolitan Toronto's planning bureaucracy to take up the parkway proposal. It was 

brought forward in a 1955 feasibility study and it was quickly approved.9' 

Macklin Hancock continued pressing for the new road and by the end of the decade 

the Don Valley Parkway was well towards completion fiom Don Mills to the centre of 

Toronto at the Lakeshore highway.(Plale 26) Frederick Gardiner had always been in favour 

of some sort of parkway road in the valley, but with one design gesture. Hancock had 

clarified years of fkgrnentary, patchwork proposals in the Don valley area. Moreover, he 

had connected his new town design to the larger metropolitan fabric with the best type of 

road to give Don Mill's industries access to the provincial highway systern.cPl"tc 27) The 

Don Valley Parkway was the "next class of road" in Hancock's Street hierarchy for Don 

Mills. His new community design fit in a very clear and uncomprornised way into a 

metropolitan system of traffic; so well that it rapidly stopped being considered an 

autonomous new town by 1960. 



Good Business 

"1 am very familiar with this location. Less than a year ago a herd of Holstein caffle were 
grazing on this site .... ln a few years. under the guidance of Don Milts developments, there will 
arise in this immediate area a city of 35,000 accommodating industry, a shopping centre. 
schools. churches. cultural facilities and residential accommodation. If Our Metropolitan 
Council displays the same initiative, we can rnake this metropolitan area one of the most 
prosperous, best developed and best planned cities on the North American continent". 

Frederick Gardiner, opening a Philco factory in 1954 in Don ~ i l l s ~ *  

Pressing his own bureaucracy to be arnbitious in his comments at the 1954 opening of 

the Philco factory in Don Mills, Fredenck Gardiner praised Don Mills for its future 

potential, and for the first indications of success. Politicians of the Toronto region were 

put on notice by Gardiner and his new modem bureaucracy that there was work to be 

done in building up the infrastructures and urban fabnc of the Metro area to bring it into 

the future as a competitive city for business. 

Building only one new town like Don Mills, while usehl in absorbing some of the 

Toronto region's rapidly growing population. was going to be inadequate in solving the 

bigger problem of uncontrolled suburban expansion facing the region. Any solution to 

the Toronto region's housing problem had to be viewed in the broader context of the 

creation of a metropolitan landscape. That job had become Gardiner's in 1954 and when 

he praised Don Mills he was in the initial stages of creating the government and 

bureaucracy for Metropolitan Toronto. What the highly visible design of Don Mills 

offered Gardiner was a success story; an exarnple of the look of the Future and the 

development process able to realize it. Even better; it could be built at an affordable price 

for the average middle class family. 

By the time of Gardiner's speech, detailed planning had long been completed on the 

first quadrant of Don Mills. The first phase of the new cornmunity had already been built 

on one of the original acquired land parcels. Land on that quadrant was sold in mid-1953 

to house builders: Arthur Weinstock was one of them. Houses were begun by the 

builders shortly after, having been approved by Macklin Hancock and his design review 

board. By June of 1954, the first magazine articles were written chronicling Don Mill's 



success and a population of 6,000 people was estimated to already have moved to 

Taylor's new town. Phase Two was well under way. Business in Toronto was building 

its first city and it was clearly a profitable venture. The conservative financiers of 

Canadian Brewenes Limited and the Argus Corporation. through a changed investment 

strategy in one of their industries, had set into motion the series of events that had built 

the first exarnple of a modem post-war comrnunity in Canada. Ir was also one that 

Frederick Gardiner could point to as a success for private business in the weil managed 

landscape of his new Metropolitan Toronto. 



Chapter 3, The Don Mills Landscape 
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Conclusion 

A Metropolis in Miniature 

Comprehensive planning includes a great many considerations ranging from broad 
attitudinal or social aspects to highly specific engineering requirements. lt is concemed with 
diverse program elements. some of concrete type involving physical objects and material 
quantities. others with services and satisfactions less readily measured. 

Melville C. Branch Jr.. 1950 Associate Professor of Planning, University of chicago1 

I think there was a totally different mindset at the time ... the people who came into Don 
Mills in the first instance were people that wanted ... to get an inexpensive place to Iive in, of 
course. ..They felt a refreshment after the war, or a chance to look forward to a future where 
you could take advantage of al1 the potentials for living in the environment: for living in a 
dwelling that was compactly put together so that it would be inexpensive; but also living in a 
dwelling that had everything right at your fingertips, where you want it: ... and also that it 
looked something that was forward looking, sornething that was not fashionable, but something 
that in proportion and scale and things was attractive enough; but also that in its characteristics 
of its textures and form looked like a building that was going fast on into the future. 

Macklin Hancock. describing the people who moved into Don ~ i l l s ~  



To achieve Don Mills' rapid construction. not only had Macklin Hancock and his 

design group at Don Mills Developments created a comprehensive master plan for a new 

comrnunity, but the Karl Fraser and E.P. Taylor had reinvented the procedures for 

financing and obtaining municipal approvals for new subdivisions in Toronto's 

municipalities. They had also reformed the way that urban service infrastructures like 

sewers, water Iines and roads were built. Don Mills Developments Limited's 

comprehensive land sales strategies, when coupled with the management of the design 

quality of the new town's buildings, were also an object lesson offenng an entirely new 

opportunity for any future corporate developers in Toronto. Taylor and Fraser's ideas 

were appropriate not only for new residential areas, but for the entire rnetropolitan 

landscape of institutions. shopping centres, offices and factories that was beginning to 

form around the City of Toronto in the 1950s. 

Promoted with grand superlatives in its 1953 and 1954 publicity. Don Mills was seen 

as an innovative new town by its builders in those press re lea~es .~  Furthemore, it was 

definitely clear to them that their new development was a departure fiom the typical 

suburban subdivision found in Toronto. Despite such early idealistic optimism. however. 

the broad forces and aspirations that drove the business of building Don Mills were in 

reality no different than those of the North Amencan suburbs that had preceded it over 

one hundred years of suburban migration. Al1 three of Kenneth Jackson's defining 

elements of suburban development were significant underlying aspects of Don Mills 

ongins: desire for homes in a natural setting, effective urban transportation systems, and 

easily available financing for new residences. They set Don Mill's urban development 

f imly in a North American mode. 

The first of Jackson's characteristics of American suburbs. the natural romanticism of 

country life, ran strongly in the sentiments of both financier E.P. Taylor and designer 

Macklin Hancock. Taylor was a horse breeder who's Winfield Farms stables, West of the 

Don Mills site, produced champion thoroughbreds. Architect James Murray, who worked 
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for both Don Mills Developments and private clients in the new town, found Taylor 

arriving on horseback to visit the countryside overlooking the town during its 

 construction.^ 

Don Mills' site on the vailey edge of the Don River, the same countryside that offered 

good riding to Taylor. also offered a mixture of fields and waterways ideal for both 

residential areas and park deveiopment. Macklin Hancock. a son of a greenhouse owner, 

had grown up in rurai surroundings like Don Mills; in suburban Cooksville, to the West of 

Toronto. The same rolling Ontario landscape. with its streams, fields, woodlots and 

treelines, also surrounded the small Ontario city of Guelph, where Hancock attended the 

agricultural college. The young Hancock reveled in the natural setting of his home; "Yes. 

and of course there I was, working with my ideas (in Don Mills) as a landscape person 

because 1 love these valleys. That's where 1 learned to swim. You used to boat in the 

Credit River vailey (near Cooksville). 1 used to know the Humber River, (Toronto's 

major western river). because we crossed it (to go to the city)."5 

At the same time that the rural-romantic sentiments of its financier and town planner 

were setting the tone of Don Mills' design, the government of Metropolitan Toronto was 

being formed between 1946 and 1954 out of the fragmented municipal governrnents and 

county organizations of the Toronto area. Under the leadership of Frederick Gardiner. its 

main mission was the building up of the new metropolis' infrastructures: limited access 

highways, road improvements, water and sewer lines, and park systems. Metro's 

encouragement of automobile infrastructure, in particular, offered the developers of Don 

Mills the confidence of easy access from their community to the Toronto downtown. In 

addition Metro's new bureaucracy ensured the efficient govemance and coordination of 

infrastructural issues in general.6 If seen through Jackson's historicd dialectic of country 

and transportation; the Don Mills site represented for Toronto a moment of evolution 

where acceptance of a new mode of transportation, the automobile, offered an 

opportunity to build a new way of living in the near countryside around the city. 
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In the early 1950s, Ontario municipalities were also responding to the requirements of 

the new Ontario Planning Act of 1946, which legally required rnunicipalities to produce 

officiai plans for the first time in Ontario's history. Paralleling the designing of Don 

Mills, and spurred on by the approvals and servicing needs of its developen, the more 

general processes of urban planning review and project approvais were being invented by 

suburban municipalities like North York. Innovations in planning processes, however. 

were coupled with a lack of clarity in both governrnent and the private building industry 

about who was responsible for what aspect of urban development. The resulting need to 

negotiate those new relationships created a very fluid situation for a project like Don 

Mills; one that needed creativity in solving problems that arose from competing interests. 

The interests of the federal government afier the war years were less on municipal 

regulation than on fulfilling social policies in key areas of its concem. like housing. The 

creation of CMHC paralleled similar efforts in the United States undertaken decades 

earlier, but the Canadian crown corporation was more ambitious in its reach. Not 

satisfied to only insure mortgages and evaluate real estate. it hired radical thinkers, like 

Humphrey Carver. to use the institution to promote new innovations in the housing that it 

was financing. Hancock's design tearn had some of the most forward-looking designers 

in Canada on its staff. and did not really need the lessons in design offered by CMHC's 

publications. Don Mills Developments. nonetheless, had to be pieased with the positive 

outlook on expenmentation of CMHC. and the atmosphere of innovation created by the 

federal agency that was u n d e h t i n g  the financing of new homes by builders and the 

purchase of them by new families. 



The Full Spectrum of Econornic Life 

"Clearly the environment was on my mind. The environment to me was the starting point. and 
then the second was the validity of the communrty as a econornic and social entity. That's why I 
wanted to see the right balance of industry with housing; the right density of housing so it would be 
possible for people with very low incomes to live close to people with high incornes. I wanted to see 
a variety of housing types because of people not being able to afford their own house; but perhaps 
being able to afford an apartrnent. or a townhouse, or a semi-detached house in the community and 
thereby have it cover the full spectnim of econornic life. 

Macklin Hancock. descnbing the relationship between architecture and lifestyle7 

For Don Mills Developments Limited. its new town had begun as a modest venture to 

build workers housing for a brewery and nearby industries The project had evolved into 

the type of planned suburban community that Karl Fraser visited in his early research 

undertaken throughout the United States in the late 1940s. For much of the late 1940s, 

Taylor and Fraser's ambitions for their land assembly remained in a familiar Cramework 

of an industrial subdivision with an adjoining residential suburb, much as in earlier 

exarnples in Toronto like Leaside. By bringing Macklin Hancock into the picture. in 

195 1, as their new designer. they opened their industnai real estate venture to some ideas 

frorn sources unfamiliar to Canadian financiers. Those ideas took their initial industrial 

planning, and their speculatively-oriented subdivision. into a much more idealistic scope 

of design and town planning. 

Don Mills' publicity releases in 1954, stated unequivocally that the goal of the 

developers was not only a visually attractive community but a design process that could. 

over approximately ten years, grow "a new town planned for industry, commerce and 

35.000 residents."* By 1952, Macklin Hancock knew that he was not designing a 

planned suburb, and he did not have any equivocation or doubts about the nature of his 

project; "1 could only think of it in the scale that it was, as a new town rather than as a 

component of Toronto."g For Hancock. a step like developing a new town was a viable 

option for the new cornmunity Taylor and Fraser wanted to build. It was part of a 

tradition he had grown up in. The roots of Hancock's ambition for Taylor's project were 

founded in English progressive thought. and the lessons of his immigrant English father. 



Leslie Hancock's outlook of progress towards social equity and environmental 

consciousness was one that he communicated clearfy to his son. A strong social 

conscience and a respect for the nature of a landscape were a central building blocks of 

Macklin Hancock's philosophy, one more deeply rooted than his Harvard experience, but 

a good preparation for his studies at the Graduate School of Design. 

The origin of the ideas underlying the design of Don Mills were not solely in the 

European-style Modemism of the Harvard GSD, but also in the older Anglo-Arnerican 

tradition of the garden city. Hancock's new t o m ,  like Howard's ideal city had a 

population of approximately 30,000 people. It was also surrounded by greenbelts, which 

separated it from the City of Toronto. As in Howard's 1902 diagram of an ideal city 

organization. Don Mills was linked to the rest of the region by efficient transportation 

links. which served its industries and inhabitants. Most importantly. Don Mills was also 

planned as a t o m  where there was a mixture of residential areas. industnes. arid shopping 

districts. 

Don Mills' community master plan was different. however. from Howard's' garden 

city diagrarn in two important places: in its preferred modes of urban transportation, and 

in its eschewing of any form of cooperative land tenure and financing. Each difference 

made it a product of post-war Toronto. and more like a planned suburb. Unlike the 

emphasis on rail transportation for intemal and regional travel in Howard's diagram, Don 

Mills was designed as an automotive community. Rail was still considered important for 

its industnes. but the main transportation mode for the general population in Canada's 

future was the passenger automobile. This new post-war emphasis on the automobile was 

to have a far substantial effect on the relationship of Don Mills to Toronto's downtown, 

where most of the city region's jobs were concentrated in 1950. Don Mill's autonomy as 

a community, where its workers lived, was undercut by the mobility that the automobile 

offered to the rest of the rapidly forming suburban metropolis around it.(f"ate Its 

designer, ironically, was partly responsible for the diffusion of Don Mills' residents for 
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their work into the surrounding Toronto region. Hancock's proposal for a parkway to 

Toronto led to the building of the Don Valley Parkway. The new road only underscored 

the metropolitan character of the new Toronto. Don Mills' relation to the completed 

Parkway was also the final element that made, what started as a new town, into the ideal 

solution for building the metropolitan landscape of the future. 

A less obvious difference between Don Mills and a garden city like Letchworth lay in 

how land development and construction was financed in each community. A socially 

cooperative model of communal Iife underpimed the origins of Letchworth and Welwyn 

Garden City.lo Cooperative living illustrated the idealistic and philanthropic origins of 

the building societies that founded each community. Despite the acceptance by Don 

Mills' corporate builders of Hancock's garden city concept, they rejected outright the 

garden city's cooperative, socialist, origins. Like Rosedale or Levittown. Don Mills was 

from the begming meant to be sold off to individual buyers much like the rest of the 

tract housing and industrial sites being built in the suburbs of the Toronto region. The 

cooperative Fabian socialism underpinning building societies like Howard's Garden City 

Association. was anathema to the corporate developers rooted in Canada's financial 

establishment. 

Despite Hancock's continuing pressure to incorporate both the social equity and inter- 

connection of residences and workplaces that characterized the garden city model, Don 

Mills' underl y ing financial basis reflected that of prevailing North American suburban 

development. Physical design of high quality, a presence that was felt at every level of 

the built fabnc, was what distinguished Don Mills from any of the tract housing being 

built in Toronto and other North American cities. If Levittown. built several years before 

Don Mills, had problems with critics decrying it as a large boring, suburb of unattractive. 

repetitive tract housing, it was still extremely successful financially for its developers. It 

also offered homes at a very affordable price to as many potentiai buyen as possible, 

fulfilling in an direct, capitalistic, way the same goals that the garden suburb sought. The 
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developers of Don Mills, while as successfùl as the Levitts, were able through Hancock's 

adoption of the outward form of Howard's garden city, to solve the problems of 

Levittom's du11 streetscapes and tract houses, while avoiding the emphasis on what they 

perceived as the political and social radicdism in the English precedents. 

Given Don Mills overall ownership by one of Canada's biggest corporate 

conglomerates. accepting the socialist radicalism of the English garden city movement 

would have been inconceivable. Nonetheless, Don Mills Developments did not fit very 

well into the Argus Corporation portfo 1 io. Argus' core investrnent assets were normal1 y 

tied up in its companies' operations and capital assets. The assets retained their value 

from the success of those operations in producing marketable products or services. 

Taylor's land developments, by contrast. were a very small portion of the capital invested 

in Argus corporate holdings. and had begun as a minor investment by one of those 

companies. By forming a development Company in 1952. Taylor also showed his 

intention not to hold those assets. but to dispose of them in sales. and look for 

reinvestment for the speculative profits. Don Mills. unlike Argus' main investments, was 

a purely speculative capital asset, land bought at a low price and sold at a higher price. 

Any work done by the Don Mills Developments had one basic goal; to improve the resale 

value of the lands that had onginally been assembled when the area was farmland. The 

product that Don Mills Developments manufactured was the high quality of its designed 

urban environment. as well as its control exercised over other products. like builders 

homes. 

Afier 1954. when the Canadian economy began to expand quickly under the 

Conservative govemment of John Diefenbaker, Argus' companies rode to much higher 

earnings and stock values with the long delayed post-war e ~ p a n s i o n . ~ ~  Don Mills' 

immediate financial success in 1954 paralleled the rapid growth of the rest of the Argus 

companies. Ready acceptance of the new town's design ideas by home buyers was 

partially due to its fortuitous arriva1 on the housing market just as the Canadian economic 
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boom that expanded Argus' companies was accelerating the ability of Torontonians to 

purchase a home. Industrial growth by a whole range of manufacturing plants and head 

offices also brought profits to land sales in Taylor's new town as they sou@ new 

factories and office buildings. 

As Don Mills' initial development costs disappeared towards the completion of its 

first phases-by 1957 the charges were removed fiom Argus' annual report--the income 

generated by the new shopping centre could be earmarked for re-investment by Taylor 

and Don Mills Developments in other land development ventures like a Hamilton 

shopping centre. With the systematic design and financing of Don Mills, E.P. Taylor. 

Karl Fraser and Macklin Hancock had in a short time from 1952 to 1954 set into motion a 

corporate building system that, constantly seeking new investments for its speculative 

profits. fed itself financially as it expanded with the Toronto region's booming economy 

and population. 

The Don Mills master plan also was the ground where the cultures of corporate 

Canada and that of the Harvard Graduate School of Design met. Both cultures had a 

healthy respect for the importance of teamwork and shared expertise in completing 

complex projects. The aspect of design Modemism that was key to its success in 

influencing the design of Taylor's new town was Modemism's promotion of the 

comprehensive management and organization of design and building. Modemist thought 

encouraged the kind of mass building technologies that had filled the polernics and 

manifestos of Walter Gropius since his days as the head of the Bauhaus in Dessau in the 

1920s. 

Even if the avant-garde Modemism of European artists and designers was a product 

of its time in the politically revolutionary early years of the twentieth century. it was 

readily adopted by social and business elites, not only in Toronto, but throughout North 

Amenca. Modem businessmen saw beyond Modemism's ofien dificult and abstract 



aesthetics and socialist politics. and were impressed by its rationalism and its ambition to 

scientifically and comprehensively reconfigure the physicai environment. 

Good design was inextricably tied to effective building and organization. and that 

would be a good enough reason for Canada's post-war political and business elites to trust 

young Modemist architects, designers and plannen like Macklin Hancock. It was 

assumed nom the begiming by al1 of the participants in the building of Don Mills that 

social equity. mistic integrity, and commercial success could be anived at within some 

broadly-based frarnework. Each culture, corporate and artistic. was dependent on the 

other for its success in the project. Substantial commercial success for E.P. Taylor and 

his corporate builders was tied to expanding their potential land market to the wider 

middle ciass and achieving social equity through an efficient comprehensive design 

strategy. The pnce to achieve the type of ideals espoused by Walter Gropius and the 

faculty and students of the Harvard School of Design was. for Macklin Hancock and his 

design team. the need to sel1 a lot of houses. attract a high quality of industry and offices 

to the business area of the new town. establish the most up-to-date type of commercial 

retailing. and having done al1 this. make a very good profit for Argus Corporation. 

Still Close to the Line 

In ... Don Mills the demands of neighbourliness and community, and the world at large. 
could not easily be escaped. A readiness to fit into the social Iife of the comrnunity was virtually 
a condition of settlement in those areas. What was offered was a "friendly atmosphere". ... The 
very planning of the physical structure of the cornmunity was directed to the end of cultivating 
the close association of neighbourhood and community. 

S.D. Clark, The Suburban society12 

Hancock's design had, by 1914, realized the hopes for Canadian community design 

articulated by Humphrey Carver in Houses for Cunadians. The success of both his 

master plan and the design strategies for Don Mills was evident in the rapidity with which 

it was cited by CMHC in its publications, and in the Fnendliness of the popuiar media to 

its attractive and secure solution for a new vision of suburban daily life.13 The new 



town's "friendly atmosphere" had put home ownership in a well-designed and 

comfortable suburban landscape in the financial reach of many more middle class 

Canadians, 

The chaos of the early years of Toronto's post-war expansion continued into the 

1 950s, but region's municipalities and Metropolitan Toronto' govemment soon gained 

better planning control over their temtories, and regularized the process dong the lines of 

the town planning and design conventions established by Hancock and his team. Land 

developers seized the oppomuiities offered by Fraser's deal-making with North York as a 

way of creatively propelling their projects fonvard without waiting for municipal 

engineering services to finance the urban infrastructure. E.P. Taylor and Don Mills 

Developments went on to begin planning Erin Mills. a new community in Peel County, 

West of Toronto. Enn Mills dwarfed Don Mills in size while scrupulously following its 

design modei. 14 

Don Mills was so successfiil as a business venture by the end of the construction of its 

first phase that its land values increased to the point that living in the new community 

was not a viable option for the working farnilies that had initiated Taylor's interest in 

community-building. Gaining a foothold in Don Mills was also straining the finances of 

rniddle class families, but they were proving to be willing to make the sacrifices for the 

cachet of the new suburban address with its completely considered vision of the suburban 

life. S.D. Clark interviewed many of those families and recorded their stories: 

Family number two was a couple, 29 and 3 l with two children. The 
husband earned $95.00 a week. They had been living in a rented house 
in a nearby city. They paid $1 7,500 for the house in Don Mills, $5,400 
of a down-payment. Financially, they confessed, they were close to 
line. ..... The down-payment came to the husband through his mother's 
death. They had sufficient fumiture but had to borrow money from the 
husband's employer to move and a home improvement loan was 
secured for landscaping. As well, a loan was needed to buy a car ... two 
years afier the house purchase, the wife descnbed their financial 
condition as "still close to the line.'llj 



By 196 1, as Don Mills Developments Limited was beginning the preliminary designs 

for Erin Mills, it was becoming evident that. with the high cost of moving to Don Mills, 

and the ease of access offered by the newly opened Don Valley Parkway to Toronto's 

downtown, Don Mills had failed as  an autonornous new town. With the continuing 

expansion of the Toronto urban area around the new t o m ,  Don Mills was becorning part 

of a much bigger picnire of suburban community in the Toronto region. In a cntical 1961 

article reviewing a senes of new towns in North America, the editors of the Architectrrral 

Journal pointed to those failures of Don Mills: its workers did not live in Don Mills; it 

was not separated enough from the rest of the urban region; and because its land values 

had risen too high for it ro be part of CMHC's new programmes promoting social 

housing. it did not promote social equity.(P1ates z9 and 30) What did work in Don Miils for 

the writers was its design and the high quality of life it gave the thirty thousand residents 

as a well-planned dormitory suburb of Toronto. l 6  

What the Architecritral Journal editors did not mention but which any planners or 

politicians in the region could see was the iesson brought home by the Hancock- 

influenced master plan for Erin Mills. The Peel County development was Don Mills 

Developments Limited's next project, soon after Taylor had sold the Company. its land 

assets, and those of Canadian Equity and Developments Limited. to land developer A.E. 

Diarnond. Diamond's project team's design for Enn Mills deviated from that of Don 

Mills in only one major point; it abandoned any illusion of itself as an autonomous new 

town focused on one centre. Instead the master plan for Erin Mills used the ring road and 

Ioop streets of the urban structure of Don Mills as a conceptual planning module to be 

laid continuously over the Ontario agncultural road grid in Peel County. The final 1969 

version of the Erin Mills master plan which demonstrated an unequivocal metropolitan 

approach; a system of well planned modular communities, linked to each other by high- 

speed expressways. The close links to the road infrastructure made Erin Mills a large 

aggregate part of an even bigger regional rnetropolis from its very beginnings.I7 Learned 
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slowly over almost a decade the lessons of Don Mills were quickiy reappiied on a much 

larger scaie. l 8  

Trying to attract industrialists. builders and home buyers to its remote site, Don Mills, 

set itself as the ready exarnple of a good, comprehensively organized project, in contrat 

to the chaotic region around it.19 As more of Don Mills was built, the new town's self- 

styled image became even more attractive than its rhetoric suggested, and its role as an 

example for the new metropolitan govemment was readily admitted by Frederick 

Gardiner. Comprehensive coordination of urban development, like that practiced by Don 

Mills Developments, was also a goal Gardiner and his new Metro bureaucrats sought for 

the future of the metropolitan region. Don Mills and the govemment of Metropolitan 

Toronto were founded at almost the sarne time. the first in 1953, and the second a year 

later. What lied the two separate initiatives together was a cornmon faith in 

comprehensive planning and al1 of the benefits that it brought to any activity undertaken 

by complex organizations. Don Mills had, after all, been named "the metropolis in 

miniature" as part of its early pub1icity.M 

Despite the affinities between the two initiatives. and while its developers had to 

eventually work with Metropolitan Toronto planners, the initial conceptual and detailed 

design work on Don Mills took place in the years 1947 to 1954. before the metropolitan 

govemment's existence. Al1 of the Don Mills design work was done in a situation of very 

fragmentary or non-existent municipal planning policy from almost al1 lrvels of 

govemment: the Township of North York, the City of Toronto, the County of York, and 

the precunor cornmittees to the newly-forming metropolitan level of govemment. Being 

from its inception a private corporate project initiated by E.P. Taylor and managed by 

Fraser, Don Mills was a reprise of the two men's fluid and opportunistic wartime deal- 

making. 

The men in the 1954 house+horne photograph, and their corporate and political 

bosses, were not naive or arrogant. With their belief in technology, progress and the 
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future, they were sure they had no other option in their cornrnunity-building. Macklin 

Hancock was also fortunate in his family connections which allowed him to be part of 

that powerhl group. They brought him the opportmity to have control of the design of a 

project far beyond his level of expenence, and he proved very capable of handling it. He 

built his design on the trust that he created between two very distinct cultures. He found 

a common purpose between corporate businessmen and young ambitious designers driven 

by new, avant-garde, ideas. Toronto's urban expansion of the late 1940s and 1950s 

created many opportunities for Hancock and his colleagues in the design professions. 

They were given the oppomuiity to use their skills by corporate clients and governrnents 

who shared with them a comrnon sense of destiny in the ability of the modem age to give 

shape to a bnght future for everyone; a future they had every confidence in. 



Conclusion, A Metropolis in Miniature 
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h e  destgners ad &&pers of Don Mi& watchcd crr 
Arthur Weimrock became rhcfirsr house buildrr ro sign 
a contracl to purchuse IadfiDm thtfidgltng nnv town 
Ho&üng the contracr andsrniLing wmiy, the pmsidmr of 
Don Mith D~mlopmmts, Karl Frawr. was the erectriive 
msistant to Ei? Taylor: the new rown's jhnc i t r  and 
abelopcri Sfmrdi'ng to Wei~rock'r lep was Macklin 
Hancock ihe pung Harvard-trained dmCStgner of the 
new town, its Dimctor of P h i n g  and Fraser 5 son- 
in - Law. 

@mn Arcikitecwd Forum Junc 1954) 
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mis plan of Don Milk was inchded in the 1954 unicles in house +home and Architecturai Forum and )C'US druun on an air 
photograph of the iuufeveloped site. The areas ofE.i? Tdor 's  the new rown laid out by iC/ockfin Hancock were numbered to 
illustraie the complere qualiy of li/e in Don ,UilLr: 1.Indusrrial s i t a  2. Neighbourtrood centres with elemenraty schooLr and 
chwrhes. 3. Town cenne. 4. High school. 5. Upper income atvas. 7. Don River vallq-, 3. Remarional spom atea. 9. Pmerved 
nmdfandr. 

Plate 2. 



Righr: E i? Tqlar 's lcnd ussembly (diagonal harching) 
viewed in mlatron ro rhe population disrnburion of the Cin 
of Torvnio and irr periphey. firi11954 the west branch of 
the Don River had remained a subsrantial b a d r  [O urban 
developmenr. Folluwing rhe parh of the m m  builr-up urban 
infiasmcrure-like ma&. smvers and bridges-rhe suburban 
rrpansion of Tomnro had mowd norrh along Yonge Smel/ l )  
and easr along BIoor Srwer(2)- 

ifrom =Irchirccturai Forum June 1954 ) 

Beloir.: The Don 3filIs [and assemb[i. fliglit harchin~ and 
rhe rnujor rrancporrarion mures in rhe Tomnro region. 
Talor's nor indi~~trial amas (in dark harchin~ irvre well 
sen.ed by ruil l inh fo rlre Toronto dock and bqond. 
Consrrucrion on rire new Provincial Highrva~. 401 (the durk 
cursive line going ucross rhe rop ofrhe diagram) \car onlr in 
1954 hei~igfiriished acmss die norrh of Toronro. Don .Cfiik' 
indusrnes were also well situarrd to take udwnrage of rhe 
t~rcmatrng reliunce in posr Norld Far Tico years on rnrck 
rranspori for manu/ircrurrd goods. 

lJmm rke Architectural Forum. June 1954) 

Plate 3. 



Gmsvenor Square in central London. The square. wifh iis 
private purk in the cenm. war ppical of the roivn housing for 
the arhtomaq and upper middle classes rhar i v a r  built in die 
lare ezghteenrh crnm? I/mm Benexdo. The HLrron of rhe Cie). 

Central Lo~rdon in the lare eiglrreenth cenruy nie black areas 
am parh and landrcaped squares. Squares like G m e n o r  
Square and Bloomesb-9 Square are clearfv circumscribed by 
urban building. St. James Park. the large black area in the 
lowm corner of the map is part of an older esrare landscape on 
rhe edge of the city's fabric @m Benmolo. Hisroq o/rhe Ci&). 

Plate 4. 



7ivo images of closrical "urban " r11la.s set in the 
landicclpe ofRegent Park in the Park Wuges .  
Orirm riflas wete designed wirh Tudor 
amhitecrural snlrs. 

Umm Srem. .4D Profiles, The Anglt+.-lmerican 
Suburbl 

Regent's Park. begun 6.v Xaih in 1813 
encompassed a public park ar irs centre wirlr 
midenrial reraces and villas amund ILS 

peripheq Ir i v u  pan of a larget re-srrucnrnng 
of London k north West by the Prince Regent and 
was the end o f o  nnc s m .  Regenr's Streer. 
connecring to St. Jarnei Park CO the sourh. 

The Park Pillages are in the upper right corner of 
the map. 

@mBenerolo. Hisloty of the City. origtnal!~ 
h m  if. R. Hitchcock Architecture, Nineteenth 
and Twentieth Cenruncs) 

Plate 5.  



Blake Hamler was designed by John ,Vah in 18 I l  
and locared in ifmburr.. Gloucesrershim. The 
design >var for nine rortages ivith prirare ganiens 
grouped amund a common gteen. and iras builr for 
Bristol banker John Harrjod. -4s one can see f iom 
rhe picrure of'tlie ivell dressed children abore. the 
inhabilanfi of Blaise Hamler were anyrhing but 
rustic famers. Each corrage  var distinct in 
appearance and g m r  care giwn to rhe siting of 
each home in a picrurrsque ic- 

l/mm Srern. iLD Profdes. ïhe  .4ngio-Amerhn 
Suburb) 

Plate 6 .  



Llrirrlfyn Purk builr in .Vew Jersq: was designrd b! :lndrew Jackson Davis. ihr .-lmrricun architecl. lundscapr arcliirecr und 1%-n'rer. 
nie picruresqie nrbrrrb \vas derelopeci benveen 19.53 and 1557. and builr rhirreen milesfiom ,tlanhar~an by Llcwel!r.n S. Haskell. a 
dnrg mcrchunr furned land specularor 11s wooded acres wrre inlended for families o/tc.ralrlry businasmen irho had a panion for rhe 
narirre. und irho rrere rvilling ro undrrtake the dai!r. cornmure by rail inro their ivorkplace. 

l j k m  Robert Stern. AD Profiles, Tite Angle-American Suburb) 

Ro~edale. set on the northem edge of' Tomnto. ,vas proposed 6y William Janis in fSj0. tlrrre Fears bejôre Ll~vellyn Park Like r r s  
morc/urnous .-lmrricun cousrn. Ros&le rr-as builr as a picturusque communinjor a wealrhy sociul clriss who rouglrr rhe socrul cacher 
dcjiried by Englislr precedents like John ;VasltS ivork in rlie Park Fillages und Blaire Humfer. 
Umm Ron Firche~ The Development of the Garden Suburb in Toronto in The Journal of Garden Hisrory. vol. 3. no. 3. 193-7071 

Plate 7. 



-4 cunrng street in Rosedale shortly afrer irs construcrion. ïïte irees are snll newii* planted a~zd h<nu~.ears 
to arrive ut rhe si=e rvhere rit-. rvifl acheive the pastoral image deszred hr. Jamis. 

location of Raredale wus nonh- 
east of the iniersection of Yonge Smet 
and Bloor Street- Since Yongv Smer 

the gmwrh arh of earlr. ibronto 
and a couch Iine mad. Raredale iras in 
a good location for access to rhe ci': 
..lçmss Yonge Smer. Yorhille \cas an 
txample of a village msimilated ,!y the 
cin's p w h .  

fPhotogmph and map fmm Ron 
Fischer: me Deveiopment of the 
Gatdcn Suburb in Toronto in The 
Journal of Garden Hisrary. vol. 3. no. 
3. f93-.?O7) 
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f . a ~ . ~ n c d  Park hiu lt AC. lhe Ih~r*ercntwr [un J and Rnrldrnq 
Company rn 1 Y I  1. It-s rrn~ned and uuude d srte u f 350 ac. 
wav IocaleJ rn the northern reaches qffi~tvntn and sor~ght 
fo prur~de an anolher rcppcr mrifcllr class .wbh7s1un tu 
march the qualih. of Rosrdaie. wh~ch hatl hrrn complered 
and r~ccrrpred Walrdr Rnioke. an Engl~sh enginwr and 
Garden C'IC pnlponent. lard otir ~ h r  plan 

7he Htcmber 1 allty Srrn*q.v. locaîed rn rhc mtrnrcipalr~ of 
Etnhrcok. wav avsemhlcd rn 19 10 hy Rahert Home-Smrrh 
as- 3.000 QC. of rndand  and n,uu<Lv on lhe Hrrmbcr R ~ w r  
lu the wrs~ of Torunru. 7hc sirbch~srun s-Ir wav rwnrd imd 
w m  hmkcn i ~ p  hy the rrwr II wav desrgnçd and hirrb hy 
HurneShrrh andfirrrlcen cun~7111anr archrtrcts bentrcn 
1917 and rhr mrd- 1920s rn a rmge of carr/irl!v conrrolled 
horise s ~ l r s .  

Twa maps/mm Ron Frschrr. The Dcrvciopmmt of the 
Garden Suburb in Toronto rn The Journal of Gurden 
Hirrory. vol. 3. no. 3. 193-20 7) 

Plate 9. 



The wrw orw a I.arifown. 1-nng ktand. 
rrstclrnrral netghbuurhd. By rhe ftmc 
fhrs phurograph was taken the humes had 
alrea+ bren ocnrpitd /or some yars.  
Tics. uhtch had bem no rab!^ abstnr rn 
rhe ear!v Wam. and had brrn planrrd hy 
the homvowners and lhe orrgfnal 
Jrnulopec had trme to gmw: Ihe horcses. 
howour. HYN 51111 a rmtJinnn Y'ape ('08 
style oJ/rmne horw. 

Plate 10. 



Ebenezer H01sads gardrn c i n  diagram jiPm the 190,' ediiion of' "Garden Ciries of Tu-Momrc.". Howuni clearfv did ROI mran 
rhir as a pian bu! rarher a diagram o/'rekarionrhips benwm fhe elemenrs of un ideal ci' of J2.000 inhabiiunrs. 

(/rom Ebenrer Horwrd. Garden Cifies of To-Morrow. 1902 edition in q r i n r . )  

Ebent 
of "GI 

rer Howard ar uge 57 fmm the 1907 edirion 
d e n  Ci ties 01 To-Momm 7 

S t a n k  Budm Vuionanes und Pianners) 

Plate 1 1. 



&/ow. .-! n art/ /nt?? HOrcurti:~ .~ard.n CI& 

shournp tts rel~won tu the city centre and the 
prrphqv of the orr.rnll nty 

Plate 12. 





Parker and IJnwrnIï \?mm of rtrhon hlucxiï war 
a&feJ /mm rhe l a ~ e  nrral strb~lr\.rsrons ofrhe Ilirglrsh 
coimrnwllc. rhe tm90 orcht~eci-ï c/c.vrgned ihetr ne w 
comrntrnrire-ï in. In  ihts parrral plnn /mm Hnmpsiead 
Garden Srtbtrrb. brrr11 ai  rhe samr rime as I.eichworrh. 
ihr nrchriecrs placed t vwho t~ ï~s  olung ~ h r  marn madr O/ 
rherr plan. The anus rnstde the l a w  blockï wen 
d r w l o p d  ar drrrplv srtcd. cortr~arà-basrd mruv or 
closrs. Orher spacvï rn ihe b l d  werr set mtdc aï 
commrrnal ganlens. 7'he pirblrc syirarr n.m desrgncû rn 
o clawcal urch~ecrwol s ~ l e .  7711s nppmach becnmr 
the mnJarJ/or garden c r p  desrgn rhmrrgh orri rhe 
wurld 

The zantng of the d~srric~v of le~chworth ur a garden CI& 

comspmied io ~ h e  elemrnis of Howard3 orignal .yarrlvn 
CI@ dragram despire ris brrng a&pied/or un Fnglrsh nrral 
srte. Parker and Unwtn 3 plan .se[ the n m  ruwn rnio iht. 
mr i tng nemurk of \d/ages. aq neII rhe Fnglr.rh rad 
syrem. The system ofcoirnrri. ma& wav also ariapicrd aï 
the b m s  for ihe sireri 9wem of Lrrchworrh. 

Plate 14. 



Parker and IJnwrn Jrrr\ud thrir hottstng sryies a d  
birilhn~ 0pe.s /mm rhe rrathtronai Cotswalrl wiiagtl srreers 
uhrrrd  b~ the Fngirsh '3rrr and Crafis" morrmrnf. 
Ahmv 1s a companson berneen the ongtnal (ht.m.aid 
s t w  pmcedenf. fhr licar's C'lose rn Wds. mda mtns 
clrsrgned hy Parker and ilnwrn for Hmp.$ftlad Garden 
Subrirb. KI rhr I r / r  rs a Parker and Unwrn ( l rmng  of a 
mwhnrm & p / o r  ont- of lerchworrh k mam rnadr 

(AI1  mages /mm Parker and U n w n  Town Plonnihg in 
&adidel 
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The Company rown of Kitimar in Bririd~ Columbia. The commun* was developed the rlluminum Company of Canada in 
1954 for a new nelrer  sire in rhe B.C. wildemess. ILS designer was Clawnce Stein. and if ~ . a r  pmposed along rhe lines of a 
"Radbum" plan whiclt Stein had continuous!y ured rrs the bais  for mosr of his designs since 1929. 
flmm Architecrural Forum. Industry Buil& Kinrnat, series published over Julv. .-lugusr, and Ocrober of 1934 

The English new rown of Harlow, in the aerial photograph belorr; rr'as one of the original rowm planned for rhe erpansion of 
London's mempolitan area afier World War Tivo. fhe 1944 ,Vmv rowm Act gare the English governmmr an earlv sran in the 
posr-ivar rebuilding oJrhr coune .  Harlow was initial buih as four  quadrant^ offive IO sir   ho us and popularion gmuped 
around a rown cmrre. Tite new rown's popularion \var planned to gmw ro sirn, rhousand by the a&iition of nar. 
neighbourhood unirs. Each quadrant or neighbourhood ako had irr own sub-cenm. Sumunding rhe rown. rhe indusrrial 
sir- were relaied ro borh rail lines and rhe new high speed ma& the nanonal govemment was planning. On,? of rhe 
neighbourhooàs and the edge where it meers an indusrrial area in shown in rhe phorograph below. Yore rhe similar smer 
pattern IO Don .Mills. the erirnsive parks. and rhe separaiion of land uses by greenbelrs.. 
ffrom Emin Galanrq New Towns: .-înriquify to the Presenr) 
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Karl Frmer standing owr a modrl of Don Milk in poinring IO the 
second plme of consrrucrion about ro commence in rhe north-eusi 
quarlronr. In the river vallqv the model shows a damming of the Don 
River ro make P recmarional lake. The firsr phase. pltu rire shopping 
centre, is shorvn complete in the nonh-wesr quudranr,/irrtirestjivm 
Fraser 

Macklin flancock had begun moking models ofDon Mills as mon as he 
became Direcror of Planning in car& 1952. Mode& were usefil for co- 
ordinaring al1 of fhe pmfessiorts ur work on the n m  town. as well as 
being a good ptrblicity whicle. The phorograph hem appeared in the 
"Daily Commercial News " os pan of a m id- i 954feuruno article 
promoting Don Mills as a modern communin, mith up-to-date indusnial 
sites. 
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One of the four neighbourhoods of 
Don Mills--the norfh-wesr 
quadrant, b e p n  firsr in 1953 and 
1954. Macklin Hancock crieored 
euch neighbourhood a a unir of 
dwellings grouped amund an 
eiemenran, schoal und chumhes. 
seen in rhe cenm of rhe padrmr 
in rhe plan ro rhe lefi. The 
insriruriom rhemselves wemser in 
a park which was connecred & 
park walkwqs ro rite vallqlad 
of rhe Don River bqond. ..1 Ring 
Roud connecred all of' rhe 
quadranrs IO wch orher Khem a 
quadrant conrarned the civic 
cenrre and shopping cenm as in 
the lower pan oj'rhe illurrrarion. 
Hancock sired mom aparnmr 
buildings and gaden aparnnent 
clusrers. Despire rhe h~gher 
d w e l f i n g  d e n s i r - .  r h e  
neighbourhood srrucrure \r'm 
mainrained throughour the 
design. 

Nmm rhe =lrchitec!ural Forum. 
June 1935) 
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T7re Don ,CinLF Shopping Centm 1c.a locaied in the sourh- 
west quadram of Don iUillr. and was the o n l ~ p m p e q  of 
the n m  town rvtained as an invesnent b~ Don Milk 
Deelopmenu Limiied. Phase one war in rhe norih of the 
sire and was an open pl= similcr lo York Mills P l a  
built & E. F? Twtor on other land in North York white Don 
~UilLs nus beingplanned. ..I second. even la'gec phase 
was planned os an enclareci shopping mall similar io rhose 
being built in the United States @ architects like Iktor 
Gruen in ciries like iUinneupollr. Tqlor and his investon: 
in the .4rgus Corporation smr shopping centm as a good 
place ro imesr rhe ptvfirs fiom specularive land sales and 
conven rhem ro an incomefim rhe mall rpnrs 

ffmm the Archi~cdural Forum. lune 19%) 
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tims of thefirsr phase of rhe Don ,Mills Shopping Cenrre 
raken for rhe Januap 196 1 arricle in the R rchitechrrai 
Forum. Ar rhar rime rhe second phase ivirh irs inrerior mal! 
had szill ro be builr and rhe C e n m  war a shopping plaxa 
surrounded @parking lou (see Plare 3 1.). nie archirecruru1 
shle was Inrernarionol ibfodem~m by rhe oflSce of John B. 
PurLin, rhe Toronro architeet who would work rrith .Vies van 
der Rohe on the Toronro Dominion banking roiven in rhe cin.3 
donnrown. The shopping centre pcn.ilions were designed in a 
.Miesian rninimalist style in black steel wirh large area ofglass. 
Bmad canopies creured a shelremd walking areajor 
pedesrrians. .4mss rite paking 106 rhe c e n m  wnr sumiutde 
b~ sir ro rhree srorqr. apument buildings. nte mund building 
in rhe midùlepicrute wus rhe commun in^ hall. 
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Facroty and ofice buildings builr in Don Mills indusmh?al sires. lîte design resrricrions on the land Mes. sire planning 
and archirectum ensured rhar an image of the workplaces matched the verdanr qualin, of the midenrial neighbourhoodr. 
..is in rhe dwelling a m .  Hancock enrumd the preservation. whem possible. of mature mes. Togethtr nirh the design 
conrmls. rhir ensured rhar the burines envimnmenr was regarded as modern and well-camdyor and arrracring rhe mosr 
presrigious of rire corporations building nmv pianr and ofice/acililies. The building in rhe bortom phorograph rcus 
designed 6-v John La-wg. ffancock's pmdecessor as designer of Don MiiLF. 
Cfrom the Archirectural Forum. June 1954) 
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A phoromanragr of rhc drsrgn 
of rhe Don lallqt. Parh%.cn. 
si~p.nmpo.wd on an arrphoto 
composrrr map u f the Lkln 
Rrwr ntt. monrage wm 
prrparud in 1955 as the 
fmnrrspcce ru therr strr<h. by 
Frnccl-Harrrs. rhr crwl 
enyneenng/irm who drd fhe 
hfrrmpolrran Turunru 
/zaiihrlriy .rtu&/nr rhr mad 
7he map showrd rhr Parhnqv 
drm-n rn on rhr mure rhar rr 
wo111d a ~ n r ~ t a I & -  be bidr un 
fnr rrars larrr Jornin~ rhe 
new Lokrshorcr c.xprr..c.wq rn 
[he .wuîh r d ~ h r  map (the 
horrom) to rhe new pmr-rncral 
Hrghwq JO1 ar rhr [op. rhz 
Parkvqv jo1lowc.J the coirm 
of rhr rrwr val l r~. mor.rnp up 
fmm ~ h r  w l l ~  rn ILS norfhern 
exrrnrs 

Don .%frIIs u.m rn rhc rrppr 
centre of the map. and w . m  
shohn strll rsu1arc.d hy open 
coirntn.srclr and mer i.alley 
/mm rhr re.sr O/ tht' rrrhan 
fabnc ofrhr mt~nrc~palrtres qf 
Tomnro and North brk  7he 
new (uwn Kas also ufu 
complrteiv clfirent irrban 
f i n n  thon rhe rrsr ojrhar 
fahnc. fimnro 5 RwrrdaIr 
drsrrrcr. shurn <Irrrcr!r. ru rhe 
sorr~h. best c~emp1rjîr.c the 
c i n  3 nprcal gnJ of lucal 
srnorr.s. ivorth York seen rn 
the ripper corners ofthe map. 
a1.w had rts stnrr grrd Ewn 
rhr plan of l.eacrtlr. wrrh rrs 
gm!v crrn.rng stnels. and 
swn IO the snirrh-west acrass 
the rnur /rom Don .Cldis. n.as 
ckosrr in (rppearancr to the 
CI& grrd 

the FundiOnaI report 
un proposai Don t h l l q  
Parhay tu the Municipafuy 
of ,~/eopol i inn Taronro. 
Ocruber i<ljj. by rhr Ekncu- 
Harrrs p n r  wnrrrre) 
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f i t !  crralron of ~ h e  Ban rh/fey Park- m. mark r-~~mrnnrrng I ~ J  the ci& crntrc cTrn more oltrocrrru &r rcsrdcm (?/-,for% nrw Ion,n. 
Frrckrrck (;or</mr!v new rr~aclc-~it [en rojijiern mrnrr(t's./mm the rhw to rhr clownrou.n/nlm Don .Cfrlls. Ewn more mmprranr. rr \cm 
<I rnum clrrecr uncl srciire clrrw. and nur \trbjtxl lu ~ h c  w-a~anes of crty (raffic w~rh rrs cumplrxlrrc's c d  irnpredtc~oblr nortrnJ. 



-4 r iar ;  looking across the intersection of Don Milis Road and Lmvrpnce Avenue, ar rhe norrh-wert quadrant of Don ,UiIIs 
(Don Mills Roud mm fmm lefi-bottom to right-top in the image). ïhe fint phase builr of Macklin Hancock's design. the 
nonh-west quadrant nus ako the mosr developed in Januury of 1961. when thepholograph warpublished in 
.4rchifecturul Forum. Sumunding the main intersection. and nearesr to ihe rown cenm. were sir storey apartmenr 
buildings. 7ne nerr zone of building were thme sro- gatden aparnnenrs mked wirh mwhoures. Bqond rhem. and on 
~ h e  orher sidc of the Ring Road wem the neighbourhoods ofdetached houses. In the uppm lefi corner of the image. the 
neighbourfrood park with the elementary school ako bordered the other side ofthe Ring Road. The south-eart quadrant 
w u  the lisr ro be built and was sri11 anlairing the consmucrion of irs aparnnent buildings. 
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.4 r i m  looking across Don Mills Road. ar the sourh-wesr quadranr of Don Mi lk  D o n  Mills Roud mm from lefi- 
borrom ro righr-top in the image). Part ofthe second phare built of Macklin Hancock's design. the sourh-wat 
quadranr nus alro one of the mosr developed in January of1961. when the phorograph was publkhed in 
Archirecturaî Forum. Since if conrained the Don MilLi Shopping Cenm. the quadrant was begun quicklv afrer the 
/irsr succesr of the phase one housing. In the phorogmph. the secondphase of the centre. the enclosed mal1 was 
shorcn in the southent portion ofthe site 00 rhe lefi). Irs interior arrade. visible on &Jar mf; w u  intenupred by a 
small open courcyard. Shown ro the north. is rhefirsr phase. or rhe open air plaa. The Cenm was alro sumwtded 
by orher freesranding buildings iike banks. a post oHce and a small ofice building. 

Plate 30. 
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